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Letter from the Editor

1

Dear AppNotes Readers:

Welcome to the January 2002 issue of Novell AppNotes! As we start the new year, we are excited about the 
many things happening here at Novell, with new technologies and solutions that are on the docket for this 
year. As in years past, the AppNotes staff will do everything possible to give you the technical information 
you need on these new and exciting products and services.

Many have asked me how NetWare 6 is doing. From all reports, sales are going well and implementations 
are going forth at a rapid pace. NetWare 6 has won several major industry awards, and I’m confident there 
are more to come! Stay tuned for other exciting development, including more information on iFolder and 
iPrint and how they are helping businesses work more efficiently. There are so many things going on here 
at Novell that I wish we could tell you about, but you’ll just have to wait. I can tell you though, the wait 
will be worth it.

This month we have several interesting articles to keep you thinking about the exciting things going on in 
the industry. This month’s feature articles are “Cluster-Enabling a ZENworks for Servers 2 Deployment” 
by  Mark S. Schouls of Novell Consulting, and “Understanding Novell BorderManager’s HTTP Proxy 
Logs” by longtime contributor and AppNotes favorite Marcus Williamson. We also have three “How-To” 
articles this month that you won’t want to miss.

Starting this month, we have moved the humorous Lightweight Access section into the Viewpoints section, 
so remember to look for it there from now on. Please don’t send me e-mails asking where Lightweight 
Access went! While I’m on the subject, I remind all readers that we accept submissions to Lightweight 
Access, as well as our Tips and Tricks section. In fact, we are always looking for topics you’d like to see 
covered in Ramblings, Dear Abend, Network Novice, and the other sections as well. Don’t hold back—let 
us know what you’d like to see! We are here to meet your needs.

I would also like to remind you all that BrainShare Salt Lake City is coming up again. This year’s event 
promises to be better than ever, and we always look forward to seeing you there. Our staff enjoys meeting 
our readers and Novell’s customers, and this is the one time of year that we get a chance to do this. For 
more information on BrainShare and how to register, see the ad in the back of this issue or visit the 
BrainShare Web site at http://www.novellbrainshare.com.

The AppNotes staff is still receiving far too many technical questions that unfortunately we just don’t have 
the time to answer. For those looking for answers to support type questions, please visit Novell’s technical 
support Web site at http://support.novell.com and check out the Knowledgebase or the Support Forums. 
For those of you who have questions concerning the AppNotes or the articles we’ve published, please 
continue to contact us.

Until next time,

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief

January 2002
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4 Cluster-Enabling a ZENworks for Servers 2 Deployment
Mark S. Schouls
Explains how to install and configure ZENworks for Servers 2 in a Novell Cluster Services 
environment, covering the deployment of the ZENworks for Servers Distributor service and the 
Subscriber service.

27 Understanding Novell BorderManager’s HTTP Proxy Logs
Marcus Williamson
Discusses the HTTP Proxy Server log files that are generated by Novell BorderManager to track 
Internet usage, tells how to enable and configure the three types of log files, describes the contents of 
these files and introduces some third-party tools to help in analyzing them.
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47 How to Implement Complex Business Rules Using DirXML Stylesheets and Java
Karl Bunnel
Second in a series on advanced DirXML stylesheet authoring techniques, describes how to combine 
XSLT and Java to implement complex business rules such as those involved in implementing an 
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57 How to Write a ConsoleOne NDS Management Snap-In Using the eCommerce 
Bean for LDAP
J. Jeffrey Hanson
Demonstrates how to write a snap-in for ConsoleOne using Novell’s eCommerce Bean for LDAP to 
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easy-to-use Java components for rapid and effective development of network applications.
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Cluster-Enabling a ZENworks for 
Servers 2 Deployment

Mark S. Schouls
Consultant
Novell Canada Ltd.
mschouls@novell.com

This AppNote explains how to install and configure ZENworks for Servers 2 in a 
Novell Cluster Services environment. It covers the deployment of the ZENworks 
for Servers software, including the Distributor service and the Subscriber service.

Contents:

• Introduction

• ZENworks for Servers Software Deployment

• Create Policy Packages

• Configure the Load and Unload Scripts of the Virtual Server

• Start the Distributor and Test Failover

• Deploy ZENworks for Servers Subscriber Service

• Modify the Routing Hierarchy of the Distributor

• Conclusion

Topics Novell Cluster Services, ZENworks for Servers, fault toler-
ance, network management

Products Novell ZENworks for Servers 2.0, Novell Cluster Services

Audience network administrators, consultants, integrators

Level intermediate

Prerequisite Skills NetWare server support and administration

Operating System NetWare 5.x, 6.x

Tools n/a

Sample Code no
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Introduction

Novell’s ZENworks for Servers 2 is a comprehensive server management 
automation solution that provides policy-based server management, highly 
scalable server-to-server distribution, and a full-featured SNMP management 
console. ZENworks for Servers 2 increases your control of local and remote 
servers while cutting administrative costs—for example, allowing companies to 
distribute software to servers across the Net.

Novell Cluster Services is software that permits you to combine a number of 
individual network servers into a cluster, thereby providing users with virtually 
uninterrupted access to their critical network resources such as data, applications, 
server licenses, and other services. If one network server (cluster node) in the 
cluster happens to fail, another will automatically take over the resources and 
services it provided. Novell Cluster Services promises higher levels of availability 
than other Intel-based clustering systems: you can provide true multi-node 
clustering with support for up to 32 server nodes in a cluster. In addition, Novell 
Cluster Services does not require any proprietary hardware: you can install it on 
off-the-shelf Intel architecture systems.

Cluster-enabling the ZENworks for Servers 2 Distributor service will provide 
fault tolerance when synchronizing critical data stored on a Storage Area Network 
(SAN).  In the event that the node hosting the Distributor service fails, the service 
will “failover” to another node in the cluster, and distributions can continue. For 
example, if you are synchronizing data from one cluster to a second (the second 
being your backup and recovery cluster), it would be beneficial to ensure that 
distributions take place, and finish, even in the event of a server failure. Cluster- 
enabling the ZENworks for Servers 2 Subscriber service provides a method to 
distribute data from the Distributor to your cluster volumes.

A number of steps are involved in the process of deploying, configuring, and 
testing the integration of ZENworks for Servers 2 with Novell Cluster Services. 
These steps were documented based on proof-of-concept testing. It is 
recommended that, prior to installing the software, you read through the entire 
procedure to get a firm understanding of the process of cluster-enabling the 
ZENworks for Servers Distributor process and the Sybase database.

The steps in this AppNote are based on the installation of the ZENworks for 
Servers Distributor service on a two-node cluster (with Novell Cluster Services), 
although this is not a limit. The limit is with how many nodes can participate in 
the cluster.

This AppNote covers the deployment of the Distributor service, the Sybase 
database, and the Subscriber service on Novell Cluster Services.

For the purpose of this AppNote, it is assumed that Novell Cluster Services is 
already installed. For further information on Novell Cluster Services, refer to the 
online documentation at http://www.novell.com/documentation.
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ZENworks for Servers Software Deployment

This section describes the installation of the necessary ZENworks for Servers 2 
software components.

Install JVM 1.1.7b (If Required)

The first step in the installation process is to ensure that the proper Java Virtual 
Machine (JVM) code is installed on your servers. JVM 1.1.7b is required for 
ZENworks for Servers Policy and Distribution Services (TED). To see what 
version you have, type "MODULES JAVA.NLM" at the server console prompt, 
and check the Novell JVM version number. 

The September 19, 2000 revision of this JVM is provided on the ZENworks for 
Servers Companion CD. A newer version (v1.2.2, dated June 2001) can be 
downloaded from http://support.novell.com, but I have not tested this solution 
with JVM v1.2.2.

If you are up-to-date on your Java code, you can move on to the next step.

Install ZENworks for Servers

To install ZENworks for Servers 2, start the installation wizard by running 
WINSETUP.EXE found on the root of the ZENworks for Servers 2 CD. The main 
ZENworks for Servers Installation screen is displayed (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: The ZENworks for Servers install program’s main screen.

Extend the eDirectory Schema

The first step in a production installation of ZENworks for Servers is to extend the 
eDirectory schema, if you have not already done so. This step prepares eDirectory 
for the installation to take place and for the ZENworks for Servers objects to be 
created in the eDirectory database.
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If you need to extend the schema, follow these steps.

1. From the install main menu, select “Extend NDS Schema” as shown in 
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Selecting the “Extend NDS Schema” option.

2. You next must provide the name of the tree whose schema you want to 
extend. To do this, select the tree name from the list, as shown in Figure 3 
(the default tree is automatically detected by the Schema Extension Wizard). 
If you need to log in, you can do so by clicking the Login button.

Figure 3: Screen for selecting the tree on which you want to extend the schema.

3. Once you have selected a tree, click Next > and follow the onscreen 
instructions to complete the schema extension.
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Install ZENworks for Servers Policy and Distribution Services

Once the schema has been extended, you are ready to install the Policy and 
Distribution software and set up your Tiered Electronic Distribution (TED) 
hierarchy. To do this, follow these steps.

1. From the Installation main menu, select “ZENworks for Servers” as shown in 
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Selecting the “ZENworks for Servers” option.

2. From the next screen (see Figure 5), select “Install Policy and Distribution 
Services” from the menu.

Figure 5: Selecting the “Install Policy and Distribution Services” option.
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3. The next screen displays the License Agreement. After reading the terms of 
the agreement, click the “Accept” radio button and click Next > to continue 
with the installation process.

4. In the next screen (see Figure 6), you need to select the tree containing the 
ZENworks for Servers target servers. 

Figure 6: Screen for selecting the tree that contains the target servers.

Either type in the name of your tree, or click the browse button to find and 
select your tree name. After you have selected the target tree, click Next > to 
continue with the installation process.

5. In the next screen (see Figure 7), you need to specify where to install the 
product licenses.

Figure 7: Screen for specifying where to install the product licenses.
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Click the “Install Licenses” checkbox, click the Add button, and then browse 
to the container where you will install the license object (in eDirectory). 
Select the same container where the Distributor object will be created. 

Although the location of the license object does not matter, it should be kept 
close to the servers that will be accessing it. Servers should not have to cross 
partitions or WAN boundaries to access the license object. Note that you can 
install multiple instances of the ZENworks for Servers license object in your 
tree, but you cannot install multiple instances in the same container.

After you have specified the location of the license object, click Next > to 
continue with the installation process.

6. The next screen allows you to specify the target servers on which the 
ZENworks for Servers software will be installed. I refer to this as the 
deployment matrix (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Screen showing the ZENworks for Servers deployment matrix.

The deployment matrix has seven (7) columns:

• Server Name - The name of the target server on which software will be 
installed

• Server Policies - Checking this box will install the software necessary to 
use and enforce server policies on the target server

• Remote Web Console - Checking this box will install the software 
necessary to run the Remote Web Console (RWC), which allows the 
administrator to access information regarding servers in the TED 
infrastructure (you need only install the RWC service on one server, and 
have it monitor all servers in the TED infrastructure)
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• ConsoleOne Snapins - Checking this box will install the ConsoleOne 
snapins necessary to manage ZENworks for Servers; you can install these 
on the target server or on the local workstation from which you are 
running the installation

• Database - Clicking this radio button will install the software and 
database necessary for TED logging purposes; you should select to install 
the database on the Distributor

• Distributor - Checking this box will install the software necessary to run 
the Distributor service (multiple Distributors are allowed in one tree, and 
the server acting as a Distributor can also run the Subscriber service)

• Subscriber - Checking this box will install the software necessary to run 
the Subscriber service

Clicking the Add Server button will allow you to browse the tree looking for 
servers on which to install the software. Once you have located the server 
object (NCP Server Object), and the server object is highlighted, click the 
Select button and OK to accept.

In this case, you will be installing the Distributor service on a Novell Cluster 
to cluster-enable the Distributor service. In order to deploy the Distributor 
software properly in a Cluster environment, click the Add Server button and 
browse the tree looking for physical server objects (NCP Server objects) and 
the Virtual Server object. Select all objects, and click OK to accept your 
selections. The objects should now be listed in the deployment matrix; for 
example:

• Physical Node #1

• Physical Node #2

• Virtual Node - Cluster_TED_SERVER

Select the following options for each of the nodes in the matrix:

When you are finished, your selections should look something like the ones 
shown in Figure 9.

Node Options

Physical Node #1 Server Policies, ConsoleOne Snapins, Distributor

Physical Node #2 Server Policies, ConsoleOne Snapins, Distributor

Virtual Node Server Policies, ConsoleOne Snapins, Database, Distributor
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Figure 9: Completed deployment matrix screen for the cluster-enabled environment.

7. At this point, you have identified what servers the Distributor software will 
be installed on. You still need to specify which server(s) will run the TED 
Subscriber service.

Because you are installing in a cluster environment, I suggest that you install 
the Distributor service software first as described in the previous step. Then, 
after you have the Distributor configured and running properly, go back and 
re-run the installation wizard and specify what server(s) will be running the 
Subscriber service.

Do this by clicking Add Server and browsing the tree for the location of 
each server object you want to be a Subscriber. Once you have located the 
object and selected it, click OK to go back to the matrix. The only options 
you will enable for server acting as a Subscriber are Server Policiesand 
Subscriber. (Do not install the Distributor software again.)

Note: If you will be running ConsoleOne from any of the servers, ensure that you also 
select to install the ConsoleOne Snapins on all of the servers, or at the server(s) 
from which you will be running ConsoleOne.

8. Once you have finished building the deployment matrix, click Next > to 
continue with the installation process.

9. In the next screen, you will select whether to copy files, modify the 
AUTOEXEC.NCF file, and pause installation if Java is loaded.
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The only action you need to take here is to uncheck the box labeled “Modify 
AUTOEXEC.NCF to load ZENworks for Servers components on startup”. 
You will be loading the Distributor process from the Load script of the 
Virtual Server. Your selections should look like the ones shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Screen for ZENworks for Servers installation options.

Click Next > to continue with the installation process.

10. In the next screen (see Figure 11), you will specify the location to install the 
TED database software (Sybase) and the database engine.

Figure 11: Screen for specifying the location for the TED database software and engine.
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Note: You should specify one of the Cluster virtual volumes, so that you can failover 
the database when required.

Once you have selected the volume to store the database and database 
software, click Next > to continue with the installation process.

11. In the next screen (see Figure 12), you have the opportunity to create a TED 
Channel object that the Distributor will monitor. 

Figure 12: Screen for listing the channels that will be available to subscribers.

You will manually create this later, after the installation process is complete. 
If you choose to create it now, you can; otherwise click Next > to continue 
with the installation process.

12. The next screen (see Figure 13) allows you to change the location of the 
Working Directory and Log File directory for the Distributor.
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Figure 13: Screen for changing the location of the Distributor directories.

In the left-hand pane, select the Virtual Server name, and change the 
Working directory and Log File directory to point to the same volume on 
which you specified to install the Database (this will be the Virtual Volume 
name). You only need to change the volume name from SYS to whatever 
volume you are working with.

Once you have made the necessary changes, click Next > to continue with 
the installation process.

13. At this point, the installation summary screen is displayed, indicating all of 
the choices you have made (see Figure 14).

Figure 14: Installation summary screen.
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Once you have reviewed the summary for accuracy, click Finish to complete 
the installation process.

The software will now be copied to the servers, and the ZENworks for Servers 
objects will be created in eDirectory. Allow this to complete.

Here is a list of default objects that are created during the installation process:

• Distributor object(s)

• ZENworks for Servers License object(s)

• ZENworks for Servers Database object

Once the installation process is complete, review the “Readme” file for any errors 
that may have been encountered during the process.

Install ZENworks for Servers 2 Support Pack 1A

Once you have completed the installation of ZENworks for Servers 2, you need to 
update it with Support Pack 1A. This can be downloaded from the Novell Support 
Connection at http://support.novell.com. The self-extracting EXE is named 
ZFS2SP1A.EXE.

To apply the Support Pack, use the following method:

1. Run the self-extracting EXE to extract the software to the root of the SYS 
volume; a Temp directory with subdirectories will be created under SYS.

2. Type the following command at the server console to start the Package 
Processor, which installs the software package (you will need to patch each 
physical node that is participating in the cluster):

SYS:\TEMP\ZFS2SP1A\NETWARE\POLYDIST.NCF

3. After installing the software package, review the log file created by the 
Package Processor to ensure that the installation was successful. This log file 
can be found at:

SYS:\TEMP\ZFS2SP1A\NETWARE\UPGRADE.LOG

The log file provides detailed information about the success or failure of the 
Support Pack installation. The default reporting level is 4, which includes 
successes, warnings, errors, and information.

Clean Up eDirectory Objects

After you have successfully installed the ZENworks for Servers 2 software and 
Support Pack 1A, you can now clean up unnecessary objects in eDirectory.
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1. Start ConsoleOne and browse to the container where the Distributor objects 
were created. There should be three Distributor objects in the container 
(based on two-node Cluster): one for the Virtual Server, and one for each of 
the Physical Nodes in the cluster.

2. Locate the two Distributor objects which are associated with the two physical 
nodes, and delete them.

Note: Do not delete the Distributor object associated with the Virtual Server.

Modify NCF Files

In order for the Distributor to run properly, you need to make a couple of changes 
to two NCF files that were created during the installation process. The changes 
you make essentially cluster-enable the Distributor service.

Modify DIST.NCF.  First you need to modify DIST.NCF (located in the 
SYS:\TED2 directory on each of the clustered servers) to include the DN of the 
Distributor object associate with the Virtual Server, rather than the DN of the 
physical node. To do this, follow these steps.

1. At the server console, type:

EDIT sys:\ted2\dist.ncf

2. Change the name of the Distributor object (at the BOTTOM/END of the 
NCF file) to the name of the Distributor object associated with the Virtual 
Server. (When you first view the contents of the NCF file, you will see that 
the last line references the name and location of the old Distributor object, 
which you deleted earlier. You simply need to change this to the name and 
location of the Distributor object created for the Virtual Server.)

3. Close the file and save the changes.

4. Repeat these steps for each physical server participating in the cluster.

Modify MGMTDBS.NCF.  This NCF file is responsible for starting the ZENworks 
for Servers database. You need to make one minor change to this NCF file to 
ensure that the database loads properly. To do this, follow these steps.

1. At the server console, type:

EDIT mgmtdbs.ncf

If you get a message stating that MGMTDBS.NCF does not exist and asking 
if you want to create one, answer “Yes” and follow the steps outlined in 
“Manually Creating the MGMTDBS.NCF File” below. 

2. You will see an IP address listed at the end of the LOAD line. Change this to 
the IP address of the Virtual Server Volume that is hosting the database 
(where you installed the database during the installation process).
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3. Close the file and save the changes.

4. Repeat these steps for each physical server in the cluster.

Manually Creating the MGMTDBS.NCF File.  If for any reason the 
MGMTDBS.NCF file is missing in the SYS:\SYSTEM directory on any of the 
servers in the cluster, you can manually create or rebuild one.

At the server console type “EDIT sys:\system\mgmtdbs.ncf” and when asked if 
you want to create the file, answer “Yes”. Enter this command in the file:

<<<< Start of File >>>>

LOAD <vol>:\ZENWORKS\DATABASE\DBSRV7.NLM -c 16M -x tcpip -tl 300 

-ti 0 -gn 50 -m -n <IP_addr> <vol>:\ZENWORKS\DATABASE\ZFSLOG.DB

<<<< End of File >>>>

where <vol> is the volume on which you installed the Database and Database 
software, and <IP_addr> is the IP address of the Virtual Server.

Modify the Distributor Object

To ensure that the Distributor object is working properly, you will need to make 
one change to the Distributor object in eDirectory. To do this, follow these steps.

1. Start ConsoleOne and locate the Distributor object in eDirectory.

2. Right-click on the Distributor object and select Properties.

3. When the Properties page is displayed, click the Other tab.

4. Click on the Network Address attribute, and then click Add.

5. Change the NetAddress Type to IP and enter the IP address of the Virtual 
Server volume.

6. Save the addition, and close the Distributor Properties page to apply the 
changes.

Create Policy Packages

To ensure that the Distributor service loads without any errors, that licenses can 
be located, and that the database can be found, you will need to create several 
Policy Packages in eDirectory.

Container Policy Package

The Container Policy Package allows you to enable and associate a Search Policy, 
which dictates how far up the tree the server will search for policies.
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To create the Container Package, follow these steps.

1. Right-click the container where the Distributor object is located, and then 
select “New” and “Policy Package”.

2. In the next screen (see Figure 15), select “Container Package” from the 
Policy Packages list and click Next > to continue.

Figure 15: Screen for selecting a Container Package.

3. In the next screen (see Figure 16), name your Container Package and click 
Next > to continue.

Figure 16: Screen for naming the Container Package.
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4. In the next screen, click the “Define Additional Properties” checkbox and 
click Finish.

5. Check the “Enabled” checkbox next to the Search Policy, then click the 
Properties button.

6. Change the “Search for Policies up to” selection to your preferred choice.

7. Click the Associations tab, and click the Add button.

8. Select the container where the Distributor object is located, click OK, and 
click OK again to close the Container Package Properties page (association 
location will vary depending on how your tree is structured and partitioned).

You have now created a Container Package with an enabled Search Policy.

Service Location Package

The Service Location Policy Package allows you to enable and associate a 
ZENworks Database policy and ZENworks for Servers License policy, which 
specifies the location of the ZENworks for Servers Database and License objects.

To create the Service Location Package, follow these steps.

1. Right-click on the container where the Distributor object is located, and then 
select “New” and “Policy Package”.

2. In the next screen (see Figure 17), select “Service Location Package” and 
click Next > to continue.

Figure 17: Screen for selecting a Service Location Package.
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3. In the next screen (see Figure 18), name your Service Location Package and 
click Next > to continue.

Figure 18: Screen for naming the Service Location Package.

4. In the next screen, click the “Define Additional Properties” checkbox and 
click Finish.

5. Check the “Enabled” checkbox next to the ZENworks Database and 
ZENworks for Servers License.

6. Highlight the “ZENworks Database” policy, and click the Properties button.

7. Click the ZFS Database tab.

8. Browse to the location of the ZfS Database object in eDirectory (named ZfS 
Database). The location should be the same as the location of the Distributor 
object, thus the same location where you created the Service Location 
Package (you specified where to create this object during the installation 
phase).

9. Once you have populated the DN field with the location of the database 
object, click OK to accept the change.

10. Highlight the “ZENworks for Servers License” policy, and click the 
Properties button. Browse to the location of the ZENworks for Servers 
License object in eDirectory (you specified this location during the 
installation process).

11. Once you have populated the DN field with the location of the license object, 
click OK to accept the change.
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12. Click the Associations tab, and click the Add button.

13. Select the container where the Distributor object is located, click OK, and 
click OK again to close the Service Location Package Properties page. 
Alternatively, you can select the servers to apply the package/policies to. If 
you select the container where the servers reside, the policies will apply to all 
servers in the container. You may not want this.

You have now created a Service Location Package with enabled policies to locate 
the database and license objects in eDirectory.

Configure the Load and Unload Scripts of the Virtual Server

You now need to configure the Load and Unload scripts of the Virtual Server by 
adding several commands to each one.

Load Script

The Load script is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Virtual Server Load script.

Place the following five commands at the bottom of the Load script:

MGMTDBS.NCF
SYS:\zenworks\java\lib\PBROKER.NCF
SYS:\TED2\DIST
search add SYS:\SMANAGER
ZFS.NCF
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Unload Script

The Unload script is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Virtual Server Unload script.

Place the following three commands at the bottom of the Unload script:

java -killdexit

java -killpexit

unload dbsrv7.nlm

The first command exits the Distributor service, the second exits the Port Broker 
service, and the third unloads the Sybase database.

The reason you want to have the ZENworks for Servers Load and Unload 
commands in the cluster Load/Unload scripts is to allow the ZENworks for 
Servers components to failover to the next cluster node, in the event of a server 
crash or failure. This is why we removed the option to place the ZENworks for 
Servers Load commands in AUTOEXEC.NCF at the beginning of the procedure.
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Start the Distributor and Test Failover

You now need to start the Distributor service for the first time. You will do this on 
the server currently running the Virtual Server (the best option here is to take the 
Volume offline, and bring it back online so the service automatically loads). In 
this case, you are testing the auto-load sequence.

If for some reason you receive an error when attempting to load the Distributor 
process (errors are displayed on the Distributor console screen) and the meaning 
of the error is not obvious, first try to reapply Service Pack 1A to all cluster nodes. 
If the cause of the error is obvious, resolve the problem and run the load sequence 
again.

After the Distributor service is running, copy the KEYPAIR.OBJ file from the 
SYS:\TED2\SECURITY\PRIVATE directory to the SYS:\TED2\SECURITY\ 
PRIVATE directory on each of the physical servers participating in the cluster.

You should also test the failover process to ensure that the Distributor loads 
properly.

Deploy ZENworks for Servers Subscriber Service

ZENworks for Servers can be installed on a single server, or it can be cluster- 
enabled. Installing the Subscriber Service on Novell Cluster Services is done in 
the exact same fashion as outlined in the steps to install the Distributor Service 
and Database to a Novell cluster, with a few key  differences:

• The ZENworks for Servers Subscriber Service can be installed on the Virtual 
Server as well as each physical node participating in the cluster. This is 
accomplished by deploying ZENworks for Servers to each of the nodes 
(physical and virtual) as outlined in the steps above, but you will not need to 
delete any objects from eDirectory.

The Subscriber Service is a passive service, and does not actively become in-
volved in TED communications on its own. All communications and transmis-
sions are instigated by the Distributor Service. The Subscriber Service simply 
sits and waits for instructions from the Distributor Service. It does not read 
eDirectory for any of its own configuration parameters; the Distributor reads 
the parameters and pushes them to the Subscriber Service.

In this case, the Subscriber Service can actively run on the Virtual Server, so 
you can deploy software and data to the Virtual Volumes. It can also run on 
each of the Physical Servers, so you can deploy to the servers' Physical Vol-
umes (such as SYS). This exposes the physical servers to participate in the au-
tomatic deployment of NetWare Support Packs.
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• You will not be deploying the ZENworks for Servers Database to any of the 
servers participating in the TED infrastructure, as a Parent Subscriber or 
Subscriber.

• You will not need to perform the steps to modify any NCF files on the 
Subscriber. The Subscriber does not authenticate to eDirectory; it simply 
waits for instructions from the Distributor Service.

Modify the Routing Hierarchy of the Distributor

Here is where you get into modeling the TED infrastructure for each Distributor in 
the tree. Each Distributor manages distribution of content to Subscribers 
throughout the tree by using a routing hierarchy, which is configured for each 
Distributor as a property of the Distributor object in eDirectory. 

Follow these easy steps to configure the Distributor's routing hierarchy.

1. Locate the Distributor object in the eDirectory tree.

2. Right-click on the object and select Properties. The Properties screen shown 
in Figure 21 is displayed.

Figure 21: Distributor object Properties screen.

3. The Routing Hierarchy is configured on the Routing tab. Simply click the 
Add button to add Subscribers to the hierarchy.
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Conclusion

This AppNote has described the steps necessary to cluster-enable a ZENworks for 
Servers 2 deployment. In summary, after Novell Cluster Services is installed, 
configured, and patched, you can install ZENworks for Servers 2 on the cluster, 
patch it, and configure it. The ZENworks for Servers installation is a multi-step 
process in that it involves the installation of the software, and the creation and 
configuration of eDirectory objects (such as Policy packages). When installing on 
a cluster, the added step is that you need to manually modify the NCF files so that 
the software loads and functions properly in the cluster environment.

Together, Novell Cluster Services and ZENworks for Servers are a powerful duo.

For Additional Information

Following are some resources I recommend for additional information on 
ZENworks for Servers:

• To help with questions regarding the day-to-day administration of the TED 
infrastructure, purchase Novell’s ZENworks for Servers 2 Administrator’s 
Handbook (ISBN 0-7645-4732-1) from Novell Press. This book is for 
intermediate to advanced users.

• You can obtain additional ZENworks for Servers documentation at 
http://www.novell.com/documentation.

• Also keep your eyes on http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/zenworks.
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This AppNote discusses the HTTP Proxy Server log files that are generated by 
Novell BorderManager to track Internet usage. It tells how to enable and 
configure the three types of log files: Common, Extended, and Indexed. It also 
describes the contents of the log files and introduces some third-party tools to help 
in analysing these files.

Because this AppNote was written in the U.K., it retains the British spelling used 
by the author.
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Tools Active LogView, BRDSTATS, WebTrends for Firewalls and 
VPNs
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Introduction

The ability to create accurate log files is an important aspect of the operation of 
proxy software. Log files provide the following functionality for administrators 
and users of the proxy:

• Determine patterns of bandwidth utilisation 

• Identify attempts to access undesirable Internet resources

• Monitor usage of the Internet by site and/or by authenticated user

• Troubleshoot issues with packet filtering or rules

The Novell BorderManager HTTP Proxy maintains three types of log files:

• Common Log

• Extended Log

• Indexed Log

In general, the common log format provides sufficient information for analysis of 
outgoing proxy activity. In some circumstances, such as when using specialised 
log analysers, it may be appropriate to use the extended or indexed log formats

This AppNote describes these logs, telling how each one can be enabled and 
configured and what information can be obtained from each of them. Also 
discussed is the use of WebTrends Firewall Suite, a popular analysis tool which 
can be used to report on the contents of the BorderManager Common Log file.

Common Log Files

The BorderManager HTTP Proxy Common Log is a text file which contains 
information about each request sent via the proxy by proxy users.

Enabling the Common Log

The Common Log is enabled by checking the “Common” Logging Format option 
on the “Logging” tab of the Application Proxy configuration screen, as shown in 
Figure 1. This dialog box is reached in the NetWare Administrator (NWAdmin) 
utility via the BorderManager Setup tab from the BorderManager server object.
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Figure 1: Configuring the parameters for the Common Log file.

Configuration Parameters for Common Log Files

Additional configuration information may be provided at this point, as described 
below.

Location of the Common Log Files.  By default, the BorderManager Common 
Log files are stored in the following directory:

volumename:\ETC\PROXY\LOG\HTTP\COMMON

This can be changed to another location, if desired. It is recommended that a 
volume other than SYS be used for storing the Common Logs.

Controlling the File Size. Depending on the Log Rollover option chosen, there 
will either be one file per day (Rollover By Time), or a series of files named by 
date of creation (Rollover By Size). To change the rollover configuration, select 
the desired option in the screen shown in Figure 1 above. 

The amount of disk space consumed by the files can be controlled by the “Old 
Log Files” options.
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Contents of the Common Log File

Information in the Common Log file is stored in the following format: 

Field Description

IP Address The private IP address used by the client accessing the 
BorderManager server (for example, 10.1.1.2)

Authenticated User Name The name of the user accessing the BorderManager 
server including the user's common name (CN) and full 
context (for example, .admin.acme). This will only be 
present if authentication using the Single Sign-On (SSO) 
method (CLNTRUST.EXE) or Secure Socket Layer (SSL) 
method is being used. For information on configuring 
SSO and SSL, see the BorderManager documentation and 
README file.

Date The date on which the request was made (for example, 
03/Dec/2001)

Time The time of day at which the request was made (for 
example, 12:07:41)

Time Zone The time zone on the server at which the request was 
made, as an offset from Greenwich Mean Time (for 
example, +0000)

HTTP Request HTTP requests commonly seen in logs are: 

GET (read a page or entity within a page)
HEAD (obtain the header information for a page)
POST (submit the results of a form)

URL The URL of the site being accessed, including the 
domain name and the full path within the site (for 
example, http://support.novell.com/images/ 
support_nav_bar.gif)

HTTP Version The version of HTTP used by the requesting entity 
(this will always be "HTTP/1.0")

Status Code A number which indicates whether or not the request 
made by the client via the proxy has been successful. 
A code of "200" indicates success. Other codes provide 
informational or error status information. The possible 
status codes and their meanings are listed in the next 
table.

File Size The size of the log file in bytes (for example, 3264)
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This table lists the HTTP status codes and their meanings. Note that more status 
codes are recognised in the HTTP 1.1 standard.

Status Code HTTP Version Meaning

100 1.1 Continue

101 1.1 Switching Protocols

200 1.0, 1.1 OK

201 1.0, 1.1 Created

202 1.0, 1.1 Accepted

203 1.1 Non-Authoritative Information

204 1.1 No Content

205 1.1 Reset Content

206 1.1 Partial Content

300 1.1 Multiple Choices

301 1.0, 1.1 Moved Permanently

302 1.0
1.1

Moved Temporarily 
Found

303 1.1 See Other

304 1.0, 1.1 Not Modified

305 1.1 Use Proxy

307 1.1 Unused

308 1.1 Temporary Redirect

400 1.0, 1.1 Bad Request

401 1.0, 1.1 Unauthorized

402 1.1 Payment Required

403 1.0, 1.1 Forbidden

404 1.0, 1.1 Not Found

405 1.1 Method Not Allowed

406 1.1 Not Acceptable

407 1.1 Proxy Authentication Required

408 1.1 Request Timeout

409 1.1 Conflict

410 1.1 Gone

411 1.1 Length Required

412 1.1 Precondition Failed

413 1.1 Request Entity Too Long

414 1.1 Request-URI Too Long

415 1.1 Unsupported Media Type

416 1.1 Requested Range Not Satisfiable

417 1.1 Expectation Failed

500 1.0, 1.1 Internal Server Error

501 1.0, 1.1 Not Implemented

502 1.0, 1.1 Bad Gateway

503 1.0, 1.1 Service Unavailable

504 1.1 Gateway Timeout

505 1.1 HTTP Version Not Supported
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For the full definitions of the HTTP protocol standards, including the full set of 
requests supported, see the RFC 1945 (HTTP 1.0) and RFC 2616 (HTTP 1.1) 
documents at http://www.w3.org/Protocols/. For further information about the 
Common Log format, see http://www.w3.org/Daemon/User/Config/Logging.html.

Viewing the Common Log Files

To view the contents of a Common Log file, locate the file you want within the 
log directory and use any ASCII text editor or file viewer. For in-depth analysis of 
the file, you may consider using a tool such as WebTrends FireWall Suite (about 
which more information can be found later in this AppNote) or BRDSTATS. 
BRDSTATS is a free tool which can be downloaded from Novell’s Cool 
Solutions Web site at:

http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/zenworks/features/tips/
t_borderstats_zw.html

Example Common Log File Excerpt

The brief log excerpt below shows activity for two users, using IP addresses 
10.1.1.4 and 10.1.1.2. The user at IP address 10.1.1.4 was authenticated as 
john.sales.acme and has accessed http://www.altavista.com/, whilst the user at IP 
address 10.1.1.2 was authenticated as .admin.acme and has accessed 
http://support.novell.com/. An additional carriage return has been inserted 
between each line for ease of reading.

10.1.1.4 - .john.sales.acme - [03/Aug/1999:12:06:54 +0000] "GET

http://www.altavista.com/av/gifs/dart.gif HTTP/1.0" 304 0

10.1.1.2 - .admin.acme - [03/Aug/1999:12:07:14 +0000] "GET

http://support.novell.com/ HTTP/1.0" 200 28850

10.1.1.2 - .admin.acme - [03/Aug/1999:12:07:41 +0000] "GET

http://support.novell.com/images/support_nav_bar.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 3264

10.1.1.2 - .admin.acme - [03/Aug/1999:12:07:43 +0000] "GET

http://support.novell.com/images/support_conn_title.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 1408

10.1.1.2 - .admin.acme - [03/Aug/1999:12:07:51 +0000] "GET

http://support.novell.com/images/nav_before_call.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 485
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Extended Log Files

Just as with the Common Log file, the Extended Log file also consists of text 
fields which record outbound access to the web via the proxy. However, the 
format of the data recorded differs from the Common Log, as can be seen below.

Enabling the Extended Log

The Extended Log is enabled by checking the “Extended” Logging Format option 
on the “Logging” tab of the Application Proxy configuration screen, as shown in 
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Configuring the parameters for the Extended Log file.

Configuration Parameters for Extended Log Files

Additional configuration information may be provided at this point, as described 
below.

Location of the Extended Log Files.  By default, the BorderManager Extended 
Log files are stored in the following directory:

volumename:\ETC\PROXY\LOG\HTTP\EXTENDED

This can be changed to another location, if desired. It is recommended that a 
volume other than SYS be used for storing the Extended Logs.
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Controlling the File Size. Depending on the Log Rollover option chosen, there 
will either be one file per day (Rollover By Time), or a series of files named by 
date of creation (Rollover By Size). To change the rollover configuration, select 
the desired option in the screen shown in Figure 2 above. 

The amount of disk space consumed by the files can be controlled by the “Old 
Log Files” options.

Contents of the Extended Log File

Information in the Extended Log file is stored in the following format: 

For further information about the Extended Log file format, see 
http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-logfile.html.

Viewing the Extended Log Files

To view the contents of an Extended Log file, locate the file you want within the 
log directory and use any ASCII text editor or file viewer. 

Files in Extended format can also be analysed using a tool such as Softcab’s 
Active LogView. More information about this software can be found at:

http://www.softcab.com/logview/index.asp

Example Extended Log File Excerpt

The brief log excerpt below shows the same activity as in the Common log 
example above for two users, using IP addresses 10.1.1.4 and 10.1.1.2. The user at 
IP address 10.1.1.4 has accessed http://www.altavista.com/, whilst the user at IP 
address 10.1.1.2 has accessed http://support.novell.com/. An additional carriage 
return has been inserted between each line for ease of reading.

Field Description

cached A value indicating whether or not the URL was retrieved from 
cache. Possible values are:
0 cache miss
1 cache hit
4 non-cachable pattern (dynamic content) 

[date-time] Date and time of the event, including the time zone 
offset relative to GMT (for example, 
[03/Dec/2001:12:07:41 +0000])

c-ip IP address of the client (for example, 10.1.1.2)

cs-method The HTTP request type (for example, GET)

cs-uri The URL of the site being accessed (for example, http://sup-
port.novell.com/images/ support_nav_bar.gif)
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4 [03/Aug/1999:12:06:25 +0000] 10.1.1.2 GET 
http://www.altavista.com/cgi-bin/query?pg=q&kl=XX&stype=stext&q=Eclipse+1999

1 [03/Aug/1999:12:06:54 +0000] 10.1.1.2 GET 
http://www.altavista.com/av/gifs/dart.gif

1 [03/Aug/1999:12:07:14 +0000] 10.1.1.2 GET 
http://support.novell.com/

0 [03/Aug/1999:12:07:41 +0000] 10.1.1.2 GET 
http://support.novell.com/images/support_nav_bar.gif

0 [03/Aug/1999:12:07:43 +0000] 10.1.1.2 GET 
http://support.novell.com/images/support_conn_title.gif

0 [03/Aug/1999:12:07:51 +0000] 10.1.1.2 GET 
http://support.novell.com/images/nav_before_call.gif

0 [03/Aug/1999:12:07:54 +0000] 10.1.1.2 GET 
http://support.novell.com/images/clearpixel.gif

0 [03/Aug/1999:12:07:59 +0000] 10.1.1.2 GET 
http://support.novell.com/images/nav_pref_serv.gif

Indexed Log Files

The BorderManager Proxy Indexed log is created within a Btrieve-based file 
which maintains a number of logs for use by BorderManager. This differs 
significantly from the Common Log and Extended Log files which can be read as 
plain ASCII text by any program. Reading the Btrieve format for the Indexed Log 
requires special tools provided by Novell for this purpose.

The BorderManager Proxy Indexed log is created within a Btrieve-based file 
which maintains a number of logs for use by BorderManager.

Enabling the Indexed Log

The Indexed Log is enabled by checking the “Indexed” Logging Format option on 
the “Logging” tab of the Application Proxy configuration screen, as shown in 
Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Configuring the parameters for the Indexed Log file.

As can be seen from the screen shot in Figure 3, there are no configuration options 
available for Indexed Log files. It is therefore not possible to change the default 
location of the Indexed Log file, which is stored in Btrieve format at:

SYS:SYSTEM\CSLIB\CSAUDIT.LOG

Since this log will always reside on the SYS volume, the space implications of 
indexed logging should be considered before enabling this type of log, especially 
if space on the SYS volume is already at a premium.

The CSAUDIT command can be used at the server console to limit the space used 
by the Indexed Log files. Please consult the BorderManager documentation for 
further information

Contents of the Indexed Log File

This Btrieve log file may be accessed using a number of methods, including 
NWAdmin, ODBC, CSAUDIT.NLM, and BUTIL.NLM. 

The CSAUDIT file is defined for software developers as follows:
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typedef struct CSAT_Common_s 
{

u32_t    AuditEntryType;
u32_t    Reserved;
u32_t    ActivityNo;
LONG     AuditEventTime;
char     ProductId [MAX_PRODUCT_ID_LEN];
char     UserName [CSAT_USER_NAME_LEN];
u32_t    RecordNo;
char     ResourceName1 [CSAT_MAX_RESOURCE_NAME_LEN];
char     ResourceName2 [CSAT_MAX_RESOURCE_NAME_LEN];
union {

char     ResourceName3 [CSAT_MAX_RESOURCE_NAME_LEN];
u32_t    ResourceValue [CSAT_MAX_RESOURCE_NAME_LEN/sizeof(u32_t)];

}  ResourceData;
u32_t    ResourceId1;
u32_t    ResourceId2;
u32_t    ResourceId3;
struct {

u32_t    Network;
u8_t     Node [NODE_ADDR_LEN];

} NetAddr;
} CSAT_Common_t;

The file CSAUDIT.H, included with the Novell Developers Kit, describes the 
CSAUDIT.LOG file in more detail. In most cases it will not be necessary to 
manipulate this file directly. Instead, the log file can be exported for use by other 
software.

Exporting the Indexed Log File

To export the contents of the HTTP Proxy indexed log file, carry out the 
following steps in NWAdmin:

1. Highlight the file server running BorderManager.

2. Select “Tools” from the main menu.

3. Select “Novell BorderManager”.

4. Select “BorderManager” from the new option on the main menu.

5. Select “Export Logs”.

6. From the dialogue box which appears (see Figure 4), check just the HTTP 
Proxy option in the Log Selection section, then click OK.
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Figure 4: Setting the Log Export Options.

The chosen filename will be created in a directory called “HTTP”, within the path 
specified in “Export Destination”. The file contains the HTTP proxy log data 
extracted from the indexed file, in ASCII text format.

CSAUDIT Error Codes

A number of error codes are defined for operation of the CSAUDIT components. 
If CSAUDIT errors occur, one of the following errors may be displayed on the file 
server console.

Error Code Meaning

0x00240001 Asked for a product, but got none

0x00240002 Invalid parameter

0x00240003 Product already defined

0x00240004 Invalid data in config structure

0x00240005 Single record is too large to read

0x00240006 End Of File

0x00240007 Client needs to do a ReadFirst/Last before Prev/Next

0x00240008 CSAT_Init has already been called

0x00240009 Cannot create the audit trail task

0x0024000a CSAT_Init has not been previously called

0x0024000b Too many .ARC files in Audit Trail directory

0x0024000c The Btrieve “stat” function returned an error

0x0024000d The SetFileInto function returned an error

0x0024000e Cannot rename tmp archive into real archive

0x0024000f Cannot register as an NLM library

0x00240010 Cannot create the necessary Audit Trail subdirectories
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For assistance in resolving Btrieve-related errors, refer to “Btrieve in the NetWare 
Server Environment”, Novell AppNotes, February 1999, available online at:

http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/1999/a9902.htm

Using WebTrends Firewall Suite

WebTrends Firewall Suite is a software program which can be used to analyse the 
Common log files produced by BorderManager. The software can be downloaded 
from the WebTrends Web site at:

http://www.webtrends.com/products/firewall/

WebTrends Configuration

Figure 5 shows the screen displayed when the program is run for the first time 
after installation. Three sample reports are provided, showing “General Firewall 
Activity”, “Incoming Web Activity”, and “Outgoing Web Activity”.

Figure 5: Initial screen when WebTrends for Firewalls and VPNs is run the first time.

The following steps show how to create a new profile to analyse the outgoing 
Web activity for the BorderManager Proxy Cache component.

1. From the initial screen, click the icon indicating “Create a New Profile”, as 
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Clicking on the icon to create a new profile.

2. In the next dialogue box (shown in Figure 7), choose “Outgoing Web 
Activity” and click OK. This is the only type of activity which can be 
reported when using WebTrends with Novell BorderManager.

Figure 7: Selecting the “Outgoing Web Activity” profile type.

3. In the next screen (see Figure 8), choose a meaningful title (name) for the 
report, then select “Novell BorderManager” from the pull-down list of log 
file formats which is presented. 
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Figure 8: Naming the report and selecting the log file format.

Click the Next > button to continue.

4. In the next screen (see Figure 9), choose the location of the log files. 

Figure 9: Setting the log file path.
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The path will normally be:

volumename:\ETC\proxy\LOG\HTTP\COMMON\*.LOG

where volumename indicates the volume on which the BorderManager log 
files are maintained. As explained above, the common log files are currently 
the only BorderManager log type which can be processed by the WebTrends 
software. 

Click Next > to continue.

5. Next, choose the method by which Domain Names will be resolved by the 
WebTrends program (see Figure 10). The default “Quick mode, using format 
from log file” will result in the fastest resolution of domain names. 

Figure 10: Setting the Domain Name/IP Resolution Mode.

Click Next > to continue.

6. At this point it is possible to choose which activity will be analysed (see 
Figure 11). If you want to analyse the whole of the log, select “Include 
Everything”. Otherwise, click on the Edit button and make specific choices 
of what should be included or excluded.
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Figure 11: Adding filters to the Outgoing Web Activity Profile.

Click Next > to continue.

7. In the next screen (see Figure 12), ensure that the option for the FastTrends 
Database is not checked.

Figure 12: The FastTrends Database option should not be checked.

Click on the Finish button.
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The list of available reports will be refreshed and will now include the 
newly-created report for BorderManager logs (see Figure 13).

Figure 13: The main screen with the new report listed.

Running a Report

To run a report from the list, double-click on the Report button. The dialogue box 
shown in Figure 14 is displayed.

Figure 14: Creating the BorderManager logs report.

Click on the Start button to begin the processing of the BorderManager common 
log files.
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Two types of progress screens will be shown. The first, “Collecting Summary 
Data” (see Figure 15), is displayed when the common log file information is being 
gathered.

Figure 15: The “Collecting Summary Data” progress screen.

The other, “Building Summary Report” (see Figure 16), is displayed when the 
data analysis and report file generation takes place.

Figure 16: The “Building Summary Report” progress screen.

Following this stage, the WebTrends program will invoke the preferred browser 
and display the summary report in HTML format, as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: The BorderManager logs summary report is displayed in HTML format.
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From this report, you can see the following:

• General statistics

• Visited sites

• Top users

• Resources accessed

• Activity statistics

• Technical statistics

Conclusion

As can be seen from this AppNote, Novell BorderManager provides a variety of 
options for logging the use of the HTTP Proxy component. Further information 
about Novell BorderManager can be found in the following resources:

• Novell BorderManager online documentation at 
http://www.novell.com/documentation

• “A Beginner’s Guide to BorderManager” and “Novell BorderManager: A 
Beginner’s Guide to Configuring Filter Exceptions”, by Craig Johnson, 
available at http://nscsysop.hypermart.net/

• BorderManager Resources page at http://www.connectotel.com/border
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Stylesheets and Java
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This AppNote is the second in a series on advanced DirXML stylesheet authoring 
techniques. It describes how to combine XSLT and Java to implement complex 
business rules such as those involved in implementing an employee naming and 
password policy.

The first AppNote in the series is “How to Define a Corporate Naming Policy 
Using DirXML Stylesheets” in the December 2001 issue, available online at 
http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2001/december/05/a011205.htm.) 
It is recommended that you also read the AppNote entitled “How to Write a 
Simple DirXML Stylesheet” in the March 2001 issue, available online at 
http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2001/march/04/a010304.htm.
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 Introduction

DirXML stylesheets provide a powerful mechanism to implement corporate 
business rules, but there are times when using XSLT and XPath fall short. The 
task XSLT is designed to perform is data transformation. The logic required to 
implement complex business rules often extends beyond the capabilities of XSLT 
and XPath. This is where the marriage of XSLT and Java provide a powerful 
one-two punch that enables even the most daunting business rules to be tackled 
with relative ease.

This AppNote demonstrates how to instantiate a Java class, invoke its methods, 
and define and pass variables from within an DirXML stylesheet. These 
techniques are presented through the example of implementing a naming and 
password policy.

DirXML and Employee Account Provisioning

For our example scenario, suppose your company recently purchased DirXML in 
order to automate and streamline the “new-hire” process of new employees. The 
costs associated with manually creating user accounts for eDirectory, e-mail, 
database systems, and so on, as well as the lack of productivity imposed on the 
new employee as they wait for corporate resources to be provisioned, has 
mandated a move to an auto-provisioning solution. The task you have been given 
is to implement a naming policy and a password policy to ensure that the account 
name and passwords are created according to corporate standards.

The employee “new-hire” process is initiated within the Human Resources (HR) 
application. The HR application is connected to eDirectory by way of a DirXML 
connector. This connector is a Java or native (C++) component that interfaces 
with the DirXML engine to govern the bi-directional flow of data between the HR 
application and eDirectory. Event data flows from the HR application to DirXML 
via the publisher channel. Bear in mind that all of your other corporate business 
applications are connected to eDirectory using the same mechanism, thus 
providing a tightly-bound, interconnected system that serves as the foundation for 
employee provisioning.

The “create rule” stylesheet is used to govern the creation characteristics of an 
object in eDirectory as it flows through the publisher channel to its destiny as a 
new object. This is where the work of defining the naming and password policy 
begins.

Note: A complete functioning DirXML driver and the associated stylesheets described 
in this AppNote are available for download at http://developer.novell.com/ 
research/downloads.htm. The file name is JavaAndXSLT.ZIP. Follow the 
instructions outlined in the included README.TXT file to install and configure 
the example driver.
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Defining the Create Rule Stylesheet

The primary function of the Create Rule is to ensure that the data required to 
create an object in the target system is present in the <add> document before it is 
allowed to propagate to the target system. (For an in-depth description of how to 
define a Create Rule stylesheet, see the previous AppNote in this series, available 
online at http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2001/december/05/ 
a011205.htm.)

An example Create Rule “add” template is shown in the following listing.

01 <xsl:template match="add">
02 <!-- ensure we have required NDS attributes we need for the name -->
03 <xsl:if test="add-attr[@attr-name='Surname']/value and

add-attr[@attr-name='Given Name']/value">
04 <!-- copy the add through -->
05 <xsl:copy>
06 <xsl:apply-templates select="@*"/>
07 <!-- Call java class to generate the user CN and password -->
08 <xsl:variable name="cn-value">
09 <xsl:call-template name="generate-cn"/>
10 </xsl:variable>
11 <xsl:element name="add-attr">
12 <xsl:attribute name="attr-name">CN</xsl:attribute>
13 <xsl:element name="value">
14 <xsl:value-of select="$cn-value"/>
15 </xsl:element>
16 </xsl:element>
17 <xsl:variable name="password-value">
18 <xsl:call-template name="generate-pwd"/>
19 </xsl:variable>
20 <xsl:element name="password">
21 <xsl:value-of select="$password-value"/>
22 </xsl:element>
23 <!-- copy the rest of the stuff through, except for what we have

already copied -->
24 <xsl:apply-templates select="* | comment() |

processing-instruction() | text()"/>
25 </xsl:copy>
26 </xsl:if>
27 </xsl:template>

The Create Rule must filter all <add> documents and ensure that the source 
document contains the data set required to create the object in target system 
(eDirectory from the publisher channel). Notice on Line 01 that the template is 
defined to match on <add> elements in the source document. 

The test expression on line 03 ensures that the source document has <add-attr> 
elements that contain values for “Surname” and “Given Name”.

If the source document contains the required element data, the source document is 
copied to the result document using the <xsl:copy> instructions on lines 05 
through 25.
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In addition to copying the original source document to the result document, you 
must complete the task of adding the account name and password as stipulated by 
the corporate standards (business rules) defined by your company. The account 
name is added to the result document by adding an <add-attr> element with an 
attribute name of “CN”. This happens on lines 08 through 16. 

An XPath variable named “cn-value” is defined on lines 08 through 10. Calling a 
template named “generate-cn” creates the content of this variable. If you are the 
curious type, you’ve already looked beyond line 16 and discovered that an almost 
identical process is used to add a <password> element to the result document 
(lines 17 through 22). Calling the “generate-pwd” template creates the value for 
the “password-value” variable (line 18). 

Since most of the magic appears to occur in the “generate-cn” and “generate-pwd” 
templates, let’s take a closer look at them.

Accessing Java Classes from a DirXML Stylesheet

The task of implementing a naming policy or password policy can be approached 
several different ways. One approach is to implement these policies using strictly 
XSLT and XPath. Another approach is to use a combination of XSLT and Java to 
leverage the data transformation characteristics of XSLT and the broad range of 
computational capability provided by Java. 

The ability to transform source data can only take you so far. Suppose you need to 
query an external database via JDBC to retrieve additional data to generate a 
password. Or consider the case where, as part of generating a unique account 
name, external databases need to be queried to ensure a unique name is generated 
for the “CN” attribute. These scenarios require that some exit from the stylesheet 
be provided to access these external systems. 

Fortunately, the XSLT processor included with the DirXML engine provides a 
Java binding mechanism that allows binding to external Java functions. Let’s take 
a close look at how this Java binding from a stylesheet takes place.

01 <xsl:template name="generate-pwd"
xmlns:genPwd="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/
com.novell.appnote.util.GenPassword">

02 <xsl:variable name="surname"
select="add-attr[@attr-name='Surname']/value"/>

03 <xsl:variable name="givenName" select="add-attr[@attr-name='Given Name']
/value"/>

04 <xsl:variable name="asso" select="/association"/>
05 <xsl:variable name="genPwdInstance" select="genPwd:new() "/>
06 <xsl:variable name="result" select="genPwd:getPassword($genPwdInstance,

$surname, $givenName, $asso )"/>
07 <!-- Return generated Password Value -->
08 <xsl:value-of select="$result"/>
09 </xsl:template>
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10 <xsl:template name="generate-cn"
xmlns:genCN="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/
com.novell.appnote.util.GenCN">

11 <xsl:variable name="surname"
select="add-attr[@attr-name='Surname']/value"/>

12 <xsl:variable name="givenName" select="add-attr[@attr-name='Given Name']
/value"/>

13 <xsl:variable name="genCNInstance" select="genCN:new() "/>
14 <xsl:variable name="result" select="genCN:getCN($genCNInstance, $surname,

$givenName )"/>
15 <!-- Return generated CN Value -->
16 <xsl:value-of select="$result"/>
17 </xsl:template>

As you can see in the above listing, the “generate-pwd” and “generate-cn” 
templates have an “xmlns” namespace attribute added to the <template> element. 
Look at the namespace attribute defined on line 01:

xmlns:genPwd="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/com.novell.appnote.util.
GenPassword 

Notice the new “xmlns” namespace is called genPwd. The URI referenced 
by this namespace is a rather long one that first points to the location 
http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/ followed by the package name of a Java class: 
com.novell.appnote.util.GenPassword.

The first part of this namespace URI (http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/) signals 
to the XSLT processor that a Java class is to be exposed for use within the 
<template> tags where the namespace is defined. Following this is the actual Java 
class to which the namespace (genPwd) refers (com.novell.appnote.util. 
GenPassword). Java programmers can think of this namespace as a type of 
“import” statement that makes a single Java class available for access within the 
stylesheet. In essence, the genPwd namespace provides a binding to the external 
Java class.

Now that the Java class is accessible, how do you create an instance of the Java 
class so you can invoke its methods? Take a close look at line 05. An XPath 
variable named getPwdInstance is created whose content is populated with the 
following XSLT instruction: select="genPwd:new(). This line uses the namespace 
attribute “genPwd” followed by a colon and a call to a method named “new( )”. 
This instruction tells the XSLT processor to create an instance of the Java class 
referenced by the genPwd namespace. This is equivalent to creating an instance of 
a Java class using the “new” keyword. If the Java class constructor accepts 
parameters, they are passed to the new( ) method. 

For example, suppose the com.novell.appnote.util.GenPassword class constructor 
accepted a Java String parameter for surname. The XSLT instruction would be 
changed as follows: genPwd:new($surname). Note that an XPath variable is 
defined on line 02 that contains the value of “Surname” which is extracted from 
the source <add> document. 
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Now that we have an instance of our com.novell.appnote.util.GenPassword class, 
how do we invoke its method to generate our password? On line 06, an XPath 
variable named “result” is populated using the following XSLT instruction:

select="genPwd:getPassword($genPwdInstance, $surname, $givenName, 
$asso )

The genPwd namespace is used to invoke the getPassword method of the 
com.novell.appnote.util.GenPassword class. You'll notice it also passes along four 
parameters. Close inspection of the source of the Java class for the GenPassword 
class reveals that the “getPassword” method only accepts three parameters.

package com.novell.appnote.util;
import java.util.*;
import java.io.*;
public class GenPassword {

public String getPassword(String surname, String givenName, 
String association) {

String pwd="";
try {

pwd = surname.substring(0, 2) + givenName.substring(0, 2) + association;
} catch (StringIndexOutOfBoundsException e) {

pwd = association;   
}
return pwd;

}
}

Why is the genPwdInstance variable passed as the first parameter? This is where a 
little XSLT processor magic takes place. In order to identify the instance of the 
Java class to be invoked, the XPath variable that holds a reference to the instance 
of the class (for example, genPwdInstance) must be passed as the first parameter 
to any method invoked via the xsl namespace attribute (for example, genPwd) that 
is bound to the Java class. So even if you wish to invoke a method of a Java class 
with no parameters, the instance variable must be passed as the one and only 
parameter.

The XPath variable named “result” is populated by the return value of the 
getPassword method. The getPassword method implements the corporate 
password policy by constructing a password that consists of a concatenation of the 
first two characters of the first name and last name plus the association value (for 
example, employee ID value). It is easy to see that this method could use much 
more sophisticated mechanisms to generate a more secure initial password, such 
as query a database via JDBC or even generate a random password that is 
e-mailed to the employee.
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The value of the XPath “result” variable is then returned to the calling template 
(line 16 of the previous listing). The mechanisms discussed for the generate-pwd 
template are identical for the generate-cn template (lines 10 through 17). The only 
difference is the use of a second Java class named “GenCN”. 

To summarize, in order to invoke methods on a Java class, you must define a 
namespace attribute on the parent element where it will be instantiated (for 
example, <template>). The value of the namespace attribute is set to a special URI 
that binds it to a specific Java class. The URI is composed of two parts:

• The http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/ signals the XSLT processor that the 
namespace is to be bound to a Java class.

• The Java class to be accessed using its full package name (com.novell. 
appnote.util.GenPassword). The namespace attribute is subsequently used 
to create an instance of the Java class by using the “new( )” instruction. 

Finally, the namespace attribute is used to invoke methods of the bound Java class 
by passing the XPath variable that references an instance of the Java class as the 
first parameter to all method invocations of the class.

Making Your Java Classes Accessible to the XSLT Processor

You now know how to bind an XML namespace to a Java class and call its 
methods. For the XSLT processor to find the Java classes referenced in the 
stylesheet, simply package your Java classes into a “JAR” (Java archive) file and 
place them in the same directory as the DirXML engine Java libraries.

For example, on the Windows platform place your Java JAR files in the 
<drive>:\Novell\NDS\lib directory where <drive> is the drive where DirXML and 
eDirectory are installed. On NetWare, place your Java JAR files in the 
sys:\System\lib directory. The DirXML engine scans this directory and builds the 
classpath used to locate DirXML drivers, as well as any Java classes referenced 
by any driver stylesheets.

Java Argument Types

In the listing of the “generate-pwd” and “generate-cn” templates above, the 
variables passed as arguments to the Java methods (genPwd in line 06 and genCN 
in line 14) are actually XPath variables. Upon closer inspection you’ll notice that 
there is no way to specify the variable type when defining the variables (lines 02, 
03, 04, 11 and 12). The Java methods expect arguments of a specific type.

So how does the XSLT processor ensure that the “typeless” XPath variables are 
passed as appropriate Java types when invoking the Java method? The answer lies 
in the fact that the XSLT processor follows some rules to coerce the XPath 
variables to the type expected by the Java method. These rules are as follows:
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• If the Java method accepts an argument of a numeric type, a wrapper for a 
numeric type, java.lang.String, boolean, or java.lang.Boolean, the passed 
XPath variable will be coerced to that type if possible.

• If the Java method accepts an argument of type com.novell.xsl.process. 
ResultTreeFragment, the XPath variable must contain a result tree fragment. 
The use of the word “fragment” is a bit of a misnomer. The result tree can 
actually consist of an entire document tree. For example, consider the 
following XPath variable:

<xsl:variable name="currDoc">
<xsl:copy>

<xsl:apply-templates select="@*|* | comment() |
processing-instruction() | text()"/>

</xsl:copy>
</xsl:variable> 

The XPath variable “currDoc” contains the entire source document, not simply 
a fragment of it. Your Java code can act on the ResultTreeFragment object 
further by converting it to a string or a DOM document. (More information on 
how to use the ResultTreeFragment object will be featured in a future 
AppNote).

• If the Java method accepts an argument of type com.novell.xml.xpath. 
NodeSet the XPath variable must contain a node set. For example, the 
following XPath variable is populated with a node set that contains all 
<add-attr> elements from the source document:

<xsl:variable name="node-set" select="//add-attr"/>

• If the Java method accepts an argument that consists of any other Java object 
type, the XPath variable must contain a reference to the expected Java type. 
For example, suppose you want to invoke a method of a Java class that 
accepts a java.util.Date object. The following XSLT template demonstrates 
how to create an instance of the java.util.Date object and pass it as one of the 
arguments to a second Java class:

<xsl:template name="set-date" 
xmlns:tstClass="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/TestClass"  
xmlns:javaDate="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/java.util.Date">

<xsl:variable name="testClassInstance" select="tstClass:new() "/>
<xsl:variable name="dateInstance" select="javaDate:new()"/>
<xsl:variable name="result" select="tstClass:setDate($testClassInstance,
$dateInstance )"/>

</xsl:template>
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Java Return Values

Just as the XSLT processor must manage the conversion of XPath variables to the 
appropriate Java types when passed as arguments to Java methods, it must also 
manage the conversion of Java types returned from Java methods to XPath types 
consumable by XPath and XSLT. The XSLT processor converts Java return value 
types to XPath equivalents as follows: 

• If the return value is a numeric type or a wrapper for a numeric type, it will be 
converted to an XPath number.

• If the return value is boolean or java.lang.Boolean, it will be converted to an 
XPath boolean.

• If the return value is java.lang.String, it will be converted to an XPath string.

• If the return value is a DOM node, it will be converted to an XPath node set.

• If the return value is any other type, it will remain a Java object. For example, 
suppose you have a Java method that returns a java.util.Date object. The 
following template could be used to retrieve a java.util.Date object and invoke 
its methods:

<xsl:template name="get-date" 
xmlns:tstClass="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/TestClass"  
xmlns:javaDate="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/java.util.Date">

<xsl:variable name="testClassInstance" select="tstClass:new() "/>
<xsl:variable name="getDate" select="tstClass:getDate($testClassInstance )"/>
<xsl:variable name="resultDate" select="javaDate:toString($getDate )"/>

</xsl:template>

Notice that the xmlns (namespace) attribute still needs to be defined to create 
the binding to the java.util.Date object, however, rather than create an instance 
of the java.util.Date object within the stylesheet, it is returned by the “getDate” 
method of the TestClass.
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Conclusion

This AppNote has demonstrated how the powerful combination of Java, XSLT, 
and DirXML can greatly simply the implementation of complex business rules. 
Business rules such as the corporate naming policy and password policy are made 
easy by implementing the complex logic within a Java class and retrieving the 
computed result by calling the Java class from a DirXML stylesheet. The policy 
results can then be added to the result document for processing by the DirXML 
engine. The results attainable by combining XSLT and Java are only limited by 
your imagination! 

While the examples presented in this AppNote are simplistic in implementation, 
they open the door to endless possibilities for defining your own complex 
business rules. Download the sample code included with this AppNote and begin 
exploring the possibilities.
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Introduction 

Novell’s eCommerce LDAP Beans are easy-to-use Java components enabling 
developers to integrate Web applications with directory services. These 
components are based on open protocols, have no dependencies on native code 
and use the Model-View-Controller (MVC) and Command design patterns. These 
beans enable authentication and read/write directory services access along with 
contextless login and SSL security.

Novell’s ConsoleOne is a cross-platform, Java-based shell for managing network 
resources. ConsoleOne is built on a snap-in framework that is exposed to 
third-party developers allowing them to build custom snap-ins to manage network 
resources. Snap-ins provide content access and management functionality to the 
shell.

eCommerce LDAP Beans Programming Model

Novell’s eCommerce LDAP beans are built to conform to the Command design 
pattern. This simply means that each bean encapsulates the functionality for one 
type of command, such as: browsing, renaming, moving, copying, etc. Each bean 
exposes input properties that must be set prior to calling the execute method on the 
bean. After the execute method is called, the results of the method call can be 
retrieved using the output properties of the bean. For example, the 
com.novell.ecb.ldap.AuthenticateLdap class exposes a bean that provides 
authentication capabilities to a servlet or an application. Once an instance of this 
is created, the programmer must set the following input properties: URL, DN 
(Distinguished Name), and Password. After setting the input properties, the 
execute method can be called. At this point, the output property, LdapConnection, 
can be retrieved.

ConsoleOne Programming Model

Snap-Ins

Snap-ins are hosted by the ConsoleOne shell. Snap-in interfaces are provided 
enabling developers to extend ConsoleOne’s user-interface, expose namespaces, 
and to customize user preferences. ConsoleOne defines several types of snap-ins; 
Namespace, View, Menu Items, Context Menu, Property Page, Status Bar Item, 
Toolbar Item, Service, and Map ObjectEntry. Novell provides-as part of the 
ConsoleOne framework-the Console Snap-In. The Console Snap-In provides 
basic functionality for the ConsoleOne user interface and allows developers to 
build on this basic functionality making it very simple to write custom snap-ins 
that expose the features for a particular resource.
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Scope

The snap-in scope defines the events and entities that determine when the snap-in 
is activated. For example, a snap-in with a scope of GlobalContainerTypesScope 
is activated when a container object in any namespace is selected.

All scope classes must implement the Scope interface provided by ConsoleOne. 
Snap-ins are registered using their classes that implement this interface.

There are two scope categories, Global and Namespace. A snap-in defined with 
Global scope applies to objects within any namespace in ConsoleOne. A snap-in 
with Namespace scope applies only to objects in the namespace specified for the 
snap-in.

Namespaces

As a framework for the management and administration of networks, ConsoleOne 
provides the capability to display network objects or resources in an organized 
fashion. These network objects and resources are typically represented within 
logical namespaces (NDS, LDAP, NetWare File Systems, NT Domains, and so 
forth) or physical namespaces (internetwork or segment maps, inventory 
databases, etc.). These namespaces provide context, that is, the logical 
relationship-such as location in an organizational structure, and/or the physical 
relationship, such as physical wire segmentation, routing, and so forth-of these 
network objects and resources.

A namespace, therefore, defines a set of objects, how they are named, and the 
relationship, structure, hierarchy, or containment of those objects. In addition, an 
object within one namespace can provide a link to another namespace. In NDS, 
for example, a NetWare volume, as an NDS object class, represents a volume 
within the NetWare file system. NDS, as a namespace, uses the NDS Volume 
object as a bridge into the NetWare file system, which is another namespace.

In order to manage and administer network objects or resources, they must first be 
described by a namespace snap-in. It is through the namespace that the features 
and functions of the represented objects and resources are exposed and presented 
to the end user.

In order for a set of network objects or resources to be managed or administered 
through ConsoleOne, they must be made accessible through ConsoleOne. The 
namespace is the method by which ConsoleOne is able to enumerate and display 
the objects or resources of a network or computing environment. Novell provides 
NetWare and NDS namespaces. Through the NDS namespace, the end user will 
be able to view and manage NDS objects, and through the NetWare namespace, 
the end user will be able to view and manage NetWare objects.
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Not all developers must write a namespace snap-in. For example, developers who 
extend the NDS schema with new objects need not write a new namespace 
snap-in. The NDS namespace will enumerate the new object types based on the 
NDS schema. However, they might write other snap-in methods to provide 
property-editing capability for those new object types.

Services that are built around NDS, or that extend the capability of NDS into other 
environments, might create a new namespace snap-in. Another example might be 
a file system that could be managed through ConsoleOne. In order for 
ConsoleOne to enumerate and display the objects represented by that file system, 
a namespace snap-in must be written.

Views

Views provide a related presentation of a namespace object. A view can simply be 
a listing of the subordinates of the selected object, or it can be more detailed, such 
as a table or graph. What the view presents and how it is presented is largely 
determined by the namespace and what it represents.

One or more views can be associated with any namespace or a particular object 
type within a namespace. As an example, NDS is typically represented in both a 
hierarchical and a list fashion. A view snap-in could provide an alternative logical 
view for a specific class of objects. Other examples include: a topographic view of 
the network, a detailed view of an object, or an in-place file viewer.

When a namespace object is selected, ConsoleOne examines the set of 
participating snap-ins registered with the namespace or object type, and 
determines whether or not multiple views are available. If multiple views are 
available, the view menu then lists the views from which the user can select. 
When a view becomes active (either by menu, activation by a namespace, or 
object selection), then additional menu, toolbar, and status bar items also become 
active because they are snap-ins registered to the view.

The ConsoleOne console view provides limited display capability. As such, it 
might not provide the presentation that is most appropriate for a given namespace. 
Novell provides views that are specifically designed for a basic set of day-to-day 
tasks, such as managing NDS objects and managing the replicas and partitions of 
NDS.

A view should provide a presentation that makes the namespace and objects it 
represents easily accessible, and thus supports the tasks and functions related to 
those objects or namespace.
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A view makes it possible to structure the tasks based on the presentation. In some 
cases, a task is better suited for a particular view. For example, managing a large 
number of objects or object types is difficult in a standard list-type view. A view 
that better utilizes the available screen space might be a wrapped list, which 
would be better suited to managing large numbers of objects. A map-type view is 
typically more suited to managing the topology of the network because it 
generally establishes a better relationship between the nodes on a LAN.

ConsoleOne Snap-In Registration

At startup, ConsoleOne looks for snap-ins inside of a predetermined directory. 
Each snap-in must implement the Registration interface in order for ConsoleOne 
to properly register it. The Registration interface consists of one method named, 
“getRegistration.”

The getRegistration method returns an array of RegistrationItem objects. Each 
RegistrationItem object contains information identifying the snap-in type, where 
to find it, and when ConsoleOne should load the snap-in.

Registration of a snap-in can be done either by using a separate class or by using a 
manifest file.

The following code snippet demonstrates a registration class that will register four 
different snap-ins for our LDAP snap-in.

public class MySnapinRegistrar implements Registration 
{ 

public RegistrationItem[] getRegistration() 
{ 

RegistrationItem[] ri = new RegistrationItem[4]; 
ri[0] =

new RegistrationItem(new NamespaceScope(Shell.SNAPIN_PAGE,
"LDAPSample"),
"com.sample.snapins.LDAPPage"); 

ri[1] =
new RegistrationItem(new NamespaceScope(Shell.SNAPIN_STATUSBARITEM,

"LDAPSample"),
"com.sample.snapins.LDAPStatusBar"); 

ri[2] =
new RegistrationItem(new NamespaceScope(Shell.SNAPIN_MENU,

"LDAPSample"),
"com.sample.snapins.LDAPMenu"); 

ri[3] =
new RegistrationItem(new NamespaceScope(Shell.SNAPIN_TOOLBARITEM,

"LDAPSample"),
"com.sample.snapins.LDAPToolBar"); 

return ri; 
} 

}
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Writing the Snap-In

Main Snap-In Methods

Each snap-in class must implement the Snapin interface which defines four 
methods: getSnapinName, getSnapinDescription, initSnapin, and 
shutdownSnapin.

The getSnapinName method for our snap-in needs to return a descriptive name, as 
follows:

public String getSnapinName() 
{ 

return "LDAP Snapin"; 
}

The getSnapinDescription method for our snap-in needs to return a concise 
description, as follows:

public String getSnapinDescription() 
{ 

return "Snap-in providing LDAP functionality"; 
}

The initSnapin method is a callback method that is called by the shell to allow the 
snap-in to be initialized and pass references to the InitSnapinInfo class, as follows:

public boolean initSnapin(InitSnapinInfo info) 
{ 

shell = info.getShell(); 
type = info.getSnapinType(); 
context = info.getSnapinContext(); 

/*Initialize snap-in; return true if successful, 
otherwise return false.*/ 

try {
// Instantiate the command bean
authBean = (com.novell.ecb.ldap.AuthenticateLdap)

java.beans.Beans.instantiate(this.getClass().getClassLoader(),
"com.novell.ecb.ldap.AuthenticateLdap");

// Set the input properties of the command bean
// get the values from a property file
authBean.setURL(resourceBundle.getString("URL"));
authBean.setDN(resourceBundle.getString("DN"));
authBean.setPassword(resourceBundle.getString("password"));
authBean.setProtocol("ssl");

// Call the execute method of the command bean
authBean.execute();

} catch(ClassNotFoundException e) {
return false;
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} catch(com.novell.ecb.CommandException e) {
return false;

}

return true; 
}

The shutdownSnapin method is where we perform any necessary cleanup, as 
follows:

public void shutdownSnapin() 
{ 

/* Resource cleanup here. */ 
}

Adding a New Namespace

To add our own namespace to the ConsoleOne shell, we must create a new class 
that implements the NamespaceSnapin interface which employs the methods, 
getUniqueID, getFullName, getObjectEntry, getInitialObjectEntries, and 
getChildren.

To get the unique identifier or name of the namespace, the getUniqueID method is 
used. It is suggested that you return the package name and class implemented in 
the namespace snap-in as the unique ID string. Our implementation of 
getUniqueID is as follows:

public String getUniqueID() 
{ 

return "com.sample.snapins.LDAPNamespace"; 
}

To return the full name of the ObjectEntry for which the full name is desired, the 
getFullName method is used. The full name should represent a unique name in the 
namespace, as follows:

public String getFullName(ObjectEntry entry) 
{ 

return entry.getName(); 
}

To return the ObjectEntry associated with a unique string, the getObjectEntry 
method is used. An exception is thrown, if no ObjectEntry is found, as follows:
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public ObjectEntry getObjectEntry(String name)
throws ObjectNotFoundException 

{ 
return makeObjectEntry(name, null); 

}

To return the root ObjectEntry array, the getInitialObjectEntries method is used. 
If there are no root object entries in the namespace, null can be returned, as 
follows:

public ObjectEntry[] getInitialObjectEntries() 
{ 

try {
// Instantiate the command bean
com.novell.ecb.ldap.ListLdapEntries   bean =

(com.novell.ecb.ldap.ListLdapEntries)
java.beans.Beans.instantiate(this.getClass().getClassLoader(),

"com.novell.ecb.ldap.ListLdapEntries");

// Set the input properties of the command bean

bean.setConnection((com.novell.ecb.ldap.LdapConnection)
authBean.getLdapConnection());
bean.setName(resourceBundle.getString("Root"));

// Call the execute method of the command bean
bean.execute();

// Query the output properties of the command bean
String[] names = bean.getNames();

ObjectEntry[] rootNodes = null;
if (names.length > 0) {   

rootNodes = new ObjectEntry[names.length];
for (int i = 0; i < names.length; i++)
{

rootNodes[i] = makeObjectEntry(names[i], null);
}

}

return rootNodes;
} catch(ClassNotFoundException e) {

// handle error
} catch(com.novell.ecb.CommandException e) {

// handle error
}

return null;
}

We use the getChildren method to obtain an enumeration of subordinate objects 
that the shell will use for the described namespace. The parent object in the 
current namespace from which a list of children can be obtained is the parameter 
passed, as follows: 
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public ObjectEntryEnumeration getChildren(ObjectEntry parent)
throws NotAContainerException 

{
// Instantiate the command bean
com.novell.ecb.ldap.ReadLdapEntry   bean = null;

int   entryFlags = 0;

try {
// Instantiate the command bean
bean = (com.novell.ecb.ldap.ReadLdapEntry)
java.beans.Beans.instantiate(this.getClass().getClassLoader(),
"com.novell.ecb.ldap.ReadLdapEntry");

// Set the input properties of the command bean
bean.setConnection((com.novell.ecb.ldap.LdapConnection)
authBean.getLdapConnection());
bean.setName("cn=wcoyote, o=acme");

// Call the execute method of the command bean
bean.execute();

// Query the output properties of the command bean
entryFlags = bean.getIntValue("entryFlags");

} catch(ClassNotFoundException e) {
// handle error
return null;

} catch(com.novell.ecb.CommandException e) {
// handle error
return null;

}

if ((entryFlags & 0x0004) != 0x0004)
{ 

throw new NotAContainerException(); 
}

com.novell.ecb.ldap.ListLdapEntries   listBean = null;

try {
// Instantiate the command bean
listBean = (com.novell.ecb.ldap.ListLdapEntries)

java.beans.Beans.instantiate(this.getClass().getClassLoader(),
"com.novell.ecb.ldap.ListLdapEntries");

// Set the input properties of the command bean
listBean.setConnection((com.novell.ecb.ldap.LdapConnection)
authBean.getLdapConnection());
listBean.setName("cn=wcoyote, o=acme");

// Call the execute method of the command bean
listBean.execute();

// Query the output properties of the command bean
String[] names = bean.getNames();

return new LDAPEnumeration(names, parent, this); 
} catch(ClassNotFoundException e) {

// handle error
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} catch(com.novell.ecb.CommandException e) {
// handle error

}

return null; 
}

You can implement the ObjectEntryEnumeration interface or use the 
DefaultObjectEntryEnumeration class in association with the getChildren 
method. This class is a convenience helper class for creating 
ObjectEntryEnumerations. A Vector or Enumeration is converted to an 
ObjectEntryEnumeration that can be returned from the getChildren method of the 
NamespaceSnapin or ExtendChildrenSnapin interface by the 
DefaultObjectEntryEnumeration class.

The following code shows an implementation of ObjectEntryEnumeration.

public class LDAPEnumeration()
implements ObjectEntryEnumeration 

{ 
private ObjectEntry [] m_entries; 
private int m_index;

public LDAPEnumeration(String[] entries, 
ObjectEntry parent, 
LDAPNamespace namespace) 

{
m_entries = new ObjectEntry[entries.length];
m_index = 0; 

for(int i = 0; i < entries.length; i++)
{ 

m_entries[i] = namespace.makeObjectEntry(entries[i],
parent); 

}
// sort the entries using custom sorter routine 
sorter(m_entries, entries.length - 1); 

}

public objectEntry next() 
{ 

if(hasMoreElements()) 
{ 

return m_entries[m_index++]; 
} 
else 
{ 

throw new NoSuchElementException();
} 

}

public boolean hasMoreElements() 
{ 

return m_index < m_entries.length; 
}
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public Object nextElement() 
{ 

return next(); 
} 

}

Displaying Namespace Information

By implementing both the DisplayIconSnapin and DisplayNameSnapin interfaces, 
one must create a new class.

DisplayIconSnapin and DisplayNameSnapin interfaces provided by the new 
snap-in class implements the text and image that will show up in the object 
browser tree and the view for namespace items.

The DisplayIconSnapin interface defines the following three methods used to 
provide the icon for a specified ObjectEntry: getDisplayIcon, getDisplayIcon, and 
doesIconChangePerEntry.

Defined are two different forms of the getDisplayIcon method; the first, returning 
the snap-in icon associated with the specified ObjectEntry parameter. When there 
is no icon available, a null can be returned; in which case-for the specified entry 
type-a default icon is returned only if no other registered snap-in, providing an 
icon for that type of entry, has been defined. Otherwise, a search of all available 
snap-ins is conducted, and the first snap-in that provides an icon for the specified 
entry is used to return the icon.

public Icon getDisplayIcon(ObjectEntry entry) 
{ 

return getDisplayIcon(entry.getObjectType().getNamespace().getUniqueID(),
entry.getObjectType().getName()); 

}

Returning the icon associated with the ObjectType that has the same name as the 
String parameter type is the second construct of the getDisplayIcon method. 
When there is no icon available, a null can be returned, in which case, a default 
icon is returned for the specified entry type only if no other registered snap-in has 
been defined that provides an icon for that type of entry. Otherwise, a search of all 
available snap-ins is conducted, and the first snap-in that provides an icon for the 
specified entry is used to return the icon. 

public Icon getDisplayIcon(String namespace, String type) 
{ 

Icon icon = (Icon) icons.get(type); 
if(icon == null) 
{ 

Image i = null; 
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String path = "/com/sample/snapins/ldap/images/"; 
path += type + ".gif"; 
URL url = getClass().getResource(path); 
if (url != null) 
{ 

i = Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit().getImage(url); 
icon = new ImageIcon(i); 
icons.put(type, icon); 

} 
else 
{ 

// handle error
} 

} 
return icon; 

}

To determine if the image can change depending on the ObjectEntry of the given 
type, or if the snap-in will always return the same image for a particular 
ObjectType, doesIconChangePerEntry is used. This method should return true if 
the image can change depending on the ObjectEntry of the given type. This 
method should return false if the snap-in always returns the same image for a 
particular ObjectType. When possible ConsoleOne can cache the image and use 
the same image for all objects of the given type. 

public boolean doesIconChangePerEntry(ObjectType type) 
{

return true; 
}

Used to provide the display name for a specified ObjectEntry, the 
DisplayNameSnapin interface defines two forms of the getDisplayName method.

One must return the display name that the shell will use to display the specified 
ObjectEntry in the tree or view when using getDisplayName with the ObjectEntry 
parameter. Displayed next to an icon representing the object is the name of the 
object. We demonstrate getDisplayName using only the entry parameter here:

public String getDisplayName(ObjectEntry entry) 
{ 

String name = entry.getName(); 
if (name.equals("")) 
{ 

return "Invalid Entry"; 
}

return name; 
}
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Adding a New View

The rightmost ConsoleOne shell panel is referred to as the View. To obtain a list 
of views that participate with an ObjectEntry when an ObjectEntry is selected in 
the left panel tree, the shell examines the set of participating snap-ins. In the form 
of Radio Menu Items, the view menu then displays a list.

For every namespace, ConsoleOne provides a default view. A name and an image 
for each object entry in a namespace is displayed in a list by the default view.

By creating a new class in which the ViewSnapin interface is implemented, you 
can add views for objects. Required methods to implement are as follows: 
getView, getUniqueID, getViewMenuName, and setInactive.

Returned by the getView method is context information about the state of the 
browser window. Returned by the getObjectEntry method of the 
ViewSnapinContext class is the currently selected ObjectEntry.

Stored in the InitSnapinInfo parameter supplied to the initSnapin method during 
ViewSnapin initialization is the current context. For that point of time, a call to 
getContext will return a valid ViewSnapinContext; but the context can change 
between initialization and the call to the getView method. Therefore, the context 
should be obtained from the ViewSnapinContext parameter supplied in the 
getView method and not from the context provided during initialization.

public Component getView(ViewSnapinContext viewContext) 
{ 

// Remove any existing Components from the panel. 
p.removeAll(); 

ObjectEntryEnumeration   children =
shell.getChildren(viewContext.getObjectEntry()); 

while(children.hasMoreElements()) 
{ 

ObjectEntry child = children.next(); 
MyLabel node = new MyLabel(child); 
node.addMouseListener(new MyMouseListener()); 
p.add(node); 

} 
return p; 

}

The unique, non-localized name of the view is returned by the getUniqueID 
method for snap-ins to identify the view. The getUniqueID method is called 
before the initSnapin method in a view snap-in. Also, the getViewMenuName 
method is called before the initSnapin method if a view is changed by 
ConsoleOne. 
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public String getUniqueID() 
{ 

return "com.sample.snapins.ldap.LDAPListView"; 
}

Returned by the getViewMenuName method is the language-dependent, localized 
name that will be used as the text in the view menu.

public String getViewMenuName() 
{ 

return "Sample LDAP List View"; 
};

To notify the shell that the snap-in is inactive, we must implement the setInactive 
method.

Summary

Novell’s eCommerce Beans for LDAP provide 100% Java components to 
integrate Web applications with LDAP-based directory trees. These components 
enable authentication and read/write directory access along with features such as 
contextless login and SSL security. Novell’s ConsoleOne provides a 
comprehensive GUI framework for hosting powerful, management snap-in 
services. Using Novell’s eCommerce Beans for LDAP as the foundation for 
directory services access and Novell’s ConsoleOne as the foundation for 
management services, a NetWare application developer can easily write GUI 
components to manage the features and functionality of directory services.
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Introduction 

Before we get in to how to manage Internet directories using Beans for Novell 
Services let’s go over a few terms. 

Novell eDirectory was used on NetWare to keep track of network entries like 
users, printers, and servers. This was done through Novell’s proprietary protocol 
NDAP which accesses and manages eDirectory. Once LDAP was defined by 
IETF, Novell added it as a second access mechanism to eDirectory, which serves 
as a Gateway.

LDAP defines a light weight access mechanism, where clients send requests to 
and receive responses from LDAP servers. It is an emerging Internet standard for 
accessing directory information and allowing LDAP-enabled applications to 
access multiple directories.

To write the directory enabled applications you will need an LDAP SDK. 
Novell’s LDAP client SDK can be downloaded from Novell Developer Net at 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk. The following are five different SDKs that can 
be used while writing LDAP client applications:

• LDAP Libraries for C

• LDAP Libraries for Java

• LDAP Service Provider for JNDI

• LDAP ActiveX Controls

• LDAP Java Beans

LDAP Java Beans are part of Beans for Novell Services. They provide 
easy-to-use Java components for rapid and effective development of network 
applications. They have several components, which allow RAD programmers to 
easily write applications to do many operations on directories with out knowledge 
of internal directory APIs. It reduces programming time and the complexities of 
learning APIs.

RAD Rapid Application Development

API Application Programming Interface

NDS Novell Directory Services is now known as eDirectory, we will use 
eDirectory through out this article whenever reference is made to NDS.

NDK Novell Developer Kit

Directory A directory consists of entries which contain descriptive information of 
network resources like people, printers, fax machines, servers, etc.

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
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As we know a Directory is a collection of entries, generally arranged in a 
hierarchical way. Directory Information Tree (DIT) Entries that contain other 
entries are called Containers. To be consistent throughout this article, we will use 
the tree shown in Figure 1 as our example. 

Figure 1: Example tree.

Our example company, XX-SoftInc is divided into different departments: 
Accounts, Admin, Engineering, and Support each with a different number of 
employees and groups.

We will use this tree as our example as we explain the sample code written using 
Novell LDAP Beans and will focus on only the salient features. For more 
information refer to the help documentation provided with Beans for Novell 
Services.

 Novell Internet Directory User Group Bean 

The NWIDirUsrGrp bean is packaged in NWIDirUsrGrp.jar. It is a nonvisual 
component and can be used to manipulate User and Groups entries in an LDAP 
Directory. You can also use this component to manage users and groups in a 
network. 

The following table lists the properties and methods of its Objects.

Organization (O=XXSoftInc)

(OU=ADMIN)

(OU=Engineering)

(OU=Accounts)

(OU=Support)
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Retrieve Users

The following program can be used to retrieve Users in the admin department.

1. //Import Section 
2. import java.lang.*;
3. import com.novell.beans.NWIDirUsrGrp.*;
4. import com.novell.beans.idirutil.*;
5. import com.novell.ldap.*;
6. public class GetUsersGroups{
7. public static void main(String a[]) throws NWBeanException{ 
8. NWIDirUsrGrp usrGrp=new NWIDirUsrGrp();       //Instance of Bean
9. usrGrp.setFullName("ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc/ou=admin");

10. try{  
11. usrGrp.authenticate(); //Authenticating to  server 
12. NWUsers users= usrGrp.getUsers();    //Get  Users  collection
13. while(users.hasMoreElements()){
14. NWUser user=users.next();
15. System.out.println(user.getFullName());
16. }//Users While End
17. }// Try end
18. catch(Exception e){
19. System.out.println("From the Exception handler");
20. e.getMessage();        
21. }//catch block end
22. }//Main End
23. }//Class end

Object Methods

NWIDirUsrGrpBean void setFullName()
NWGroup findGroup()
NWUser findUser()
NWGroups getGroups()
NWUsers getUsers()

NWUsers NWUser getElement()
NWUser addElement()
void removeElement()

NWUser void setFieldValue()
void addFieldValue()
void removeFieldValue()
NWNetworkNames getGroupMembership()
void setUserPassword()

NWGroups NWGroup getElement()
NWGroup addElement()
void removeElement()

NWGroup NWNetworkNames getGroupMembers() 
void setFieldValue()
void addFieldValue()
void removeFieldValue()
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Line 2-5 imports required classes in to the application.

Line 8 instantiates the Bean.

Line 9 sets the FullName when the Users are retrieved.

Line 11 authenticates to the server through anonymous bind. Through anonymous 
bind you can only view the users. If you want to modify something you will need 
sufficient rights and must authenticate through the Simple bind. You can use 
setUserName() and setPassoword() methods to set UserName and password 
before calling UsrGrp.Authenticate().

Line 12 gets the collection of NWUsers Objects.

Line 13-14 are standard enumeration methods used to iterate through the 
collection.

The out put of the program will be 
ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc/ou=admin/cn= Mary Thomson
ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc/ou=admin/cn= Johnson
ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc/ou=admin/cn= Jones

Retrieve Groups

In order to retrieve the groups under the engineering department we only have to 
modify the above code in a few places. 

In line 9 set the FullName to 
“ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc/ou=engineering”.

Replace line 12-16 with the following code:

NWGroups groups=usrGroup.getgroups();  //get groups Collection
while(groups.hasMoreElements()){

NWGroup group =groups.next();
System.out.println(group.getFullName());

}//while end

Out put of the above code will be 
ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc/ou=engineering/cn=EngGroup
ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc/ou=engineering/cn=WritersGroup
ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc/ou=engineering/cn=ManagersGroup

Add User

To add a user to the admin department

Replace line from 12-16 with the following code: 
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NWUser user,AddedUser;
user=new NWUser("ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc/ou=admin/cn=Joseph");
user.setLastName("Rahul");
AddedUser=users.addElement(user);
System.out.println(“Getting User After Addition”);
user=users.getElement(“ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc/ou=admin/cn=Joseph”);
System.out.println(user.getFullName());

To add a user to the directory:

1. Create the instance of the new user

2. Set some mandatory values for the user (LastName). 

3. Get the existing collection.

4. Add to the existing collection by calling addElement() method of NWUsers. 
You can get the Added User by calling getElement() of NWUsers.

It is simple to retrieve users, groups, and add users to directory. We can use this 
bean to add groups, modify attributes of user and groups using getFieldValue(), 
SetFieldValue(), AddFieldValue() of NWUser and NWGroup. Use 
setUserFilter(), setGroupFilter() of the bean to get the particular User or Group. 
Use setSearchScope(), setSearchMode() to specify where and how you want to 
search. There are many more useful properties and methods for more information 
refer to the Java documentation provided with these beans.

 Novell Internet Directory Query Bean

The NWIDirQuery bean is a nonvisual bean that can be used to query LDAP 
directories to get entries. This bean can only be used for retrieval operations.

NWIDirQuery is the main class of the bean providing the functionality of 
searching the directory for entries satisfying the specified filter criteria. You can 
also specify the fields to be searched. The bean returns the search results in a 
structured form, which can be used to populate the list box; or they can also be 
provided as an input to the Internet Directory Entries Bean for populating the 
NWEntries collection. 

The table lists the properties and methods of its Objects.
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The following program can be used to retrieve all the entries in XX-SoftInc.

1. import com.novell.ldap.*;
2. import com.novell.beans.idirutil.*;
3. import com.novell.beans.NWIDirQuery.*;

4. public class QuerySearch implements NWIDirQueryListener{
5. public static void main(String a[]){
6. QuerySearch QSearch = new QuerySearch(); // Instance of the class 
7. NWIDirQuery Query=new NWIDirQuery();  // Instance of the bean
8. try{
9. Query.addNWIDirQueryListener(QSearch);

10. Query.setFullName("ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc ");
11. Query.authenticate();
12. Query.setSearchScope(2);
13. Query.Search();
14. } 
15. catch(Exception e){
16. System.out.println(e.getMessage());
17. }  
18. }  //End of Main 
19. public void SearchCompleted(NWIDirQueryEvent QueryEvent){
20. try{
21. NWQueryResult[ ] qResult = QueryEvent.getResults();
22. for(int i=0; i<qResult.length; i++){
23. System.out.println("  "+qResult[i].getShortName());
24. } 
25. catch(Exception e){
26. System.out.println(e.getMessage());
27. } 
28. }// End of Search Completed
29. }//End of class

Line 1-3 imports required classes in to the application.

Line 6-7 instantiates the Class and Bean.

Line 9 registers the listener to the application, SearchCompleted event will be 
thrown after completion of search operation.

Object Methods

NWIDirQuery void setFields()
void setFilter ()
void setMaximumResults()
void setSearchScope()
void setSortKeys()
NWQueryResult[] Search() 
void addNWIDirQueryListener()
void removeNWIDirQueryListener()
NWQueryResult Find()
NWQueryResult[] FindNext()
NWQueryResult[] FindPrev()
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Line 10 sets the FullName where entries are needed to be retrieved.

Line 11 authenticates to the server through anonymous bind.

Line 12 sets the search scope to subtree.

Line 19 implements the searchCompleted event of NWIDirQuery interface.

Line 21 gets the result of search operation after completion of search.

Line 22-25 displays the entries FullName and ShortName.

The output of the above program is 
cn= Mary Thomson
cn= Johnson
cn= Jones
…
…
cn=EngGroup
cn=WritesGroup
cn=ManagersGroup

Use this bean to query for entries under different contexts, by setting different 
properties like Search Scope, Search Mode, Maximum Results, Sort Keys, Filters, 
Fields, etc. Applications that involve only displaying information to user for 
viewing, can be written using this bean.

For detailed explanations about these properties and methods please refer to the 
Java documention provided with this bean.

 Novell Internet Directory Entries Bean

The NWIDirEntries bean is packaged in NWIDirEntries.jar. You can set the 
fullName of the server and fetch all the entries in that context, with anonymous 
authentication. You can also update any entry, add a new entry, delete an existing 
entry, rename an entry, and move an entry to a different tree location in the 
directory, with user authentication. Use this bean to update entries that are found 
by using NWIDirQuery Bean. 

The following table lists the properties and methods of its Objects.

Object Methods

NWIDirEntries void setFields()
void setMaxResults()
NWEntries getEntries() 
void addNWIDirEntriesListener()
void removeNWIDirEntriesListener()
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The following program will update the telephone number of an entry. Entries 
collection will be constructed from NWQueryResults of NWIDirQuery Bean, 
setFieldValue() method in NWEntry is used to set the telephone number with new 
value.

1. import com.novell.ldap.*;
2. import com.novell.beans.idirutil.*;
3. import com.novell.beans.NWIDirQuery.*;
4. import com.novell.beans.nwidirentries.*;

5. public class QueryEntries{
6. public static void main (String args[]) throws Exception
7. {
8. NWIDirQuery Query = new NWIDirQuery();

9. Query.setFullName("ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc ");
10. // Anonymous authentication.
11. query.authenticate();
12. String[] fields = {"telephoneNumber" , "cn" , "sn" };
13. query.setFields( fields );
14. NWQueryResults Results = query.Search();
15. //Unauthenticate
16. query.unauthenticate();
17. //Instance of NWIDirEntries
18. NWIDirEntries IDirEnt  = new NWIDirEntries();
19. NWEntries entries = IDirEnt.getEntries(Results,

“ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc ", Query.getFields() );

20. //Proper Authentication is required for Modification operation   
21. IDirEnt.setUserName("ldap://XX-SoftInc.com/o=XX-SoftInc/cn=admin ");
22. IDirEnt.setPassword("admin_password");
23. IDirEnt.authenticate();

24. NWEntry entry = entries.getElement("cn=mary");
25. // set the field values with required values....
26. String[] telephoneNumber = {"2322332", "2365567"};
27. entry.setFieldValue("telephoneNumber", telephoneNumber);
28. entry.update();

NWEntries NWEntry addElement()
NWEntry moveElement()
NWEntry renameElement()
void removeElement()

NWEntry java.lang.String getLayout() 
java.lang.Object getFieldValue()
void setFieldValue()
void addFieldValue()
void removeFieldValue()
Boolean compareFieldValue()

Object Methods
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29. IDirEnt.unauthenticate();    
30. }//main
31. }//Class

Line 19 NWEntries are constructed from NWIDirQuery’s NWQueryResults.

Line 23 NWIDirEntries Authenticates to the server with proper credentials. 
Modification of entries attribute values requires sufficient rights.

Lines 24-29 modify the telephone number entry of the user. 

Line 28 saves the changes to the directory.

This bean has many other properties and methods which can be set with the 
appropriate values and used to write an application for management of all entries 
present in the LDAP aware Internet directories. You can write a full-fledged 
application for entries management in a directory using this bean.

 Novell Internet Directory Selector Bean

The NWIDirSelect Bean is a visual bean that allows you to select a network object 
in LDAP directories. 

When you initialize the bean object by setting the full name of the context and 
calling the show() method, the Novell Network Selector dialog box is displayed. 
From the dialog box, you can select a network object and also get its full name. It 
also allows context menus to be added for the objects. You can specify the menu 
items to be listed for objects corresponding to each layout type. To display the 
menu items select the object and right-click in the dialog box. You can also select 
the required menu item. 

The following table lists the properties and methods of its Objects. 
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The following program shows how the dialog is displayed.

1. import java.lang.*;
2. import java.io.*;
3. import com.novell.beans.nwidirselect.*; 
4. public class FullName{
5. public static void main(String[] x){
6. try{
7. NWIDirSelect sel = new NWIDirSelect();  // instance of the bean

Sel.setFullName(“ldap://blr-dileep/o=novell”);
8. sel.show();       //Displays the dialog
9. }

10. catch(Exception e){
11. System.out.println(e.getMessage());
12. }
13. }

Figure 2: The dialog display.

Object Methods

NWIDirSelect void addNWIDirSelectListener()
NWIDirContextMenus getContextMenus() 
java.lang.String getCurrentContext() 
java.lang.String getNameFilter() 
java.lang.String[] getTypeFilter() 
void mouseClicked / mouseEntered / 
mouseExited / mousePressed / 
mouseReleased()
void removeNWIDirSelectListener(.)
void setCurrentContext()
void setDialogTitle()
void setNameFilter()
void setTypeFilter()
Boolean show() 
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The type of entries to be displayed can be specified in the Type Filter property. 
The Name Filter property can be specified to display the entries starting with 
specified name.

You can write full-fledged applications by using the appropriate combination of 
other Novell LDAP Beans.

Conclusion

Beans for Novell Services provide easy-to-use Java components for rapid and 
effective development of network applications. These LDAP Java Beans are in 
Early Access as le124, le156. A few of them are expected to be available on the 
NDK by February 2002.

Look at the readme for Dependencies setup information for last minute updates. 
Post your queries on Beans for Novell Services to the News Group at 
http://developer-forums.novell.com/category/index.tpt#ad.

Important URLs

• http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm

• http://developer.novell.com/ndk/bns.htm

• http://developer.novell.com/ndk/jldapunx.htm

• http://developer.novell.com/ndk/jldap.htm

• http://developer.novell.com/ndk/downloadaz.htm

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.
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A Look at the Error Handling 
SET Parameters from the 
NetWare Remote Management 
Utility

Edward A. Liebing
Senior Editor
Novell AppNotes 

It’s a new year and new beginning, so let’s get started. 
In the last Beyond the Basics column, we looked at the 
Disk SET parameters for both NetWare 5.1 and 
NetWare 6. So this month, we’ll continue our foray 
into the SET parameters by taking a look at the Error 
Handling parameters and what they can do for you.

If you remember what this column is doing, we’ve 
been looking into the features and functionality of the 
NetWare Remote Manager utility, which was formerly 
known as the NetWare Management Portal 
utility. But its name and some of its 
functionality have been changed in NetWare 
6, as was covered briefly in the October 2001 
Beyond the Basics column. 

The NetWare Remote Manager utility has 
been updated in the latest NetWare 5.1 
Support Packs to include the functionality 
that you see in the utility as it comes with 
NetWare 6.0.

Accessing the NetWare Remote 
Manager Utility
As a refresher course on how to access the 
NetWare Remote Manager utility, below is a 
list of the steps required to do so:

• At your workstation browser, type in the 
IP address, leading the IP address with 
http:// and following the address with the 
port number :8008, such as:

http://123.12.12.123:8008

This will bring up the NetWare Remote 
Manager utility (or the NetWare Man-

agement Portal utility, depending on which ver-
sion of NetWare 5 you are running—with or 
without Service Packs installed). You will then 
need to click on the Login icon in the upper 
left-hand portion of the utility’s screen to bring up 
the Login screen.

• In some instances you may want to attach to the 
server in secure mode. To do this, use https:// 
followed by port :8009, such as:

https://123.12.12.123:8009

This action should either bring up security infor-
mation or the Login icon. Once you reach the 
Login icon, type in the user’s name that you wish 
to log in as (for this purposes, Admin), followed 
by the password. This will bring up the Remote 
Manager utility (in whatever version you have).

• All of the features that you can perform through 
this utility are found in the left-hand window 
frame. Since we have been covering the SET 
parameters, click on the SET Parameters option 
under Manage Server. This bring up a list of all of 
the SET Parameter Categories screen on the 
right-hand frame. From there, select the Error 
Handling category to join us in our present 
discussion.

Figure 1: The NetWare 5.1 Error Handling SET parameters.
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The Error Handling SET Parameters

NetWare 5.1 has four Error Handling SET parameters 
that aren’t in NetWare 6, while NetWare 6 has one 
Error Handling parameter that isn’t in NetWare 5.1. 
Between the two versions, there are 13 SET parameters 
to look at: 12 for NetWare 5.1 and nine for NetWare 6. 
Below is a table that displays all of the Error Handling 
SET parameters in both NetWare 5.1 and NetWare 6.

The information shown in the Table 1 shows the SET 
parameter name, followed by the parameter’s default 
setting. Next you will see the range of values that each 
parameter can be set to, followed by which operating 
system the SET parameter can be used for. Then after 
the table, you will see a brief explanation of each SET 
parameter found in the Error Handling category.

Volume Log File State. This SET parameter 
displays the value of what to do with the 
VOL$LOG.ERR file when it reaches the size limit that 
you can set through the Volume Log File Overflow 
Size parameter. You have three values or options to 
choose from:

• 0 = Take no action

• 1 = Delete the log file (the default)

• 2 = Rename the log file

The default is 1, or delete the log file when it gets 
larger than its size limit. If you change this parameter 
to 0, the VOL$LOG.ERR file will continue to grow as 
errors are reported through FILESYS.NLM. If you 
change this parameter to 2, you will be able to rename 
the VOL$LOG.ERR file to something else and a new 
VOL$LOG.ERR file will take its place.

The VOL$LOG.ERR file is located at the root of 
volume SYS. The owner of this SET parameter is 
FILESYS.NLM. These settings can be changed at any 
time. Changes are saved to the NetWare Configuration 
Database Engine (CDBE) and will therefore be used 
the next time the server is rebooted.

Volume Log File Overflow Size. This SET 
parameter shows the maximum size the 
VOL$LOG.ERR file can be before FILESYS.NLM 
begins to use one of the values set in the Volume Log 
File State parameter. 

The default is 4194304 bytes large, or 4096KB or 
about 4MB in size. You can set the VOL$LOG.ERR 
file size to be from 65536 bytes to 4294967295 bytes, 
or about 4GB. 

Note: In some versions of the NetWare Remote Man-
agement utility for NetWare 5.1, you might see a -1, 

 Table 1: The Error Handling SET parameters for both NetWare 5.1 and NetWare 6.

Command Default Range OS

Volume Log File State 1 0 to 2 NW 5.1

Volume TTS Log File State 1 0 to 2 NW 5.1

Volume Log File Overflow Size 4194304 65536 to 4294967295 Bytes NW 5.1

Volume TTS Log File Overflow Size 4194304 65536 to 4294967295 Bytes NW 5.1

Server Log File State 1 0 to 2 NW 5.1 & 6

Server Log File Overflow State 4194304 65536 to 4294967295 Bytes NW 5.1 & 6

Boot Error Log File State 3 0 to 3 NW 5.1 & 6

Boot Error Log File Overflow State 4194304 65536 to 4294967295 Bytes NW 5.1 & 6

Boot Error Log ON ON/OFF NW 5.1 & 6

Hung Unload Wait Delay 30 Seconds 0 Seconds to 1 Min. 58 secs NW 5.1 & 6

Auto Restart Down Timeout 180 Seconds 0 to 600 Seconds NW 6

Auto Restart After Abend Delay Time 2 Minutes 2 to 60 Min. NW 5.1 & 6

Auto Restart After Abend 1 for NW 5.1
0 for NW 6

0 to 3 NW 5.1 & 6
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which is shorthand for one byte less than 4294967295 
bytes. So if you see a -1, it’s the short-hand version of 
4294967295.

The owner of this SET parameter is FILESYS.NLM. 
These settings can be changed at any time. Changes are 
saved to the NetWare Configuration Database Engine 
(CDBE) and will therefore be used the next time the 
server is rebooted.

Note: If you type SET at the server console prompt and 
select the Error Handling section, you will see that 
these parameters can be set placed in the STAR-
TUP.NCF file. However, since these SET parameters 
are persistent, any changes you make will be put in 
place the next time the server comes up, so you don’t 
have to put any of these parameter changes in the 
STARTUP.NCF file. This is true for all of the SET param-
eters in the Error Handling section.

Volume TTS Log File State. The TTS Log File 
State is similar to the Volume Log File State, only this 
parameter displays the values of what to do with the 
TTS$LOG.ERR file when it reaches it the size limit 
that you set through the Volume TTS Log File 
Overflow Size parameter. You have three values to 
choose from:

• 0 = Take no action

• 1 = Delete the log file

• 2 = Rename the log file

The default is 1, or delete the log file when it gets 
larger than its size limit. If you change this parameter 
to 0, the TTS$LOG.ERR file will continue to grow as 
errors are reported through FILESYS.NLM. If you 
change this parameter to 2, you will be able to rename 
the TTS$LOG.ERR file to something else and a new 
TTS$LOG.ERR file will take its place.

The TTS$LOG.ERR file is located at the root of C: and 
can also be found at the root of volume SYS. The 
owner of this SET parameter is FILESYS.NLM. These 
settings can be changed at any time. Changes are saved 
to the NetWare Configuration Database Engine 
(CDBE) and will therefore be used the next time the 
server is rebooted.

Volume TTS Log File Overflow Size. This SET 
parameter shows the maximum size the 
TTS$LOG.ERR file can be before FILESYS.NLM 
begins to use one of the values set in the Volume Log 
File State parameter. 

The default is 4194304 bytes, which amounts to 
4096KB or about 4MB in size. You can set the 
TTS$LOG.ERR file size to be from 65536 bytes to 
4294967295 bytes, or about 4GB. 

The owner of this SET parameter is FILESYS.NLM 
These settings can be changed at any time. Changes are 
saved to the NetWare Configuration Database Engine 
(CDBE) and will therefore be used the next time the 
server is rebooted.

The four SET parameters above belong exclusively to 
NetWare 5.1 and FILESYS.NLM. The rest of the SET 
parameters in the Error Handling category are “owned” 
or are a part of SERVER.NLM and apply to both 
NetWare 5.1 and NetWare 6.

Server Log File State. The Server Log File State is 
also similar to the Volume Log File State and the 
Volume TTS Log File State, only this parameter 
displays the values of what to do with the 
SYS$LOG.ERR file when it reaches it the size limit 
that you set through the Server Log File Overflow Size 
parameter. And again you have three values to choose 
from:

• 0 = Take no action

• 1 = Delete the log file

• 2 = Rename the log file

The default is 1, or delete the log file when it gets 
larger than its size limit. If you change this parameter 
to 0, the SYS$LOG.ERR file will continue to grow as 
any messages that you see placed on the server console 
screen are placed in this file. If you change this 
parameter to 2, then once it reaches the overflow size, 
you will be prompted to rename the SYS$LOG.ERR 
file to something else and a new SYS$LOG.ERR file 
will take its place.

The SYS$LOG.ERR file is located in the 
SYS:SYSTEM directory. The owner of this SET 
parameter is SERVER.NLM. These settings can be 
changed at any time. Changes are saved to the 
NetWare Configuration Database Engine (CDBE) and 
will therefore be used the next time the server is 
rebooted.

Server Log File Overflow Size. This SET 
parameter shows the maximum size the 
SYS$LOG.ERR file can be before SERVER.NLM 
begins to use one of the values set in the Server Log 
File State SET parameter. The default is 4194304 
bytes, which amounts to 4096KB or about 4MB in 
size. You can set the SYS$LOG.ERR file size to be 
from 65536 bytes to 4294967295 bytes, or about 4GB.

The owner of this SET parameter is SERVER.NLM. 
These settings can be changed at any time. Changes are 
saved to the NetWare Configuration Database Engine 
(CDBE) and will therefore be used the next time the 
server is rebooted.
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Boot Error Log. We’ve just looked at three log files, 
each of which saves error messages from some aspect 
of the operating system if the server is not functioning 
properly. The boot error log parameters add a couple of 
dimensions that are not necessarily different, but can 
be considered useful.

The Boot Error Log SET parameter allows you to 
control the information placed in the 
BOOT$LOG.ERR file by giving you an ON/OFF 
switch up front. As the SERVER.NLM file begins 
loading the NetWare OS, it keeps track of each file that 
is loaded and whether that file loads successfully. It 
also keeps track of when loading files fail, which can 
be very useful when troubleshooting server problems 
as it initially comes up. The server OS also keeps track 
of all of the information that is sent to the server 
console screen.

This SET parameter determines if the error messages 
from the console will also be saved in the 
BOOT$LOG.ERR file. When set to ON (the default), 
then all error messages that go to the console will also 
be saved in the BOOT$LOG.ERR file. If this is set to 
OFF, only the error messages that are displayed during 
the boot procedure will be saved to this file. This may 
not be a bad way to go, as console screen information 
is saved in the SYS$LOG.ERR file already.

Boot Error Log File State. The Boot Error Log File 
State is similar to the Volume Log File State, the 
Volume TTS Log File State, and the Server Log File 
State, but with an additional value setting. This SET 
parameter displays the values of what to do with the 
BOOT$LOG.ERR file when it reaches it the size limit 
that you set through the Boot Error Log File Overflow 
Size parameter. But you now have four values to 
choose from:

• 0 = Take no action

• 1 = Delete the log file

• 2 = Rename the log file

• 3 = Start a new file every time the server starts

The default is 3, or start a new file every time the 
SERVER.NLM loads. If you change this parameter to 
0, the BOOT$LOG.ERR file will continue to grow 
each time SERVER.NLM loads. Value 1 will delete 
the log file when it gets larger than its size limit. If you 
change this parameter to 2, you will be able to rename 
the BOOT$LOG.ERR file to something else and a new 
BOOT$LOG.ERR file will take its place.

The BOOT$LOG.ERR file is located at the root of the 
server’s local hard disk drive (C:) until the server 
volume SYS mounts, then it is transferred to the SYS 

volume. You can view this file through any text editor 
that can handle the size of the file (depending on the 
option the Boot Error parameters are set to). 

The owner of this SET parameter is SERVER.NLM. 
These settings can be changed at any time. Changes are 
saved to the NetWare Configuration Database Engine 
(CDBE) and will therefore be used the next time the 
server is rebooted.

Boot Error Log File Overflow Size. This SET 
parameter shows the maximum size the 
BOOT$LOG.ERR file can be before SERVER.NLM 
uses whatever value is set in the Boot Error Log File 
State SET parameter. 

The default size for this file is also 4194304 bytes, 
which amounts to 4096KB or about 4MB in size. You 
can set the BOOT$LOG.ERR file size to be from 
65536 bytes to 4294967295 bytes, or about 4GB.

The owner of this SET parameter is SERVER.NLM. 
These settings can be changed at any time. Changes are 
saved to the NetWare Configuration Database Engine 
(CDBE) and will therefore be used the next time the 
server is rebooted.

Hung Unload Wait Delay. This particular SET 
parameter applies to NetWare Loadable Modules that 
are loaded in a protected memory space. If you are 
unloading an NLM from an address space using the 
command:

Unload Address Space = space_name module_name

and the module hangs, NetWare waits the time 
specified in this SET parameter (default is 30 seconds) 
and then displays an error message such as:

Module_name in Address_space did not unload yet. 
Killing the address space is the only way to remove the
NLM. Should the address space be killed? Yes/No

At this point, if you answer Yes the Address space is 
killed through the Unload Kill Address_Space 
command and all NLMs loaded in that address space 
are toast. But if you answer No, the OS waits the time 
set in the Hung Unload Wait Delay SET parameter and 
then again shows this message. You may as well 
answer Yes the first time around.

So the Hung Unload Wait Delay parameter allows you 
to set the amount of time to wait for NLMs that are 
hung before prompting you to shut down the address 
space that the NLM was loaded in. You can set this 
parameter from 0 seconds to 1 minute 58.3 seconds.
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According to documentation, sometimes the server 
cannot completely clean up an address space that has 
faulted if the NLM was not written to allow external 
cancellation. At this point, you will see an alert 
message at the server console stating this problem. 
You can then execute the PROTECTION command to 
list the address space in a clean-up failure state. Then 
you’ll need to restart the server in order to recover any 
remaining resources from the address space.

The owner of this SET parameter is SERVER.NLM. 
These settings can be changed at any time. Changes are 
saved to the NetWare Configuration Database Engine 
(CDBE) and will therefore be used the next time the 
server is rebooted.

Auto Restart After Abend Delay Time. This SET 
parameter has to do with the server’s automatic restart 
feature. If the server goes down after an Abend 
(Abnormal End) sequence, by default the server waits 
two minutes and will then automatically restart, as long 
as the Auto Restart After Abend parameter is in effect.

You can set this parameter from 2 minutes up to 60 
minutes. But no matter what you set this parameter to, 
the server OS will send a “Server is going down” 
message to all users who are attached to the server.

The owner of this SET parameter is SERVER.NLM. 
These settings can be changed at any time. Changes are 
saved to the NetWare Configuration Database Engine 
(CDBE) and will therefore be used the next time the 
server is rebooted.

Auto Restart After Abend. The Auto Restart After 
Abend parameter allows you to specify how the server 
will respond to receiving Abend (Abnormal End) 
infractions from its services. There are four values or 
options which you can set:

• 0 = The server does not recover from the Abend. 
This is the default for NetWare 6, but not for 
NetWare 5.1.

• 1 = After an Abend, the server checks such things 
as the software that created the Abend, as well as 
for any Non-Maskable Interrupts (NMI) or other 
hardware exceptions to determine where the 
Abend occured. At this point it will attempt to 
recover from the problem by downing the server 
for the amount of time designated in the Auto 
Restart After Abend Delay Time parameter and 
then restarting the server.

If there are other exception Abends, this value will 
suspend the faulting server process and leave the 
server up. At this point, you will see an Abend 
error message at the server console and the server 

console prompt will have parenthesis with a num-
ber indicating how often the server has abended 
due to the fault it found. This is the default setting 
for NetWare 5.1 servers.

• 2 = For all software and hardware Abends, the 
server will attempt to recover from the problem by 
downing the server for the amount of time 
designated in the Auto Restart After Abend Delay 
Time parameter and then restarting the server.

• 3 = For all software and hardware Abends, the 
server performs an immediate restart. 

It’s important to note that when the server Abends, 
detailed information will be sent to the ABEND.LOG 
file that is located on the C: drive. But after the server 
shuts down, restarts and volume SYS mounts, this file 
is transferred to the SYS:SYSTEM directory. 

Note: Abends indicate that the server is in an invalid 
state, and therefore recovery is not always possible. 
You disable this SET parameter when you set the 
Developer Option parameter to On. You must go to the 
Miscellaneous Parameters and set the Developer 
Option to OFF in order to have these SET parameters 
work.

The owner of this SET parameter is SERVER.NLM. 
These settings can be changed at any time. Changes are 
saved to the NetWare Configuration Database Engine 
(CDBE) and will therefore be used the next time the 
server is rebooted.

Auto Restart Down Timeout. This is the additional 
NetWare 6 SET parameter. When the server tries to go 
down after an Aabend, it uses this timeout parameter 
just in case it has a problem going down in the first 
place. So through this parameter, you can tell the 
server how long it should wait in seconds before 
automatically restarting, depending on how you have 
the Auto Restart After Abend parameter set.

The supported values for this parameter are from 0 
seconds to 600 seconds (10 minutes). The default 
setting is 180 seconds, or three minutes. 

The owner of this SET parameter is SERVER.NLM. 
These settings can be changed at any time. Changes are 
saved to the NetWare Configuration Database Engine 
(CDBE) and will therefore be used the next time the 
server is rebooted.

Until Next Month
This finishes up the Error Handling category of the 
SET parameters for NetWare 5.1 and NetWare 6. Next 
month, we’ll take a look at NetWare 5.1’s File Caching 
SET parameters.

It’s important to note
that when the server
Abends, detailed infor-
mation will be sent to
the ABEND.LOG file
that is located on the C:
drive. But after the
server shuts down,
restarts and volume SYS
mounts, this file is
transferred to the
SYS:SYSTEM directory.
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Console Commands in 
NetWare 5.1: TRACK ON, 
TRACK OFF, UNBIND, 
UNLOAD, VERSION

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes

This section is one in a series that intends to describe 
each of the NetWare 5.1 console commands (both 
normal and hidden) in alphabetical order and to tell 
when, why, and how to use them properly. To see a list 
of the commands that you can perform at the sever 
console, type HELP <Enter> at the server console 
prompt. To use the commands described here, simply 
type the command at the server console prompt 
followed by the <Enter> key.

TRACK ON
The TRACK ON command enables the NetWare 5.1 
server’s router tracking screen. You would use this 
command at the server console to view the Router 
Information Protocol (RIP) Tracking Screen and make 
it the active screen. This screen displays RIP traffic on 
the server.

RIP is a routing protocol used for both IP and IPX 
routing, but with slightly different implementations. IP 
RIP and IPX RIP use similar processes for discovering, 
maintaining, and prioritizing routes. They both send 
route requests to obtain routing information and to 
send periodic route updates, thereby making sure the 
routing information tables are synchronized. 

The major differences between IP RIP and IPX RIP are 
the protocols they are associated with, the way they 
prioritize routes, and how often they update the routing 
table. In addition to RIP, RIP II is provided on 
NetWare 5.1 servers. RIP II is an IP routing protocol 
that includes the following enhancements over RIP:

• Provides a password for authentication 

• Allows specification of a subnet mask

• Allows multicast addressing 

To enable the server’s TRACK ON screen, type the 
following at the server prompt:

TRACK ON 

TRACK ON opens a RIP Tracking screen on the server 
and signals the server’s router to display all server and 
network routing (RIP) packets that are received or sent. 
TRACK ON also displays information about servers, 
networks, and connection requests through a separate 
SAP Tracking screen.

This information is formatted according to whether the 
NetWare server is receiving incoming information 
(IN), broadcasting outgoing information (OUT), or 
receiving a connection request.

Incoming Information. Incoming information looks 
similar to the following:

IN [00D0C200:00001B026C09] 10:53:01am 010123C5 
11/22 5300DEEF 3/4 00001EF0 5/365FADE2401 12/98 
00001EEE 2/3 C9008617 5/11 

The packet is incoming from network address 
00D0C200 and from the server at node address 
0001B026C09. The packet was sent at 10:53 a.m. The 
columns of data that follow the line labeled IN are 
network numbers that the sending server knows about. 
For example, 010123C5 and 5300DEEF are the 
network numbers recognized by the server at address 
00001B026C09. These numbers can be very extensive, 
depending on how your network and routers are 
configured.

The numbers 11/22 and 3/4 indicate routing 
information about that network. For example, the 11/ 
and 3/ indicate the hop count, or number of hops 
(gateways or routers) from the sending server to this 
network.

Note: The maximum number of hops a RIP packet can 
travel through is 16. 

The /22 and /4 indicate the number of ticks (1/18th of a 
second) that a packet took to reach this network from 
the sending server.

Outgoing Information. Outgoing information looks 
similar to the following:

OUT [1986DAD0:8941A801] 11:00:01am00001EEE 2/3 
5300DEEF 3/4 00001EF0 5/365FADE2401 2/3 
FEED00BB 4/5 ACCCDDD 5/11 

The packet is outgoing from network address 
1986DAD0 and from the server at node address 
8941A801. The packet was sent at 11:00 a.m. The 
columns of data that follow the line labeled OUT are 

RIP is a routing proto-
col used for both IP and
IPX routing, but with
slightly different imple-
mentations. IP RIP and
IPX RIP use similar
processes for discover-
ing, maintaining, and
prioritizing routes.
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network numbers that the sending server knows about. 
Again, these numbers can be very extensive.

The associated hop and tick count information is listed 
after each network. Hops and ticks are explained in the 
paragraph above about Incoming information.

Connection Requests. When a client boots and 
loads a NetWare Requester (such as DOS Requester or 
OS/2 Requester), a Get Nearest Server request is 
broadcast on the network the station is connected to. 
Any connected server can receive the message and 
respond to the station with a Give Nearest Server 
response. The station initially attaches to the first 
server that responds to the Get Nearest Server request.

TRACK OFF
This command disables the router tracking screen. To 
disable the server’s TRACK ON screen, type the 
following at the server console prompt:

TRACK OFF

Use this command at the server’s console to prevent 
the server from displaying the RIP Tracking Screen.

UNBIND
You would use the UNBIND command to remove a 
communication protocol from the Local Area Network 
(LAN) driver of a network board or to disable 
communication on a specific network board. In order 
to allow a NetWare server to communicate with the 
network, a LAN card is required to allow data 
transmission between the server and the clients, as well 
as other servers. In order for the LAN card to interface 
with the NetWare server, a LAN driver needs to be 
loaded. 

In addition, a network protocol needs to be selected for 
all resources on the network to use. Protocols such as 
IP and IPX are currently available. UNBIND is used to 
remove a protocol from a LAN card on a NetWare 
server.

The syntax for using the UNBIND command is as 
follows:

UNBIND protocol [FROM] LAN_driver | board_name 
[driver parameter/]]

UNBIND Driver Parameters

Parameter Use 

protocol Specify the name of the protocol you want to unbind.

LAN-driver | board_name Specify the name of the LAN driver or the network 
board from which you are unbinding the protocol.

driver parameter Specify one or more driver parameters if you have more 
than one network board of the same type in your 
server. See UNBIND Driver Parameters, below.

Note: Enclose driver parameters in square brackets.

Driver Parameter Use

[DMA=number] Specify the DMA channel for the board. Use the same 
channel you did when you loaded the driver.

[FRAME=number] Specify the frame type for the board. Use the same 
type you did when you loaded the driver.

[INT=number] Specify the interrupt for the board. Use the same 
interrupt you did when you loaded the driver.

[MEM=number] Specify the memory address for the board. Use the 
same memory address you did when you loaded the 
driver.

[PORT=number] Specify the I/O port for the board. Use the same I/O 
port you did when you loaded the driver.

In addition, a network
protocol needs to be
selected for all
resources on the net-
work to use. Protocols
such as IP and IPX are
currently available.
UNBIND is used to
remove a protocol from
a LAN card on a Net-
Ware server.
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Here are some things to keep in mind when using the 
driver parameters with the UNBIND command:

• You must tell the operating system which network 
board or LAN driver you want to unbind the 
communication protocol from. 

• If you have multiple boards or LAN drivers, you 
must unbind each one separately. 

• If your server has more than one instance of a 
LAN driver loaded, use one or more driver 
parameters to specify the particular board you are 
unbinding. 

To prevent a driver from binding automatically when 
the server boots, delete the following line from the 
AUTOEXEC.NCF file:

BIND IPX TO LAN_driver NET=number

Here are some usage examples. To unbind IP from an 
NE3200 driver that has been loaded only once, type:

UNBIND IP FROM NE3200

To unbind IPX from an NE3200 driver that has been 
loaded more than once, using driver parameters to 
specify the particular network board, type:

UNBIND IPX FROM NE3200 [SLOT=3, 
FRAME=ETHERNET_II]

UNLOAD
This server console command is used to unload a 
module that was previously loaded with the LOAD 
command. You can also use this command to unload 
outdated NLM programs so that updated modules can 
be loaded.

You can also use UNLOAD at workstations running 
Novell Client software for client modules that have 
been previously linked with LOAD.

The syntax is as follows:

UNLOAD NLM_name 

UNLOAD ADDRESS SPACE=address_space 
[NLM_name] 

UNLOAD KILL ADDRESS SPACE=address_space

The following table lists the available parameters and 
their use:

[SLOT=number] Specify the network board by the slot that it was 
installed in. Use this parameter with microchannel and 
EISA computers. Use the same slot number you did 
when you loaded the driver.

[NODE=number] Specify the node number of the board.

Driver Parameter Use

Parameter Use

NLM_name Specify the module you want to unload.

ADDRESS SPACE=address_space Specify the address space you want to unload. This 
command unloads all modules from the address space, 
removes the space, and returns its resources to the 
system.

ADDRESS SPACE=address_space NLM_name Specify the module you want to remove from the 
designated address space. This command unloads the 
specified module from the address space, but does not 
remove the address space.

KILL ADDRESS_SPACE=address_space Remove the specified address space, but without 
unloading modules from it first. Use this command only 
if you know the address space can't be unloaded any 
other way.

You can also use
UNLOAD at worksta-
tions running Novell
Client software for cli-
ent modules that have
been previously linked
with LOAD.
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The UNLOAD command unlinks a loadable module 
from the operating system that was previous linked to 
the operating system with the LOAD command. When 
you unload a module, all resources are returned to the 
system. To unload a module from an address space, 
you can specify its address space.

Note: If an address is specified without a module, all 
modules in that address space will be unloaded.

Keep in mind the following information when 
unloading LAN drivers, name space modules, or disk 
drivers.

LAN Drivers. When you unload a LAN driver, the 
driver is unbound from all communication protocols 
and is removed from all the network boards it was 
linked to. After a LAN driver is unloaded, users with 
network boards that require the unloaded driver receive 
the following error message:

Network error on Server <fileserver>: Error receiving 
from network. Abort, Retry? 

If this occurs, perform the following:

• Retry once to see if an alternate route to the 
NetWare server is available on another network. 

• If the retry fails, try again after the LAN driver is 
reloaded and bound to the communication 
protocol. 

A user who receives the error message must reestablish 
a connection within 15 minutes. If the connection is 
broken for more than 15 minutes, the server watchdog 
algorithm terminates the station’s connection. If the 
LAN driver will be unloaded for 15 minutes or longer, 
have users log out before unloading the LAN driver.

Name Space Modules. Before unloading name space 
modules, dismount all volumes that are using the 
module. These volumes cannot be remounted until the 
module is loaded again.

You need to use the VREPAIR utility if you are going 
to permanently delete a name space from a volume; do 
this before you unload the name space module.

Disk Drivers. Before unloading a disk driver, 
dismount all of the volumes stored on the hard disks 
that are connected to the controller or host bus adapter.

If you don’t dismount the volumes, the system warns 
you that the driver is in use and lists the volumes using 
the driver.

If you override the warning and unload the driver 
without dismounting the volumes, the server 
dismounts the volumes and notifies those who are 
using the volumes.

Below are some examples of how to use the UNLOAD 
command. To unload MONITOR, type:

UNLOAD MONITOR 

To unload the CLIB module from the address space for 
GroupWise, type the following:

UNLOAD ADDRESS SPACE=GRPWISE CLIB 

To unload all modules from the GroupWise address 
space and shut down the address space, you would 
type:

UNLOAD ADDRESS SPACE=GRPWISE 

To shut down an address space that cannot be unloaded 
any other way, type:

UNLOAD KILL ADDRESS 
SPACE=ADDRESS_SPACE1

VERSION
The VERSION console command provides pertinent 
NetWare and associated Novell product version 
information. You can also see Support Pack revision 
information. Typing VERSION on a NetWare v5.1 
server console produces output similar to the 
following:

Novell NetWare 5.1
Support Pack Revision 02
© 1983-2000 Novell, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Patent 
Pending.
Server Version 5.00.09 September 21, 2000
NDS Version 8.73 September 13, 2000

Let’s look at each line individually:

Line Explanation

Novell NetWare 5.1 Name of NetWare Operating System (OS) and version.

Support Pack Revision 02 The Revision of the support pack for the above 
mentioned NetWare Operating System.

You need to use the
VREPAIR utility if you
are going to perma-
nently delete a name
space from a volume; do
this before you unload
the name space module.
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The five Console Commands we have discussed in this 
article are summarized in the following table:

© 1983-2000 Novell, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
Patent Pending.

Novell’s legal copyright for the NetWare OS.
Novell reserves all rights (legally) for the product.
One or more patents are pending for this version of the 
NetWare OS.

Server Version 5.00.09 September 13, 2000 The version number of the NetWare server and build 
date of the server software.

NDS Version 8.73 September 13, 2000 The version number of eDirectory and the build date of 
eDirectory that ships as an integral part of this release 
of NetWare. This can be important information when 
troubleshooting eDirectory issues.

Line Explanation

Console Command Function Example

TRACK ON Enables the router tracking screen 
and the Service Advertising Protocol 
screen.

Track on

TRACK OFF Disables the router tracking 
screen.and the Service Advertising 
Protocol screen.

Track off

UNBIND Unlinks a specific network board 
from a communication protocol.

Unbind IP from ne3200 
[slot=3,frame=ethernet_ii]

UNLOAD Unlinks a loadable module from the 
operating system that was 
previously linked to the operating 
system with the LOAD command. An 
address space can also be specified 
with the unload command to unload 
a module from a specific address 
space. If an address space is 
specified without a module, all of 
the NLMs in that address space will 
be unloaded.

Unload monitor
Unload address space = Groupwise
Unload address space = Groupwise 
CLIB

VERSION Displays the NetWare version 
information and copyright notice.

Version
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Debugging DirXML Drivers

Kevin Burnett

Senior Research Engineer

Novell AppNotes

In the November and December 2001 issues of the 
AppNotes, I presented a question and answer approach 
to learning about DirXML drivers. This constituted an 
introduction to DirXML as a technology and of 
DirXML drivers to a lay person. To a more advanced 
engineer, this presented a good review of DirXML 
technology.

This month will continue along the same theme by 
tackling the subject of how to debug and test DirXML 
drivers. 

During BrainShare 2000, Novell’s Net Directory Team 
provided an extensive demonstration of the potential of 
DirXML drivers. Some of the drivers that were 
showcased included the JDBC driver, Windows NT 
driver, Lotus Notes driver, NDS-to-NDS driver, 
NDS-to-Active Directory driver, Microsoft Exchange 
driver, and Netscape driver. 

Although this demonstration was all-inclusive, it did 
represent a possible scenario for a large company. 
With more and more DirXML drivers being written, 
the time will shortly arrive when synchronizing data 
from your favorite application to eDirectory will be a 
reality. But the big question looms: how do I set up the 
DirXML drivers I need initially, and even more 
important, how do I maintain them? 

Granted, Novell provides a consulting division that is 
available to help you install the needed DirXML 
drivers for your company. But as an engineer or IS 
professional, having a basic understanding of DirXML 
driver debugging procedures can benefit your company 
in many ways, including saving time.

The remaining part of this article will discuss a few 
approaches to debugging DirXML drivers. If you have 
specific questions that this article does not cover, 
please send e-mail to me through the address listed in 
the front of the AppNotes.

Debugging a DirXML Driver
From my experience, the best environment for 
debugging a DirXML driver is a Windows NT server 
running eDirectory for NT. This allows you to have 
eDirectory, the DirXML engine, Sand the DirXML 
drivers all on the same platform. In addition, the 
graphical interface of Windows allows you to run 
utilities in an easier manner than using NetWare as the 
debugging platform. Although I favor the NT platform 
for debugging, I will also cover using the NetWare 
platform.

Use DSTRACE
Messages that are sent from the DirXML engine and 
DirXML drivers will show up in the DSTRACE utility 
if you enable the DirXML Drivers events in NT and 
DVRS on NetWare. By default, very little information 
is given—mostly just the status of events. 

In order to enable more verbose output, add the 
DirXML-DriverTraceLevel attribute to the 
DirXML-DriverSet object using the “Other” tab on the 
ConsoleOne “Properties” dialog. The following are 
useful values for this attribute:

• 1 = Informational messages about what DirXML 
is doing

• 2 = Adds XML dumps that are passed to/from the 
driver

• 3 = Adds XML dumps after a stylesheet is applied

• 4 = Provides more verbose output during rule 
evaluation

DirXML drivers may also send messages to 
DSTRACE by creating and using an instance of 
com.novell.nds.dirxml.driver.Trace. It is 
recommended that drivers do not write directly to 
System.out or System.err (even though this will 
currently send the output to the DSTRACE screen) 
because this may not be supported in future releases.

A simple rule of thumb is to do what Novell and the 
DirXML driver documentation (http://www.developer.
novell.com) recommends. That way your chosen route 
of debugging will not become obsolete.

Trace messages may also be directed to a file (in 
addition to DSTRACE) by setting the value of the 
DirXML-JavaTraceFile attribute on DirXML-
DriverSet object to a valid filename. Use the “Other” 
tab on the ConsoleOne “Properties” dialog for the 
DirXML-DriverSet object.

Messages that are sent
from the DirXML
engine and DirXML
drivers will show up in
the DSTRACE utility if
you enable the DirXML
Drivers events in NT
and DVRS on NetWare.
By default, very little
information is given—
mostly just the status of
events.
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Attach a Java Debugger

Note: This option is only supported on Win32.

There are a number of Java debuggers available and 
two common debugger APIs on the Java platform. 

The following will introduce a few of these debuggers 
and how to use them:

Agent Debugger

1. Obtain a copy of JDK 1.3.0 or greater.

2. Make a backup copy of the DirXML jre directory 
that is typically located in C:\Novell\Nds\jre.

3. Delete the DirXML jre directory.

4. Copy the jre directory from the JDK into the 
DirXML jre directory.

5. Copy the contents of the jdk lib directory (jdk/lib) 
into the DirXML jre/lib directory (tools.jar, etc.).

6. Add the DirXML-JavaDebugPort attribute to the 
DirXML-DriverSet object (use the Other tab in 
the ConsoleOne Properties dialog for the 
DirXML-DriverSet object).

7. Set the DirXML-JavaDebugPort value to a TCP 
port value not in use on your machine. Typically 
8080 usually works.

8. Restart eDirectory.

9. Before the first driver in the driver set starts, a 
dialog box will pop up informing you of the 
debugger password. At this point you can attach a 
debugger to the JVM and press OK. You can also 
press OK without attaching a debugger.

Java Platform Debugger Architecture (JPDA)

1. Obtain a copy of JDK 1.3.0 or greater.

2. Copy the jdwp.dll, dt_shmem.dll, and 
dt_socket.dll from the bin directory in the JDK 
into the NDS directory.

3. Set the appropriate debug options in the 
DHOST_JVM_OPTIONS environment variable 
(See http://java.sun.com/products/jpda for 
details).

For example: set DHOST_JVM_OPTIONS=Xde-
bug –Xnoagent –Djava.compiler=NONE –Xrun-
jdwp:transport=dt_socket,server=y,address=8080,
suspend=n

Note: If running as a server, you must set this in the 
System control panel under System variables.

4. Restart eDirectory.

5. Before the first driver in the driver set starts, a 
dialog box will pop up informing you of the 
debugger password. At this point you can attach a 
debugger to the JVM and press OK. You can also 
press OK without attaching a debugger.

Using the Visual Café Debugger (v3.0 or v4.0)

1. Create a project to use for debugging.

2. Set the main class to “sun.tools.agent.EmptyApp.”

3. Set the source directories and input class files 
directories appropriately for your environment.

4. Attach the debugger to the DirXML JVM using 
Projects | Debug in Waiting VM. Use “localhost” 
as the host name and the password supplied by the 
dialog box mentioned above.

Using jdb

The jdb is an agent-type debugger. To setup a 
debugging session, perform the following steps:

1. Enter the following command on the command 
line:

jdb –host localhost –password <password>

2. Set the path to your source directories using the 
“use” command.

3. You can create a file named “startup.jdb” in the 
working directory that can contain commands that 
will be executed when jdb starts. This is a good 
place to put the “use” command.

Using the CodeWarrior 5 Debugger

1. Add the following registry key if it doesn’t 
already exist:

“HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFT-
WARE\Metrowerks\CodeWarrior\4.0\Java VMs”

2. Add to that key the String value “JDWP debug 
ports” for JPDA debugging or “11XWP debug 
ports” for Agent debugging.

3. Set the value to be the port number that DirXML 
was set up to use. Contrary to the documentation, 
apparently CodeWarrior does not seem to 
recognize ports greater than 9999 or more than 1 
port for each value.

4. Start CodeWarrior.

5. Open the class or jar file that you wish to debug.

6. Choose SunJavaPlugin.dll when asked to choose 
the debugger.
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7. Select Window | Process Window to open the 
Process window.

8. Select the entry “JDWP debug port XXXX 
(inactive)” or “11XWP debug port XXXX 
(inactive)” (where XXXX is the port number you 
are using.)

9. Press the “attach to process” button.

10. For more information see the CodeWarrior help 
files.

Miscellaneous Notes About Debugger Use

1. Usually you can attach a debugger after you have 
dismissed the DirXML dialog that pauses, waiting 
for you to attach to the JVM.

2. If you stop the debugging session in VisualCafe or 
jdb, it shuts down the DirXML JVM running in 
the NDS process and you will have to restart NDS 
to get it back up again.

3. The VisualCafe 3.0 debugger has a lot of quirks. 
Occasionally it has trouble attaching to the JVM.

Sometimes it gets internal Java exceptions, after 
which it will display no data until you shutdown 
VisualCafe and restart it. Often it will stop at 
breakpoints that have been removed or disabled.

4. The password is really just an obfuscated version 
of the port number. Since you are picking a static 
port number, you can reuse any of the passwords 
that are generated. If you see one that is easy to 
memorize, remember and use it instead of using a 
new password every time.

Environment Variables
The following environment variables are available to 
be use on the Win32 platform:

Variable Explanation

DHOST_JVM_USE_VFPRINTF If set to a value other than “0,” this variable will cause the installation 
of a vfprintf hook function that will write to a log file named 
“jvm_vfprintf.log” in the temp directory. This will also enable verbose 
class and JNI messages.

DHOST_JVM_VERBOSE_GC If set to a value other than “0,” this variable will enable verbose garbage 
collector messages. This is only useful in conjunction with 
JVM_USE_VFPRINTF.

DHOST_JVM_INITIAL_HEAP Sets to value, in decimal number of bytes, the initial JVM heap size.

DHOST_JVM_MAX_HEAP Sets to value, in decimal number of bytes, the maximum JVM heap size.

DHOST_JVM_OPTIONS Sets to arguments for the 1.2 JVM. For example:

-Xdebug –Xnoagent –Djava.compiler=NONE 
–Xrunjdwp:transport=dt_socket,server=y,address=8080, suspend=n

Each option string is separated by whitespace. If an option string 
contains whitespace, it must be enclosed in double quotes.

DHOST_JVM_DESTROY If set to a value other than “0,” this variable will cause the JVM loader 
thread to call DestroyJavaVM() when DirXML is unloaded.

This is useful to cause the Java 2 hprof profiler to dump its data to a file. 
Note that the JVM is unusable after this call and cannot be reloaded. 
DHOST must be shutdown and restarted in order to use the JVM again 
(this means DirXML cannot be restarted until DHOST has been restarted).
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The following variable options can be used on 
NetWare:

Conclusion

Practice is the best way to learn how to debug and 
troubleshoot DirXML drivers. When debugging and 
troubleshooting a DirXML installation, it will take 
time to get familiar with all of the available tools and 
resources. This article is only an overview to whet your 
appetite. More information can be obtained from 
Novell’s developer resources Web site: 
http://www.developer.novell.com.

DirXML is an evolving technology at Novell. As time 
progresses, new and improved tools will be introduced 
and techniques will be provided. Keep in contact with 
Novell for the latest and greatest DirXML information.

This completes the mini-series on Novell’s DirXML 
technology, drivers, and troubleshooting. If you would 
like to see a particular directory concept covered in 
AppNotes Directory Primer, send an e-mail to 
hegherbon@novell.com.

Variable Explanation

DIRXML_JVM_INITIAL_HEAP Sets to value, in bytes, the initial Java heap size. Works with JVM 1.1x 
and 1.2x.

Example: DIRXML_JVM_INITIAL_HEAP=4M
Example: DIRXML_JVM_INITIAL_HEAP=4096K

DIRXML_JVM_MAX_HEAP Sets to value, in decimal bytes, the maximum Java heap size. Works with 
JVM 1.1x and 1.2x.

Example: DIRXML_JVM_MAX_HEAP=36M
Example: DIRXML_JVM_MAX_HEAP=36864K

DIRXML_JVM_VIRTUAL_HEAP Sets to value, in decimal bytes, the virtual Java heap size. Works with 
JVM 1.1x and 1.2x.

Example: DIRXML_JVM_VIRTUAL_HEAP=36M
Example: DIRXML_JVM_VIRTUAL_HEAP=36864K

DIRXML_JVM_OPTIONS Sets to arguments for the 1.2x JVM. For example:

-Xnoagent –Xdebug –Xdebugport8080 –Xmx36M

Each option string is separated by whitespace. If an option string 
contains whitespace, it must be enclosed in double quotes.

Note: This option only works with the 1.2x JVM.

DIRXML_JVM_C_STACK_SIZE Sets to value, in decimal bytes, the Java C process stack size.

Example: DIRXML_JVM_C_STACK_SIZE=128K (default)
Example: DIRXML_JVM_C_STACK_SIZE=256K

Practice is the best way
to learn how to debug
and trouble-shoot
DirXML drivers. 
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How NAL Assigns File Rights

Paul Thompson
Novell, Inc.

With NAL 2.5 and NAL 3.0 (shipped with the releases 
from ZENworks 1.0 to ZENworks 2), an application 
object can be assigned file rights. This is implemented 
in an NWADMN32 snap-in and is configurable on the 
“File Rights” tab on an Application object. 

These file rights are actually assigned directly to the 
NDS entities (users, user groups, containers, 
workstations, workstation groups) that are associated 
with the application object. The file rights of these 
NDS entities will be changed when one of the 
following three events occurs:

1. When file rights are granted to or removed from 
an Application object. All entities listed in the 
Association tab will be granted/revoked the file 
rights trustee assignment that was specified at the 
moment the administrator clicks the “OK” button.

2. When a new entity is associated to an application 
object, where the application object already has 
file assignments in the “File Rights” tab. The new 
entity will be granted the file rights when the 
administrator clicks on “OK” to save the changes 
out either to the NDS entity or to the application 
object.

3. When the application object is deleted. All file 
rights listed in the “File Rights” tab will be 
revoked from the NDS entities that were 
associated to the Application Object.

Once file rights have been granted to the user (or other 
NDS entity), the files/directories can be accessed 
through any means. These include the following access 
methods:

1. Launching a DOS prompt and mapping a drive to 
the file system location.

2. Launching any variant of Windows Explorer 
(Network Neighborhood, My Computer, 
Windows Explorer, EXPLORER.EXE, and so on) 
and either browsing to the server and its volume or 
by browsing to an existing drive mapping to the 
file system location.

3. Any other file system utility that can handle either 
drive letters or file system providers. 

Administrators should take great care not to grant users 
file system rights to applications or data beyond the 
minimum rights required to run and properly use the 
application. 

Special care should be taken when giving the Erase, 
Access Control, or Supervisor rights, since users can 
then delete files/directories (Access Control will allow 
adept users to grant themselves additional rights, 
including the Erase right).

Novell Client Engineering has investigated the 
possibility of assigning file rights to Application 
objects in such a way so that they are only granted at 
the time of the application launch from the NAL NDS 
object. They have also investigated methods so that 
these file rights are only valid for the NAL 
application’s session ID. 

After significant research and consideration, it has 
been determined that the introduction of these features 
in the current Novell Clients will not only be 
time-intensive, but due to our dependence on 
non-Novell architectures and methods, will also most 
likely introduce significant file access instability into 
the Novell Clients. Novell Client Engineering will 
consider this functionality for the next generation of 
the client if they can provide this without sacrificing 
stability.

Rights Needed to Manage NAL 
Applications

Paul Thompson,

Novell, Inc.

The following rights are needed to set up a user (or 
group or organizational role) to administer other user’s 
list of NAL Applications and Launcher Configuration 
settings. Also included are the rights needed to 
administer the NetWare Registry Editor page of a user.

Any object can be a trustee of any other object. In this 
example, an Organization Role object is made a trustee 
of the User object that is to be administered. This 
concept can be applied to Groups of users and 
Containers of users as well. Also, instead of an 
Organization Role object, a User object or a Group 
object could have been used.

Novell Client Engineer-
ing has investigated the
possibility of assigning
file rights to Application
objects in such a way so
that they are only
granted at the time of
the application launch
from the NAL NDS
object.
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Right to Configure the Launcher 
Configuration Page of Users

Make the Organizational Role object a trustee of User 
and assign the following Property rights:

• Read

• Write

• Inheritable for the App:Launcher Config property

Rights to Add and Delete Applications on 
the Applications Page of User

Make the Organizational Role object a trustee of User 
(this was done in item 1) and assign the following 
Property rights:

• Read

• Write

• Inheritable for the App:Associations property

Then, for each application object that the 
Organizational Role can add or delete, make the 
Organizational Role object a trustee of the application 
object, and assign the following Property right:

• Supervisor for All Properties

This task can be simplified by creating a container for 
Application objects only. Then make the trustee 
assignment at the Container level instead of at the 
Application object level. The right assignment will 
apply to all objects in the container. 

The Organizational Role object will also need Access 
Control file system rights to the directories where the 
Application object’s application files are stored so that 
the dynamic file rights can be assigned when 
applications are associated with users. 

Rights to Configure the NetWare Registry 
Editor Page of User

Make the Organizational Role object a trustee of User 
(this was done in item 1) and assign the following 
Property rights:

• Read and Write for the NRD:Registry Data 
property

• Read, Write for the NRD:Registry Index property

Novell Printer Gateway Test 
Tools

Jed Bichsel

Novell, Inc.

To improve gateway procedure coverage, use the PAL 
utility during the entire process of testing. Before 
running the gateway tests, load PAL from the NetWare 
server console.

Perform the following steps from the client:

1. Start the PAL portion of the test by running the 
NLM tests (PAL) from the NDPS Gateway 
Certification suite in TestConsole. This will bring 
up the Novell NLM Test Tool window and 
initialize the PAL components on the server. 

2. Place the PAL test in Debug mode from the Mode 
drop-down menu in the Novell NLM Test Tool 
window. 

3. From the Setup dropdown menu, select Allocation 
Coverage then select Deny Memory Off. This will 
prevent the automated test from failing due to out 
of memory conditions simulated by PAL. 

Note: When Deny Memory is set to Off, any previous 
allocation coverage results will be cleared when Deny 
Memory is turned back On. 

4. Close the Novell NLM Test Tool window. PAL 
will continue to monitor the activity of the 
NLM(s) under test. 

5. Perform the automated tests under the NDPS 
Gateway Certification suite. Near the end of the 
tests the Novell NLM Test Tool window will 
automatically start again, at which time all the 
procedures covered under the test groups will be 
displayed. 

6. Turn the Certification Mode back on and continue 
exercising other functionalities of your gateway to 
attain the 80% procedure coverage (this action 
will turn Deny Memory back to On).    

In addition to the procedure coverage, you will need to 
exercise the memory allocations function to reach the 
80% memory allocation coverage requirement. 

To improve gateway
procedure coverage,
use the PAL utility dur-
ing the entire process of
testing. Before running
the gateway tests, load
PAL from the NetWare
server console.
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How to Set up Mandatory 
Profiles in ZENworks for 
Desktops 2

Paul Thompson

Novell, Inc.

To create a mandatory profile in ZENworks for 
Desktops 2 you need to first set up a roaming profile, 
then change that roaming profile to a mandatory 
profile.

Roaming Profile Settings

The settings for a workstation desktop can be set 
within a profile. Profiles contain items such as 
wallpaper, screen colors, and so on. The Roaming 
Profile property page allows for the creation and 
storage of user profiles on the network. 

After the profile is created, it will follow the user to 
any machine he or she logs in to on the network. 
Likewise, any changes made to the desktop on any 
workstation the associated user is logged in to will be 
updated in the network profile, guaranteeing a 
consistent desktop look-and-feel.

To enable the use of Roaming Profiles, select a User 
Policy Package, check the Desktop Preferences option, 
and click on Details. Then select Roaming Profiles and 
Enable Storage of Roaming Profiles boxes. After 
Roaming Profiles are enabled, a location for their 
storage must be specified. In this case, there are two 
options:

1. Store User Profile in User Home Directory. 
Selecting this option will store the profile in the 
users home directory as defined in the users NDS 
object properties. The first time the user logs out, 
the desktop preferences will be copied to a file 
called USER.DAT in the users home directory.

2. Find Profile in a NetWare File System Directory. 
Selecting this button will enforce the use of a 
mandatory profile for all associated users. 
Enforcing mandatory profiles will cause all 
associated users to utilize the same desktop. Any 
changes made to the desktop during a session will 
not be updated in the mandatory profile. 

After this option is selected, an appropriate Net-
Ware file system path should be entered in the 
Path field. This path should not contain the name 

of the file, because it is hard-coded into the Helper 
files. If you or another administrator is associated 
with this policy, that administrator should then log 
in and configure a default desktop that will be 
used for all users. 

When the desktop configuration is complete and you 
log out, a default USER.DAT file will be placed in the 
path specified. This file should be renamed 
immediately to USER.MAN. If the profile is not 
renamed, any changes made to the desktop by 
associated users will be updated and propagated to all 
other associated users.

The Best Method for Reading, 
Disk Sectors

Michael Spong

Novell, Inc.

Instead of using Media Manager (MM) exclusively to 
obtain information that is located on the storage media, 
you can also use Media Manager to locate your hard 
drive, and use the Object ID to call 
NPA_HACB_Passthru to have the driver do the job on 
a more direct level. 

Both methods will retrieve your information through 
the driver, of course, but using NPA_HACB_Passthru 
will allow you to bypass a few layers (like the CDM) 
and communicate directly with the HAM. This has 
several advantages over an exclusively MM approach:

• It’s faster.

• It allows you to direct specific SCSI commands to 
the drive, if you want, giving you exclusive 
control over the hardware, which is something the 
Media Manager won’t allow.

• You can obtain status information on the devices 
you communicate with. Media Manager will give 
you only MM return codes, which have been 
“best-fit” interpreted from other MM calls. So the 
MM calls had interpreted the results of the CDM 
messages, which were interpreted from the 
original results returned by the HAM.

The NWPA (Novell’s storage architecture) 
specifications, which spec out the 
NPA_HACB_Passthru call, is located at a link that can 
be found at the following URL:

http://developer.novell.com/devres/sas/certinfo.htm 

Instead of using Media
Manager (MM) exclu-
sively to obtain informa-
tion that is located on
the storage media, you
can also use Media
Manager to locate your
hard drive, and use the
Object ID to call
NPA_HACB_Passthru
to have the driver do the
job on a more direct
level.
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How to Configure Queue-
Based Printing with IP Only

Paul Thompson

Novell, Inc.

The PSERVER.NLM and NPRINTER.EXE utility 
communication is IPX-based and will not work with 
IP. Queue-based printing using a hardware print server 
(such as an HP JetDirect or Intel Netport), with the 
device configured to act as the print server (Queue 
Server Mode), will service the queue using IPX. 

Print jobs from the workstation to the server may be 
sent with IP packets. However, the hardware print 
server will use IPX to service the NetWare print queue.

NetWare 5 does support queue-based printing via IP 
using Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS) 
servicing the print queue. NetWare 5 also supports 
NDPS printing via IP; or in other words, using NDPS 
to print via IP.

There are two main issues regarding printing and what 
protocols printing uses. The first issue is how the print 
jobs get to the queue. The second issue is how that 
print queue is being serviced. Each issue will be 
addressed and discussed.

Issue 1: Sending Jobs to a Print Queue. Print 
jobs can be sent to a legacy print queue via IP or IPX. 
It does not matter which protocol is being used to 
submit the print job, as long as the print job makes it to 
the print queue.

Issue 2: Servicing Print Jobs in Queue-Based 
Printing. If you are running a NetWare 5.x server and 
you want to use queue-based printing and not use 
NDPS at all, then you must have IPX running on your 
NetWare 5.x server. PSERVER.NLM, 
NPRINTER.EXE, and hardware-based print servers 
(such as HP JetDirect and Intel Netports) require that 
IPX be running on the network. All of these 
technologies are dependent on IPX to function 
properly.

If you add NDPS, then NDPS can service the print 
queue and the print job can be sent to the printers via 
IP.This will allow users to submit print jobs to the print 
queue using IP. It will also allow the NDPS printer 
agent to service that queue and then send the print job 
to the printer using IP. NDPS is Novell’s solution for 
pure IP queue-based printing. 

Note: If you have a workstation acting as a print server 
and that workstation is running NPRINTER, that work-
station and server must be able to communicate via 
IPX. NDPS does not change that requirement.

Listed below are the steps necessary to have NDPS 
service a legacy print queue. 

1. Double click on the controlled access printer 
agent. 

2. When the printer agent opens up, click on the 
“Jobs” button. Another box will open. Select the 
“Spooling Configuration” option.

3. A new box called “Spooling Configuration” will 
open. At the bottom of the page, there is a 
“Service Jobs from NetWare Queues” box. Click 
on the “Add” button and then select the NDS 
queue you want NDPS to service.

Browse the tree and select the print queue you 
want serviced by that printer agent and click on 
the “OK” button. This will add the queue to the 
“Service Jobs from NetWare Queues” list. Click 
on the “OK” button within the “Spooling Configu-
ration” box and NDPS will start polling that print 
queue every six seconds looking for queue jobs.

4. Users will need to capture the queue at their 
workstations as they would printing to a legacy 
print queue. Providing the workstation has IP on it 
and is connected to the server via IP, the print job 
will go via IP to the NetWare queue.

The NDPS Manager will check that print queue 
every six seconds and then move the print job 
from the print queue to the printer agent’s spooler 
location. The Printer Agent will then send the job 
out to the printer via IP. This assumes that the 
printer agent was set up to communicate with the 
printer via IP and not IPX.

Clarification

Editor’s Note: In the Tips & Tricks section of 
November 2001 issue of the AppNotes, we 
inadvertently attributed the article “Building a Poor 
Man's SCSI-Based Cluster Hardware System” to 
Thomas F. Miller instead of to the actual author, 
Bhogilal Hirani, Advanced Technical Training 
instructor for Education, Novell UK.

We apologize for this mistake.

Print jobs from the
workstation to the
server may be sent with
IP packets. However,
the hardware print
server will use IPX to
service the NetWare
print queue.
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Auto-Login Possible with 
Novell Client

Adapted from Technical Information 
Document #10013350
http://support.novell.com

Editor’s Note: We recently received this as a Dear 
Ab-end Q&A, but it was too large to inclued as part of 
the Dear Ab-end column. But it was interesting enough 
that we thought you would like the answer.

Q. I have a system running Windows XP with the 
beta XP Novell client. I would like to be able to have 
the system auto-login to a specific username/password 
when it boots. I thought this was possible under earlier 
versions of Windows/Client, but I can’t seem to find 
anything obvious. Am I wasting my time looking?

A. In answer to this query, Novell Technical 
Information Document (TID) 10013350 states the 
following:

This can be accomplished through changes in the 
registry. Make certain that the user who will be 
auto-logging in to the NT (remember that XP is built 
on NT technology) workstation/server has rights to edit 
the registry, or that remote registry editing has been 
enabled. Otherwise no user will be able to edit the 
registry, since once auto-login is enabled, it can only 
be disabled in the registry. 

The AutoAdminLogon is implemented differently in 
different versions of the NT Client. Novell Client for 
Windows NT version 4.60 with the Client Service 
Pack 1 implemented several changes in the 
LOGINW32.DLL file, which allows for greater 
flexibility in how the AutoAdminLogon works. One 
major change is that the Client will now read the 
standard Microsoft registry keys for enabling the 
AutoAdminLogon for the NT User. 

The following AutoAdminLogon combinations are 
possible. 

Note: If the registry keys as explained below do not 
exist, you'll need to create them for this to work. 

Steps to Disable AutoAdminLogon for NT 
and NetWare

1. Load REGEDT32.EXE from the 
WINNT\SYSTEM32 directory.

2. Ensure that the following registry String 
(REG_SZ) value exists: 

Registry Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\
CurrentVersion\Winlogon 

Value: AutoAdminLogon
Value data: “0” disables the NT AutoAdminLogon for the 
NT credentials. 

Note: If this registry value does not exist, it will be 
treated as if it did exist and was set to a value of "0.” 

3. Ensure that the following registry String 
(REG_SZ) value exists: 

Registry Key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Novell\Login 

Value: AutoAdminLogon
Value data: “0” disables AutoAdminLogon for the 
NetWare credentials. 

Note: If this registry value does not exist, it will be 
treated as if it did exist and was set to a value of “0.” 

Steps to Enable AutoAdminLogon for NT 
Only

1. Load REGEDT32.EXE from the 
WINNT\SYSTEM32 directory.

2. Ensure that the following registry String 
(REG_SZ) value exists: 

Registry Key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\
WindowsNT\CurrentVersion\WinLogon 

Value: AutoAdminLogon 
Value data: “1” Enables the NT AutoAdminLogon 

Value: DefaultDomainName
Value data: The NT NetBios of the local machine or the
domain name. This controls where the AutoAdminLogon
attempts to look up the DefaultUserName (local
machine or domain). 

Value: DefaultUserName
Value data: The NT Default User Name. This name
must exist in the DefaultDomainName SAM database
and have the DefaultPassword. 

Value: DefaultPassword
Value data: the NT user password that matches the
DefaultUserName registry value. 
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3. Ensure that the following registry String 
(REG_SZ) value exists: 

Registry Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Novell\Login 

Value: AutoAdminLogon
Value data: “0” disables AutoAdminLogon for the 
NetWare credentials. 

Note: If this registry value does not exist, it will be 
treated as if it did exist and was set to a value of "0". 

Steps to Enable AutoAdminLogon for 
NetWare Only

1. Load REGEDT32.EXE from the 
WINNT\SYSTEM32 directory.

2. Ensure that the following registry String 
(REG_SZ) value exists: 

Registry:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\
Windows NT\CurrentVersion\WinLogon 

Value: AutoAdminLogon
Value data: “0” disables the NT AutoAdminLogon for the
NT credentials. 

Note: If this registry value does not exist, it will be 
treated as if it did exist and was set to a value of "0". 

3. Ensure that the following registry String 
(REG_SZ) value exists: 

Registry:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Novell\Login 

Value: AutoAdminLogon
Value data: “1” enables AutoLogon for the NetWare 
credentials. 

Value: DefaultLocationProfile
Value data: Name of Location Profile to get UserName,
Context, Server, and Tree parameters from to use with
the AutoAdminLogon for the NetWare credentials. If you
browse within REGEDT32 to 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\NOVELL\
LocationProfiles\Services\[1E6CEEA1-FB73-
11CF-BD76-00001B27DA23} you will see the text 
names of the available Location Profiles. The most 
commonly used Location Profile is “Default.” 

Value: DefaultPassword
Value data: Password of user credentials contained in
the DefaultLocationProfile. 

4. Ensure that the following registry String 
(REG_SZ) values refer to the correct NetWare 
user credentials. 

Registry Key:
KEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\NOVELL\

LocationProfiles\Ser-
vices\[1E6CEEA1-FB73-11CF-BD76-00001B27DA23}\[
Location_Profile_Name] 

Value: UserName
Value data: Enter the NDS/Bindery username to use for 
AutoAdminLogon (i.e. JohnDoe). 

Registry Key:
KEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\NOVELL\
LocationProfiles\Services\
[1E6CEEA1-FB73-11CF-BD76-00001B27DA23}\
[Location_Profile_Name]\Tab1 

Value: Context
Value data: If the UserName is an NDS user, enter the 
NDS Context that the UserName exists (i.e. IS.
Company). 

Value: Server
Value data: Enter the Server that the initial connection 
should be made to (has the same effect as the old 
Preferred Server setting). 

Value: Tree
Value data: If the UserName is an NDS user, enter the 
Tree name that the user object exists in (i.e. 
Company_Tree). 

Steps to Enable AutoAdminLogon for NT 
and NetWare: 

1. Load REGEDT32.EXE from the 
WINNT\SYSTEM32 directory.

2. Ensure that the following registry String 
(REG_SZ) value exists: 

Registry Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\
Windows NT\CurrentVersion\WinLogon 

Value: AutoAdminLogon 
Value data: “1” enables the NT AutoAdminLogon 

Value: DefaultDomainName
Value data: The NT NetBios of the local machine or the 
domain name. This controls where the AutoAdminLogon 
attempts to look up the DefaultUserName (local 
machine or domain). 

Value: DefaultUserName
Value data: The NT Default User Name. This name 
must exist in the DefaultDomainName SAM database 
and have the DefaultPassword. 

Value: DefaultPassword
Value data: the NT user password that matches the 
DefaultUserName registry value. 

3. Ensure that the following registry String 
(REG_SZ) value exists: 

If this registry value
does not exist, it will be
treated as if it did exist
and was set to a value of
"0.”
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Registry:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Novell\Login 

Value: AutoAdminLogon
Value data: “1” enables AutoLogon for the NetWare 
credentials. 

Value: DefaultLocationProfile
Value data: Name of Location Profile to get UserName, 
Context, Server, and Tree parameters from to use with 
the AutoAdminLogon for the NetWare credentials. If you 
browse within REGEDT32 to 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\NOVELL\
LocationProfiles\Services\[1E6CEEA1-FB73-11CF-
BD76-00001B27DA23} you will see the text names of 
the available Location Profiles. The most commonly 
used Location Profile is “Default.” 

Value: DefaultPassword
Value data: Password of user credentials contained in 
the DefaultLocationProfile. 

4. Ensure that the following registry String 
(REG_SZ) values refer to the correct NetWare 
user credentials. 

Registry Key:
KEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\NOVELL\
LocationProfiles\Services\[1E6CEEA1-FB73-
11CF-BD76-00001B27DA23}\[Location_Profile_Name] 

Value: UserName
Value data: Enter the NDS/Bindery username to use for 
AutoAdminLogon (i.e. JohnDoe). 

Registry Key:
KEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\NOVELL\
LocationProfiles\Services\[1E6CEEA1-FB73-11CF-
BD76-00001B27DA23}\[Location_Profile_Name]\Tab1 

Value: Context
Value data: If the UserName is an NDS user, enter the 
NDS Context that the UserName exists (i.e. IS.
Company). 

Value: Server
Value data: Enter the Server that the initial connection 
should be made to (has the same effect as the old 
Preferred Server setting). 

Value: Tree
Value data: If the UserName is an NDS user, enter the 
Tree name that the user object exists in (i.e. 
Company_Tree). 

Novell Client for Windows NT version 4.3, 
4.5, 4.51, and 4.6 (without CSP1): 
For the Novell Client for Windows NT versions 4.3, 
4.5, and 4.51, it is currently impossible to enable 
AutoAdminLogon for the Windows NT user 
credentials only (as opposed to having 

AutoAdminLogon being enabled for both the NT and 
NDS user credentials) and have the user be prompted 
for the NDS username and password. The following 
AutoAdminLogon combinations are possible.

Steps to Disable AutoAdminLogon for NT 
and NetWare: 

1. Load REGEDT32.EXE from the 
WINNT\SYSTEM32 directory.

2. Add the following registry String (REG_SZ) 
value to the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WindowsNT\CurrentVer
sion\WinLogon entry: 

Value: AutoAdminLogon 
Value data: “0” disables the NT AutoAdminLogon 

3. Add the following registry String (REG_SZ) 
value to the 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\
Novell\NWGINA\Login Screen entry: 

Value: NetWareAutoAdminLogon
Value data: “1” enables AutoLogon; “0” disables it 

Steps to Enable AutoAdminLogon for NT 
Only: 
It is impossible to enable AutoAdminLogon only for 
NT and still have a NetWare Active Authenticator. The 
workaround is to disable both the NDS and Bindery 
Active Authenticator for the Default Location Profile 
and then enable the necessary registry keys for the NT 
AutoAdminLogon.

Steps to Enable the NT AutoAdminLogon 

1. Load REGEDT32.EXE from the 
WINNT\SYSTEM32 directory.

2. Add the following registry String (REG_SZ) 
values to the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WindowsNT\CurrentVer
sion\WinLogon entry: 

Value: AutoAdminLogon 
Value data: “1” enables AutoAdminLogon; “0” disables it

Value: DefaultPassword
Value data: the NT user password that matches the 
DefaultUserName value for the Novell Location Profile 
Tab3 registry key.

3. Verify the following registry String (REG_SZ) 
value of the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
SOFTWARE\Novell\LocationProfiles\Services\{
1E6CEEA1-FB73-11CF-BD76-00001B27DA23}
\Default\Tab3 entry: 
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Value: DefaultDomainName
Value data: The NT NetBios of the local machine or the 
domain name. This controls where the AutoAdminLogon 
attempts to look up the DefaultUserName (local 
machine or domain). When Novell’s GINA is in control of 
the boot-up login, this value will take precedence over 
the HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WindowsNT\Current-
Version\Winlogon registry key DefaultDomainName. 

Value: DefaultUserName
Value data: The NT Default User Name. This name 
must exist in the DefaultDomainName SAM database 
and have the DefaultPassword. When Novell’s GINA is 
in control of the boot-up login, this value will take 
precedence over the HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\
Windows NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon registry key 
DefaultUserName. 

Note: The DefaultDomainName and DefaultUserName 
value in the WinLogon is set to whatever value is con-
tained here. The NTAutoAdminLogin reads the WinL-
ogon setting, but this is cascaded from the values 
contained in the Default Location Profile, so these are 
the ones that need to be set. However, the Default-
Password is not cascaded from any Novell controlled 
registry value, so this will need to be set in the WinL-
ogon key (as instructed in Step 2). 

4. Make sure the DefaultUserName and their 
DefaultPassword are valid. 

Steps to Disable the Active Authenticators 
for the Default Location Profile

1. Go into Start\Settings\Control Panel\Network.

2. Click on the Services tab, highlight the “Novell 
Client for Windows NT” entry and click on the 
Properties button.

3. Click on the Location Profiles tab, highlight 
“Default” in the Location Profiles window and 
click on the Properties button.

4. Verify that the “Login Service” is selected in the 
Service field and that “Default” is selected in the 
Service Instance and then click on the Properties 
button.

5. Click on the NDS tab and make sure the “Active 
Authenticator” is unchecked.

6. Click on the Bindery tab and make sure the 
“Active Authenticator” is unchecked. 

When you disable both the NDS and Bindery as 
authenticators, it removes two registry keys and all of 
their values. The best way to show this is an illustration 
of before and after: 

• When “Active Authenticator” is checked on the 
NDS tab of the Default Login Service: 

Key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\
Novell\LocationProfiles\Ser-
vices\{1E6CEEA1-FB73-11CF-BD76-00001B27DA23}\
Default 

SubKeys:
Tab1
Values:
Clear Connections : REG_DWORD : 0
Context : REG_SZ : 
Server : REG_SZ : [Server_Name]
Tab : REG_SZ : NDS
Tree : REG_SZ : [Tree_Name]
Tab2
Values:
Close Results : REG_DWORD : 0x1
Display Results : REG_DWORD : 0x1
Login Script : REG_DWORD : 0x1
Profile Script : REG_SZ : 
Script File : REG_SZ :
Tab : REG_SZ : Script
Variable2 : REG_SZ : 
Variable3 : REG_SZ : 
Variable4 : REG_SZ : 
Variable5 : REG_SZ : 
Tab3
DefaultDomainName : REG_SZ : [Domain_Name]
DefaultUserName : REG_SZ : [User_Name]
Tab : REG_SZ : NT Credentials
Tab4
Dialup Entry : REG_SZ :
Dialup From : REG_SZ :
Enable RAS : REG_DWORD : 0
Tab : REG_SZ : Dialup 

• When neither the NDS or Bindery tab have 
“Active Authenticator” checked for the Default 
Login Service: 

Key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\
Novell\LocationProfiles\Ser-
vices\{1E6CEEA1-FB73-11CF-BD76-00001B27DA23}\
Default 

SubKeys:
Tab1
DefaultDomainName : REG_SZ : [Domain_Name]
DefaultUserName : REG_SZ : [User_Name]
Tab : REG_SZ : NT Credentials
Tab2
Dialup Entry : REG_SZ :
Dialup From : REG_SZ :
Enable RAS : REG_DWORD : 0
Tab : REG_SZ : Dialup 

The Active Authenticator actually deletes the NDS and 
Script tab information from the registry. The Novell 
NT Client is not dependent on the NT Credentials tab 
always being in the Tab3 registry key because each tab 
has a value called “Tab” that defines its purpose. 
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Novell Client Engineering is still investigating the 
possibility of allowing the NT User credentials to be 
configured for AutoAdminLogon and still have the 
user prompted for NDS credentials during boot-up (the 
same way it was in the 4.11a NT Client—see Novell 
TID #2940428 for full details).

Steps to Enable AutoAdminLogon for 
NetWare Only

1. Load REGEDT32.EXE from the 
WINNT\SYSTEM32 directory.

2. Add the following registry String (REG_SZ) 
values to the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
Software\Novell\NWGINA\Login Screen entry: 

Value: NetWareAutoAdminLogon
Value data: “1” enables AutoLogon; “0” disables it 

Value: DefaultNetWarePassword
Value data: Password of user account found in Default-
NetWareUserName. 

Value: DefaultNDSContext
Value data: The NDS context of the DefaultNet-
WareUserName (i.e. OU.Company). 

Value: DefaultNDSServer
Value data: The name of an NDS server in the tree the 
DefaultNetWareUserName exists in. Must provide either 
a DefaultNDSServer and/or a DefaultNDSTree for the 
NetWareAutoAdminLogon to work. 

Value: DefaultNDSTree
Value data: The name of the NDS tree the DefaultNet-
WareUserName exists in. Must provide either a Default-
NDSServer and/or a DefaultNDSTree for the 
NetWareAutoAdminLogon to work. 

3. Add the following registry String (REG_SZ) 
values to the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
Software\Novell\LocationProfiles\Services\{1E6
CEEA1-FB73-11CF-BD76-00001B27DA23}\Def
ault 

Value: UserName
Value data: Name of user to automatically log on. Dur-
ing boot-up the value in DefaultNetWareUserName in 
the NWGINA\Login Screen is set to whatever value is 
contained here. The NDSAutoAdminLogin reads the 
NWGINA setting, but this is cascaded from this value, 
so this is the one that needs to be set. 

4. Test to see if the AutoAdminLogin is working 
now. If the AutoAdminLogin is still not working 
at this point, make one additional change to the 
Registry: 

Under HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
SOFTWARE\Novell\LocationProfiles\Services\

{1E6CEEA1-FB73-11CF-BD76-00001B27DA23
}\Default\Tab1, set the Context to the proper NDS 
context. This is in addition to setting the same 
value earlier under NWGINA. 

Steps to Enable AutoAdminLogon for NT 
and NetWare

1. Load REGEDT32.EXE from the 
WINNT\SYSTEM32 directory.

2. Add the following registry String (REG_SZ) 
values to the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WindowsNT\Current
Version\WinLogon entry: 

Value: AutoAdminLogon 
Value data: “1” enables AutoAdminLogon; “0” disables it 

Value: DefaultPassword
Value data: the NT user password that matches the 
DefaultUserName value for the Novell Location Profile 
Tab3 registry key. 

3. Verify the following registry String (REG_SZ) 
value of the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
SOFTWARE\Novell\LocationProfiles\Services\{
1E6CEEA1-FB73-11CF-BD76-00001B27DA23}
\Default\ Tab3 entry: 

Value: DefaultDomainName
Value data: The NT NetBios of the local machine or the 
domain name. This controls where the AutoAdminLogon 
attempts to look up the DefaultUserName (local 
machine or domain). When Novell’s GINA is in control of 
the boot-up login, this value will take precedence over 
the HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WindowsNT\Current-
Version\Winlogon registry key DefaultDomainName. 

Value: DefaultUserName
Value data: The NT Default User Name. This name 
must exist in the DefaultDomainName SAM database 
and have the DefaultPassword. When Novell’s GINA is 
in control of the boot-up login, this value will take prece-
dence over the HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon registry key DefaultUser-
Name. 

Note: The DefaultDomainName and DefaultUserName 
value in the WinLogon is set to whatever value is con-
tained here. The NTAutoAdminLogin reads the WinL-
ogon setting, but this is cascaded from the values 
contained in the Default Location Profile, so these are 
the ones that need to be set. However, the Default-
Password is not cascaded from any Novell controlled 
registry value, so this will need to be set in the WinL-
ogon key (as instructed in Step 2). 

4. Make sure the DefaultUserName and their 
DefaultPassword are valid. 
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Steps to Enable the AutoAdminLogon for 
the NDS User (Workaround #2)

This workaround applies to the Novell Client for 
Windows NT version 4.11a, 4.11, 4.10, 4.0: 

1. Load REGEDT32.EXE from the 
WINNT\SYSTEM32 directory, select the 
following subkey:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\
WindowsNT\CurrentVersion\WinLogon

2. Create a new value in this subkey named 
AutoAdminLogon with a type of REG_SZ and a 
value of 1. 

3. Create a new value in this subkey named 
DefaultPassword with a type of REG_SZ and a 
value the user’s password.

4. Make sure the DefaultUserName and their 
DefaultPassword are valid.

5. Add the following registry String (REG_SZ) 
values to the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
Software\Novell\NWGINA\Login Screen entry: 

Value: NetWareAutoAdminLogon
Value data: “1” enables AutoLogon; “0” disables it 

Value: DefaultNetWarePassword
Value data: <Password of user account found in 
DefaultNetWareUserName> 

Value: DefaultNetWareUserName
Value data: <Name of user to automatically log on> 

Additional Information
If AutoAdminLogon is enabled, be careful when 
running the intraNetWare Login utility from the icon in 
the intraNetWare (Common) group. When run as a 
standalone from the icon, the intraNetWare Login 
utility does not recognize that the workstation is 
running AutoAdminLogon. 

If your primary connection’s password expires when 
running intraNetWare Login from the icon, you will be 
given the chance to synchronize all intraNetWare and 
NT passwords. Make sure you do not synchronize the 
NT password, because intraNetWare Login does not 
update the Registry setting for AutoAdminLogon. A 
password is needed for this process to work. Quoting 
from Microsoft TechNet Module 1: Installing and 
Configuring MS BackOffice Server 4.5:

“7. In the Autologon Password dialog box, enter your 
Administrator password (if any), and check that the “I 
will log on manually after reboots” option is cleared. 
This will allow BackOffice Setup to automatically log 
itself back on to continue installation after mandatory 
reboots (this option automatically disables itself upon 
completion).”

If the registry entry “DontDisplayLastUserName” in 
the key HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
SOFTWARE\MICROSOFT\WINDOWS 
NT\CURRENTVERSION\WINLOGON is set to 
1(active), the error “LOGIN-4.12-895: The user does 
not exist in the specified context” will display. When 
this entry is set to 0 (deactivate), the Autoadminlogon 
for both NT and NETWARE works fine.This 
information can be referenced on Microsoft’s Support 
web site under Q article 159969. 
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TIDs of the Month

The Technical Information Documents (TIDs) are 
brought to you by Novell’s Support Connection site, 
which you can find at http://support.novell.com. We’ll 
be looking at a selection of TIDs from several 
categories, giving you a brief summary of the issue the 
TID addresses, along with its TID number and 
corresponding URL for your quick perusal. 

The categories for this month include Novell Directory 
Services (NDS), NetWare 4, NetWare 5, NetWare 6, 
ZENworks, Novell Client for Windows NT/2000, and 
GroupWise.

Novell Directory Services (NDS) 
Have you ever had problems with obituaries holding 
up the show as you are trying to perform a certain 
operation, such as a partition repair? Have you ever 
wondered what a Novell obituary is in the first place?

Look no further. TID #10064117 has got what you are 
looking for. Entitled “The Guide To NDS Obituary 
Troubleshooting,” this TID covers the steps, guidelines 
and information you need to troubleshoot obituaries in 
NDS. It has been written for those network 
administrators who have the following NetWare 
operating system versions, Directory Services 
versions, and DSREPAIR versions:

• NetWare 4

• NetWare 5

• NetWare 6

• NDS 8.5

• NDS 8

• NDS 7

• NDS 6

• DSREPAIR -OT

• DSREPAIR -XK3

Obituaries are reported in NDS by various utilities and 
tools. Sometimes they are only reported when they 
prevent other tasks from being performed. And while 
there may be many tools available in the future, the 
process and information knowledge required is 

basically the same for all NDS versions. You can view 
this TID at http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/
searchtid.cgi?/10064117.htm.

NetWare 4
Have you ever wondered how users end up with the 
rights they do? Well there’s a document that looks into 
this interesting phenonemon, and while this document 
isn’t specific to NetWare 4, it probably started there. 
Originally TID #2924520, this TID is entitled “How 
Effective Directory Services Rights are Calculated or 
How Object A gets Rights to Object B” and is now 
known as TID #10012759.

If you are new to NetWare or are simply curious as to 
how effective rights are calculated, TID #10012759 
can be immensely useful. The TID goes through 
Implied Rights, Security Equivalence, Inheritance, and 
Inherited Rights Filters (IRF), and how all of these 
rights work together to give users and administrators 
the rights they need to perform their jobs.

You can view TID #10012759 at http://support.
novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/
10012759.htm.

NetWare 5
You are running NetWare 5.1 and you just put on 
Support Pack 3 (NW51SP3). Now you are receiving 
the following error messages on your server screen 
when you try to load the Web Server in protected 
mode:

Error: “The module NSHTTPD.NLM was not able to load 
protected”
Error: “SERVER-5.00-1548: Load file referenced unde-
fined public variable.”
Error: “Module NSHTTPD.NLM NOT loaded”

This particular problem is addressed in TID 
#10063796. The problem applies to Novell NetWare 
5.1, Novell NetWare Enterprise Web Server (NES) 3.5 
and Support Pack 3. While there is not a fix at present, 
TID #10063796 does give a workaround to the issue. 

You can view TID #10063796 at 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/
searchtid.cgi?/10063796.htm.

NetWare 6
For those of you who are using NetWare 6 and 
eDirectory 8.6, there’s a TID that can help you in your 

Have you ever won-
dered how users end up
with the rights they do?
Well there’s a document
that looks into this inter-
esting phenonemon, and
while this document
isn’t specific to Net-
Ware 4, it probably
started there. Origi-
nally TID #2924520,
this TID is entitled
“How Effective Direc-
tory Services Rights are
Calculated or How
Object A gets Rights to
Object B” and is now
known as TID
#10012759.
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implementation efforts. TID #10063534 is entitled 
“eDirectory 8.6 Implementation Information,” and can 
be a nice addition to other Novell documentation on 
this subject.

According to the TID, “Novell Technical Support 
provides this document for the purpose of helping 
customers during an upgrade to eDirectory 8.6 on 
NetWare 6. It is important to note that you should use 
this document in conjunction with the product 
documentation. This document is a LIVING document 
and will be updated frequently to keep the most current 
and up to date information available to all customers.”

This TID contains information such as backing up your 
present eDirectory information, installing eDirectory 
8.6, acceptible schemas, eDirectory 8.6 database 
upgrade, disk space requirements, certificate authority, 
as well as how to use auxiliary classes and 
performance considerations.

You can view TID #10063534 at 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/
searchtid.cgi?/10063534.htm.

ZENworks for Desktops 3 Inventory Errors
Sometimes when running the ZENworks for Desktops 
3 inventory process, administrators have received the 
following kinds of error messages:

• Getting Java errors on the server after ZFDStart is 
loaded.

• Inventory data is not getting to the database 
server.

• Inventory data is being rolled up to the Root 
server by the wrong Rollup server.

• The inventory policy wasn’t appearing in the 
scheduler, and therefore wasn’t running.

Because of this any many other questions given to 
Novell Support, the support team has put together TID 
#10057371. Entitled “Troubleshooting the ZENworks 
for Desktops 3 Inventory Process,” this TID has been 
written to help you to properly configure the 
ZENworks for Desktops 3 inventory process for those 
who are running Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3 and 
the Novell workstation inventory process.

This TID looks at such issues as how to properly set up 
and install NDS Policy information, how to ensure 
Java is installed correctly, where to place the Service 
Location Policy Package, how to assoiciate the server 
to the server package, and how to create the 
workstation package. The TID also contains a large list 

of steps which you can follow to ensure that each step 
is correct.

To learn more about TID #10057371, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/
searchtid.cgi?/10057371.htm.

Novell Client for Windows 95/98
There was an issue issue where the End of Job 
command is automatically set to ON anytime any 
change is made in the advanced settings of the client. 
This particular problem shows its ugly head in the 
Novell Client for Windows 95/98 versions 3.3 and 
3.31.

To fix this problem, TID #2960733 comes with patch 
file 281431.EXE that contains the following files:

• 281431.TXT

• NCIMAN.EXE

• NWSETUP.DLL

The TID contains installation instructions, as well as 
information about what is fixed. You can view TID 
#2960733 and download the 281431.EXE patch file at 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/2960733.htm.

GroupWise
A number of you have been asking how to bypass the 
language page for WebAccess 5.5. Others have asked 
how to skip the language button in WebAccess and 
customize an INDEX.HTM to go directly to the login 
page. Still others were looking for a related 
procedure—how to bypass the GO page in WebAccess 
5.5.

All of these items are covered in TID #10012214. 
Entitled “How To Bypass The Language Page For 
WebAccess 5.5,” this TID caters to users of Novell 
GroupWise 5.5 WebAccess and GroupWise 
WebAccess.

You can view TID #10012214 at 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/
searchtid.cgi?/10012214.htm.

iChain 2.0
Have you ever wondered how to configure REWRITE 
for iChain2.0? TID #10066302 can tell you how. This 
particular TID shows you how to set up the Rewrite 
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Filter Configuration. Rewrite filter (rewrite.nlm) 
configuration is accomplished via text files and TID 
#10066302 gives you examples of how to do this.

You can view TID #10066302 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/
search/searchtid.cgi?/10066302.htm.

Novell NetWare/IP
There’s a TID that might come in handy for those of 
you wanting to figure out how to set up NetWare/IP at 
your site. TID #10016249 is entitled “Novell 
NetWare/IP Hot Start” and has been updated on 
October 30, 2001 (this was formally TID #2924417).

According to the TID, this NetWare IP information 
applies to the following NetWare Support Packs:

• Novell NetWare 4.2 Support Pack 9 
(NW4SP9.EXE)

• Novell NetWare 4.11 Support Pack 9 
(NW4SP9.EXE)

• Novell NetWare 4.2 Support Pack 8A 
(NW4SP8A.EXE)

• Novell NetWare 4.11 Support Pack 8A 
(NW4SP8A.EXE)

• NetWare/IP 2.2

The information in the TID gives you an overview of 
what NetWare/IP gives NetWare 4 networks. The TID 
also includes prerequisite information, installation 
information, as well as configuration information.

You Want Some More?
If you want to find more TIDs in these several 
categories or on any other Novell products, perform 
the following steps from your browser: Go to the 
http://support.novell.com URL.

In the list of Support Links that appear either along the 
left-hand side or in the middle of the screen, click on 
the “Product-Specific Support” link. 

From the resulting list of Novell products, select the 
product of your choice.

Under the “What’s New” category, click on “Last 7 
days” to see the technical documents that were created 
or have been updated in the last 7 days for the product 
you selected. You can also look at documents that have 
been created in the last 14 or 30 days.

Answers to Your Technical 
Questions

Native File Access Pack Documentation
Dear Ab-end: Where can I find the documentation for 
Native File Access Pack? 

—Lookin’ but Not Findin’

Dear Lookin’: You can find the documentation for the 
Native File Access pack at http://www.novell.com/
documentation/lg/nfap10/index.html 

Novell Clients for Windows ME and XP 
Home
Dear Ab-end: Why won’t Novell provide Client 32 
products for Windows ME and Windows XP Home?

—MEing It in a Big Way

Dear Big: Early on, Microsoft had desktop products 
such as Windows 95/98, as well as their Windows NT 
3x and 4x client and server products. With the 
introduction of Windows 2000, Microsoft split the 
product line and introduced Windows ME (WinME). 
WinME stripped out network functionality.

Microsoft is continuing this split product-line approach 
with Windows XP. Windows XP Home, like WinME, 
is not designed for business networking support not— 
even for Microsoft Networks. Since Windows ME and 
Windows XP Home are directed at the home market, 
Novell is not spending valuable development resources 
to provide clients for these products.

However, unofficial testing by Novell SysOps has 
indicated that the Windows XP Home version should 
work with the Novell XP client. But this is a 
non-supported configuration.

Why won’t Novell pro-
vide Client 32 products
for Windows ME and
Windows XP Home?
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Network Time Drifting
Dear Ab-end: My NetWare 5.x tree has problems with 
time synchronization. Network time drifts backwards, 
and some servers are constantly dropping in and out of 
time synchronization. What can I do to fix this?
—Adrift in Denver

Dear Adrift: There are several causes for these 
behaviors, but with proper configuration and the latest 
software updates, Novell believes virtually all 
problems with time synchronization can be fixed. To 
check your tree’s time synchronization status, load the 
DSREPAIR utility on the Master of [Root] and run a 
Time Synchronization check from the first menu (this 
can take some time if you have a large tree). 

When the time synchronization check is finished, look 
at the report. Ignore the Time Is In Sync column 
(yes/no)— just look at the Time +/- column. If there 
are any values that are larger than 2, that server is out 
of synchronization. (This assumes the Master of [Root] 
is also the Single or Reference server of the tree; while 
this is not necessary, it is the most common setup.) 

It is normal for time servers, especially Secondaries, to 
drift out of the standard 2 second time synchronization 
radius occasionally, but they should come back in 
within a few minutes. Run another Time 
Synchronization check after a while and see if they 
have come back into synchronization. 

If you have a server or servers that never seem to get 
into time synchronization, follow all the tips below:

• Apply the latest Support Pack updates. The 
relevant NetWare updates are nw50sp6a.exe, 
nw51sp2a.exe or nw51sp3.exe; wsock4f.exe; and 
the latest Timesync.nlm (5.24l at time of writing, 
but a newer one is expected shortly). 

• If your servers use any of the Intel 100-based 
LAN card drivers, such as hptx.lan, chptx.lan, 
e100.lan, n100.lan, or ce100b.lan, they must be 
updated to the ce100b.lan driver version 3.29 (7 
Jan. 2001) or later from Intel, or equivalent from 
the other OEMs. All these cards are based on the 
same chipset and will work well with the Intel 
ce100b driver.

• Once you have right software versions, you have 
to check the time synchronization configuration. 
You must have one and only one Reference or 
Single time server per tree. With 
TIMESYNC.NLM version 5.23 and later, there is 
no reference to the hardware clock any more, so 
your first decision is whether to run with the 
server’s software clock as the tree reference or use 
an external NTP source.

NetWare and Directory Services (eDirectory) do 
not care which way you go on this, only that the 
tree is in sync with itself.

• If you do use an external NTP source, you should 
only use one. There is no reason to use more for 
redundancy, as it does not matter if the Reference 
or Single loses contact with the NTP source 
intermittently, it will run fine until contact is 
re-established. 

Having more than one time source means they can 
differ from each other, and TIMESYNC.NLM 
does not know what to do if they are different. The 
syntax for the NTP source in Configured Sources 
is simply:

xx.xx.xx.xx:123

where xx.xx.xx.xx is the IP address of the source. 
Do not use Domain Name Services (DNS) or Nov-
ell Directory Services names as address, as the 
TIMESYNC.NLM does not perform name resolu-
tion very well.

• If you choose the Single Reference time server 
model, all other servers in the tree must be 
configured as Secondaries. They can be set to take 
time directly from the Single or another 
Secondary server as a Configured Source, or they 
can be set to use Service Advertising (SA). For 
SA to work, the server must be able to see SAPs 
(Service Advertising Protocols for IPX) or SLP 
(Service Location Protocol for IP) from the Single 
server. 

If your connection is across a WAN link, it is best 
to use Configured Sources. Do not use the :123 
suffix in a Configured Source; instead just use the 
IP address of the desired server.

• If you choose the Reference/Primary model, there 
must be exactly one Reference and two or more 
Primary servers in your configuration. All 
Primary servers should have all other Primary 
servers and the Reference server listed in their 
Configured Sources (unless there are more than 
six Primary servers, then this configuration 
becomes unwieldy). 

• The Reference server should only list the NTP 
source as a Configured Source if there is one. If 
you are using the Reference server’s software 
clock in lieu of an NTP source, the Configured 
Source should list all Primary servers instead. 
Never include a server’s own address or the 
loopback address (127.0.0.1) as a Configured 
Source on any server.
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• If you have a mixed NetWare 4.x/NetWare 5.x 
tree, use only NetWare v5.x servers as the Single, 
Reference or Primary time servers; NetWare 4.x 
servers can get time from NetWare 5.x servers 
better than 5.x servers can from 4.x servers. 
NetWare 4.x servers should have the server name 
of the Configured Source you specify rather than 
the IP address, but NetWare 5.x servers should 
always use IP addresses.

If after trying all of the above tips you still get servers 
dropping in and out of time synchronization (the yo-yo 
effect), you can safely ignore this. As long as they 
come into synchronization as often as they drop out of 
synchronization (and reasonably soon), no harm will 
be done. Your problem may be the result of genuine 
network communications and TIMESYNC and NDS 
can cope with this just fine.

All that has been described above applies to NetWare 
servers only. Any other Operating Systems (OS) 
holding NDS replicas need to be set up to perform their 
own external time synchronizing. They cannot 
participate in the NetWare servers’ time 
synchronization method. 

Usually you can use the Operating System itself or a 
third-party utility to get time from the same NTP 
source as your Single or Reference server. If you are 
using a NetWare server’s software clock as your tree 
reference, the other OS can be set to get its time from 
that NetWare server as an NTP source.

In theory TIMESYNC.NLM can act simultaneously as 
an NTP client and as an NTP source, but I suggest that 
if you are using an external NTP source, set the other 
Operating Systems to independently get time from the 
same external source where the NetWare server is 
getting its time.

Recovering Lost Data
Dear Ab-end: My server’s hard disk crashed and my 
file system, volumes, or disk partitions were damaged 
or destroyed. On the traditional file system volumes, I 
ran the VREPAIR utility with the following entries set 
to ON:

• Purge= ON

• Write All Directory and FAT Entries Out To 
Disk=ON

I also rebuilt the NSS volumes, but VREPAIR did not 
completely fix the volumes. Can Novell help me 
recover my data, volumes, or disk partitions?

—Crashed in Cousco

Dear Crashed: I’m afraid not. Novell does not have 
any secret or internal tools more powerful than 
VREPAIR or NSS Rebuild, nor do we have any way of 
recovering your lost data. If we had any better repair 
technology than we already provide in these utilities, 
we would have included it in them. 

If your backups are invalid or are too old, your only 
hope is to contact a data rescue service, such as 
OnTrack (www.ontrack.com), ESS Data Recovery 
(www.savemyfiles.com) or Data Recovery Services 
(www.datarecovery.com.au), companies that do this 
kind of thing for a living.

Moving Print Queues from Server to 
Server
Dear Ab-end: How do I move my print queues from 
one server or volume to another?

—Moving In Minneapolis

Dear Moving: There is an AppNote on this very 
subject that can help you. The AppNote is entitled 
“Moving Novell’s Legacy Print Services Between 
Volumes and Servers” and is found in the September 
2001 issue. You can download the AppNote at the 
following location:

http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2001/
september/02/a010902.htm 

Backing Up Workstations with NetWare 6
Dear Ab-end: I am having trouble backing up or 
restoring to my new NetWare 6 server, or I cannot 
back up workstations from the server using SMS (Stor-
age Management Service). Am I doing something 
wrong?

—Restoring Services in Saratoga

Dear Restoring: I suggest you first apply the file 
NW6SMS1A.EXE, which fixes several problems in 
that area. Also, be sure to read the README carefully 
for new TSA options.

How do I move my print
queues from one server
or volume to another?
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Sinister DSTrace Message
Dear Ab-end: I am using DSTrace on my LAN. I am 
seeing messages, in red, which read: 

*received packet with entry count 3 from [a10011c8] 
<server name>

This happens after the DSTrace screen reads “all pro-
cessed = yes.” I have checked the Novell site, but to no 
avail. 

My network is a mixed tree with NDS 6.11 and 7.xx. 
This particular server is running NetWare v5.1 with 
Support Pack 3, NDS 7.55a and has a R/W replica. The 
master replica server is NetWare v6.0 with Support 
Pack 6a running NDS 7.55a. NDSManager shows the 
tree as healthy. Any ideas?

—DS’d Out in Detroit

Dear DS’d: Good news! This is normal 
synchronization traffic from another server to the one 
reporting the information. Nothing to worry about; it’s 
just NDS doing its job. Granted, a red message would 
normally indicate an error, but in this situation, this is 
not the case. You will see this type of output whenever 
you have DSTRACE=+s set for outgoing packets and 
+in for incoming packets. 

Getting Defect Fixed in a Timely Manner
Dear Ab-end: We have an incident open with Novell 
Technical Support (NTS) that has been submitted to 
Novell Engineering as a proven defect. Does anyone 
know of a way for us to find out when this is going to 
get fixed? The defect is in eDirectory and we have 
been holding off any large deployment of eDirectory 
until this defect is fixed. We would really like some 
indication of how long we should expect to wait. Our 
NTS Technician tells us we will just have to wait. I just 
can’t believe that’s the case.

—Stressed in South Dakota

Dear Stressed: There are a couple of different routes 
that you can explore if you are frustrated with the 
Novell Technical Support story. Now, just to be fair, 
Novell Technical Support technicians are only doing 
what they have been told to do. They verify customer 
problems and submit them to Novell Engineering for a 
fix. This is where you may experience delays. 

Novell Engineering typically creates a prioritized list 
of defects to fix in order of perceived importance. If 
your problem is not perceived as being very important, 
the time it takes to be fixed could potentially be 

months. Here are two other options you may want to 
consider:

1. Contact Novell’s Critical Problem Resolution 
Group (CPR). Ask your NTS Technician to 
escalate your problem to Novell’s CPR Group. 
Make sure you indicate that this is a very critical 
problem for your company and that Novell will 
lose an astronomical amount of money by not 
making this sale. Chances are the CPR will 
quickly fix your problem, if feasible, providing 
you with a patch or a re-compiled module.

2. Contact Novell Developer Support. If your 
problem is developer related they will assign an 
Engineer to take care of your problem. Novell 
Developer Support is known for their personal 
attention to every problem they work on. They 
will get your problem fixed.

No NetWare License Disk
Dear Ab-end: I received my NetWare 6 software 
today and the NetWare 6 box includes no license disk. 
Did I miss a step, not read the right readme file, or 
something else?
—Missing Disk in Mississippi

Dear Missing: We are living in a New century! Novell 
is using electronic licensing. Whoever Novell sends 
the software to should have received an e-mail with a 
Web link to “smartcert#.exe” (where # is an actual 
number). Once that link is downloaded, it is run and 
goes out to Novell and gets your license files for you.

You might want to download them once and then 
redistribute them, as opposed to giving everyone at 
your company the smartcert software. That way you 
protect yourself and Novell.

BorderManager and NetWare 6
Dear Ab-end: A simple question: Has it been deter-
mined that NetWare 6 supports BorderManager 3.5 or 
BorderManager 3.6?
—Bordered in Biloxi

Dear Bordered: Yes, BorderManager 3.6 with 
Support Pack 1a is supported. A TID with the 
following information should be released now.

“How to install BorderManager 3.6 on NetWare 6” 

I received my NetWare
6 software today and the
NetWare 6 box includes
no license disk. Did I
miss a step, not read the
right readme file, or
something else?
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Version: Novell BorderManager 3.6

OS: Novell NetWare 6

Installation Steps:

1. Verify that the LAN cards you plan on using are 
tested and approved on NetWare 6.

2. Install NetWare 6.

3. Reboot the server and verify that the new server 
operating system reloads properly. Load 
INETCFG and transfer all LOAD and BINDS to 
the NETINFO file. 

Check the PROTOCOLS > TCPIP option. Make 
sure IP Packet Forwarding is set to Enabled 
(“Router”) if you have multiple LAN cards. Also, 
make sure that LAN Static Routing is enabled and 
that a Default Route has been specified. Check the 
DNS Resolver Configuration and the addresses of 
DNS servers.

4. Reboot the server. Make sure INETCFG is not 
loaded.

5. Place the BorderManager 3.6 CD in the CD drive 
and load CD. The BMEE36 volume should 
mount. 

6. Install BorderManager from the X Server 
Graphical Console. Install from the root of the 
BorderManager 3.6 CD that should now be 
mounted.

After the BorderManager 3.6 install process, you must 
immediately install BM36SP1A.EXE.

Note: Do not reboot the server before installing 
BM36SP1A.EXE. The BorderManager 3.6 install will 
downgrade many critical OS NLMs that need to be 
replaced prior to rebooting the server. Otherwise, it 
will Abend when it reloads. BM36SP1A.EXE will put the 
original files back in place.

NetWare Licensing
Dear Ab-end: I’ve been asked several questions about 
customers moving from NetWare 4.x and NetWare 5.x 

to NetWare 6, such as: What are the implications of 
moving from non-MLA server-based licensing to 
user-based licensing in NetWare 6? What is the best 
methodology to do this? Is anyone hearing from cus-
tomers that this is a bad thing?

—Lost with Licensing in Lancaster

Dear Lost: The user-based licensing scheme is not a 
bad thing for most sites. The reason is if you have 
server-based licensing, you are forced to buy licenses 
that you don’t use and licenses for non-users. With 
user-based licensing, you are buying what you need no 
matter how many servers you wish to use.

As for customer response, early indications are that 
they are happy with what we have done with licensing 
in NetWare 6. As for methodology. I will leave that 
question to the Product Managers.

Lost BorderManager Licenses
Dear Ab-end: I have a customer who has installed 
BorderManager 3.5 multiple times into his existing 
tree, but since the proper sequence for install was not 
followed (like the install of Support Packs and 
patches), each time was not successful. He has now set 
up BorderManager on a separate server (in a separate 
tree) after going through the proper install sequence.

The result of the unsuccessful installs of BorderMan-
ager 3.5, however, has been that whenever he logs into 
the original tree as the Admin user, a message keeps 
coming up that there are duplicate licenses installed on 
the server. Is there some way we can remove these 
licenses? There does not seem to be any rights to these 
license objects for the Admin user. 

—Duplicated in Dartmouth

Dear Duplicated: Try using NETADMIN.EXE 
from a NetWare 4.x server. I always keep this 
text-based utility on my laptop for cases like this. It is 
usually the NWADMIN snap-ins that prevent you from 
deleting the objects. Since NETADMIN has no 
snapiins, it doesn’t stop you from deleting them. 

I’ve been asked several
questions about custom-
ers moving from Net-
Ware 4.x and NetWare
5.x to NetWare 6.
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New Object-Oriented Programming 
Course
Do you need to brush up on your Object-Oriented 
Programming (OOP) concepts? Are you a C 
programmer who would like to expand your horizons? 
Or are you a programmer who uses objects, but would 
like to understand exactly what happens when you 
create a GUI or other object-oriented project?

If this describes you or your latest project, then a new 
course called Understanding Objects is right for you. 
Designed and taught by Warren Zeigler, this five-day 
course covers advanced topics such as Abstractions, 
Use Cases, Unified Modeling Language (UML), 
Object Collections, Polymorphism, and Exceptions. 
Here’s a quote of some information that you can find 
on Warren’s Web site:

“Understanding Objects is the most extensive class 
available for the purpose of preparing developers for 
object-oriented software development. Most classes 
that teach object concepts are designed to prepare the 
student to learn an object-oriented programming 
language. Topics usually include object construction 
and relevant definitions. 

“While this is fine for preparing to learn an object 
language, once developers are working on production 
projects, they need more. Understanding Objects 
prepares the student for an object language and much 
more. It has a broader scope, specifically targeting 
increased productivity during software development:”

• Object concepts are presented from many 
perspectives, not only from the perspective of 
object construction. 

• Many related development skills and concepts are 
taught. 

• Both new and legacy developers are targeted. 

The result is:

• There are fewer on-the-job skills and concepts left 
to be learned.

• Developers are productive months sooner.

• The percentage of students that succeed in 
learning the object paradigm is increased.

• The costs associated with the transition to objects 
are reduced. 

• Developers leave the class feeling more confident, 
knowing that they are more prepared for the work 
that is ahead.

Understanding Objects has the scope to cater to a 
beginner who has never tried object-oriented 
programming before, but also will satisfy the expert by 
presenting traditional concepts in a new light. For more 
information about this class, visit 
http://www.UnderstandingObjects.com.

Novell Introduces Two New White Papers
Novell has recently posted two new white papers on 
http://www.developer.novell.com.

“You need an LDAP directory, you really need one, 
but not just any LDAP directory. You need an 
enterprise-class, e-business ready LDAP directory 
service with a rich feature set and superior developer 
support. And it would be nice if it ran on your existing 
platforms—all of your existing platforms. Novell 
eDirectory is that directory.” 

So begins the new “Which Directory Offers the Best 
LDAP Server?” white paper. For the complete text, see 
http://developer.novell.com/whitepapers/ldap/.

The second paper is entitled “Directory Services: 
Taming The Turbulent Business Environment.” This 
paper discusses business mergers, acquisitions, 
spin-offs, partnerships, alliances, and government 
regulators and how not a day goes by, it seems, when 
one or more) of these situations isn’t threatening to 
change the way your clients do business. 

In addition to these common business concerns, the 
rise of the Internet as a medium for business exchange 
and the concomitant changes to the global business 
environment has brought with it a whole new set of 
issues. Nevertheless, your partners, clients, and 
customers expect you to smooth the transitions, handle 
the threats, overcome the difficulties, and generally 
make everything continue to work (and work well) no 
matter how the business or environment changes.

Fortunately, there is Directory Services technology to 
help you handle this complex and changing business 
environment, and solve these pressing issues. The right 
directory service, using open standards coupled with 
best-in-class technology, when joined with the right 
directory-enabled applications, can mitigate or 
alleviate much of the labor-intensive changes that are 
threatening to overwhelm the enterprise network.
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Novell’s eDirectory is the right information 
management service and Novell’s long list of 
technology partners have the secure directory-enabled 
applications and services that can handle those 
threatening situations quickly and efficiently. To 
download the full paper, go to: 
http://developer.novell.com/whitepapers/taming/.

Book Aids in Object-Oriented Design 
Redundancies

Capturing a wealth of experience about the design of 
object-oriented software, four top-notch designers 
present a book full of solutions to commonly occurring 
design problems. The book, entitled Design Patterns, 
by Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson and 
John Vlissides (ISBN 0201633612), contains 23 
previously undocumented patterns to allow software 
designers the ability to create more flexible, elegant, 
and ultimately reusable designs without having to 
rediscover the design solutions themselves.

The authors begin by describing what patterns are and 
how they can help you design object-oriented software. 
They then go on to name, explain, evaluate, and 
catalog recurring designs in object-oriented systems. 
Using this book as your guide, you will learn how 
these important patterns fit into the software 
development process and how you can leverage them 
to solve your own design problems more efficiently.

Each pattern describes the situations in which it is 
applicable, when it can be applied in view of other 
design constraints, and the consequences and 
trade-offs of using the pattern within a larger design. 
All patterns are compiled from real systems and are 
based on real-world examples. Each pattern also 
includes code to demonstrate how it may be 
implemented in object-oriented languages like C++ or 
Smalltalk.

Novell and CSC Expand Relationship to 
Deliver Net Services Solutions

Novell and Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) 
announced new licensing agreements to facilitate the 
adoption of Novell software into CSC and its 
customers’ data processing environments. These 
agreements come after extensive work with Novell’s 
Developer Labs and further expand the alliance 
announced last year that utilizes Novell eDirectory as 

the foundation for security and authentication within 
CSC’s Managed Web Service. 

CSC will now integrate Novell Portal Services, iChain, 
and OnDemand Services to further secure and manage 
this service. 

As Germany’s largest general leasing company, 
Deutsche Leasing knows the value of CSC/Novell 
solutions. They have outsourced their entire 
information technology requirements to CSC, who 
manages the company’s infrastructure, including 
Novell NetWare, eDirectory, Novell Cluster Services, 
and ConsoleOne. 

Computer Sciences Corporation, one of the world’s 
leading consulting and IT services firms, helps clients 
in industry and government achieve strategic and 
operational results through the use of technology. 

PC Magazine Names NetWare 6 a Winner!

PC Magazine’s Eighteenth Annual Awards for 
Technical Excellence has named NetWare 6 a winner 
in the Networking category. NetWare servers have 
been known to run for years without downtime and 
have bolstered the personal reputations of many 
network managers. 

NetWare 6 puts Novell on the comeback trail, 
shedding the client while taking advantage of power in 
directory services—without compromising 18 years of 
proven reliability. NetWare 6 has immensely strong 
security features, now bolstered by the token-based 
authentication system iChain 2.0, and it’s on top of the 
network service trend with iFolder. The iFolder 
function allows browser-based access to all file types 
and handles automatic replication of files. 

Novell Sponsors LDAPzone

Novell is sponsoring http://www.LDAPzone.com, the 
first community portal site targeted at LDAP 
(Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) developers. 
LDAPzone is a free service offering a central 
repository of educational materials, software 
downloads and other information to promote 
directories and LDAP standards. 

To see what is being offered, visit the Web site at: 
http://www.LDAPzone.com.

As Germany’s largest
general leasing com-
pany, Deutsche Leasing
knows the value of
CSC/Novell solutions.
They have outsourced
their entire information
technology require-
ments to CSC, who
manages the company’s
infrastructure, includ-
ing Novell NetWare,
eDirectory, Novell
Cluster Services, and
ConsoleOne.
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Answers to Your Developer 
Questions

Q. With the Novell eCommerce Bean, is there a way 
to check to see if a user has already logged in to the 
network? Here’s an example of what I want to do. The 
user logs in to the computer, which logs the user in to 
the network. The user then starts a Web browser and 
instead of being sent to a login page, the user is 
redirected to another page inside the Web application. 
Is this possible?

A. It sounds like you want the authentication details 
held by the Novell Client software to be used by other 
authentication systems, such as a browser. Novell does 
have products that build on top of our Single Sign-On 
product which are able to securely hold passwords for 
a Web browser against a user’s eDirectory account, but 
there is an additional fee for these products. Check out 
http://www.developer.novell.com for more information 
about Single Sign-On and related add-ons.

Q. With the Novell eCommerce Bean, how can I do 
a contextless login through a Web browser? I want 
users to be able to log in without having to type in their 
context. Any ideas would be appreciated.

A. The Novell eCommerce Beans documentation 
has a Java Server Page (JSP) example that does exactly 
what you are looking for. Assuming you have Novell’s 
eCommerce Bean v1.3 (the latest), you can look at the 
downloaded documentation, or you can access it online 
at http://developer.novell.com/ndk/ecb.htm.

To get to the JSP code referred to, click the View 
option under Documentation. When the screen reloads, 
click the plus sign (+) next to LDAP Beans. Then click 
Code Samples. Now in the right hand frame, click 

Authenticate: Contextless Login (Public Search). 
Scroll to the bottom of the page and click Authenticate 
by Public Search JSP.

Q. I am implementing Novell Portal Services (NPS) 
at my site. There are several instances where gadgets 
timeout on my system. I read in the documentation that 
a Timeout value can be specified, but it was unclear as 
to what the name of the setting is (TimeOut, Gadget 
Timeout, or what?). Also, what is the default setting in 
NPS for this? It is just a little annoying that the user 
has to click the “Force read” link to bring data back. 

A. You can set an extra value on the gadget called 
GadgetTimeout. Its value is in milliseconds. Here is 
some more information on this timeout:

Gadget Timeout 
The Gadget Timeout can be set on either the Portal 
Configuration Object (PCO) or a specific Gadget. Its 
purpose is to tell the gadget how long to try to retrieve 
its data. If you configure it on the PCO, that will be the 
default for all gadgets. If you configure it on a specific 
gadget, it will overide the global default. The name of 
the New Value to add to the object is Gadget Timeout 
and its value is in milliseconds.

LDAP Re-Read Timeout
This is the time before forcing users to re-read the 
configuration from LDAP (in seconds). The value can 
range from 0 to unlimited seconds. The number of 
seconds to wait before refreshing the user’s 
configuration from LDAP while the user is logged in to 
the Portal. The next request to view a portal page from 
this user after this amount of time will cause the 
configuration to be re-read from LDAP. Enter 0 or 
blank to never update from LDAP during the user’s 
session.

Session Timeout
The session timeout is handled by the Java Application 
Server (I am using Tomcat v3.2 and Apache v1.3.12). 
You will need to add the session timeout settings to the 
Novell Portal Services (NPS) Application Configura- 
tion in Tomcat. The values for the Session Timeout are 
in minutes. The default setting is 2. 

If you put this in the application setting, it will overide 
the Tomcat system default of 30 minutes, which is 
specified in the d:\tomcat\conf\web.xml file. Sample 
web.xml from the D:\tomcat\webapps\nps\WEB-INF 
sub-directory portal com.novell.nps.PortalServlet 
portal /servlet/portal 2.

Note: The Timeout and Keep Alive settings in Apache’s 
httpd.conf do not seem to affect these settings.

With the Novell eCom-
merce Bean, how can I
do a contextless login
through a Web
browser? I want users
to be able to log in with-
out having to type in
their context. Any ideas
would be appreciated.
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According to the Novell NPS Development Team, in 
NPS 1.5 the Gadget Timeout is being added by default 
to every gadget’s available setting under its advanced 
settings and to the PCO’s settings under its advanced 
setting. This setting is only available to administrators, 
not for individual users who may want to personalize a 
gadget. So once yo upgrade to NPS 1.5, you won’t 
have to try to remember the name of this setting any 
more.

Q. In Novell NetBasic 6.0, is it possible to write a 
“netbasic CGI” that can get the IP address 
(99.99.99.99) of the caller user’s computer? When I 
use “NET:Internet:Address” I only see the IPX 
address of my server.

A. You can get it through environment variables. To 
do this, use the following to give you the IP address 
you want:

GetUser = DOC:Env:Get(“REMOTE_USER”)
GetUserAddress = DOC:Env:Get("REMOTE_ADDR")

Q. I have an application running as a service that 
has Windows NT login support. I’d like to add Novell 
eDirectory login but I have absolutely no experience 
with NDS. Here is what we do (I won’t get into NT Lan 
Manager authentication, just the “plain old” login):

1. Call LogonUser() with the username and the 
cleartext password.

2. Take the returned token, get the user’s SIDs, and 
match it against a list of SIDs kept internally, thus 
determine what the user can do within our service.

3. Call ImpersonateLoggedOnUser() so that the 
thread servicing the user’s request is running 
within the user’s context.

My questions are: 

1. I imagine that a call to LogonUser can be simply 
replaced with the NDS equivalent. However, are 
there SIDs or similar structures in eDirectory? 
We don’t want to have to rely on storing the user 
or group name as this can be changed, while the 
data uniquely identifying the user/group is its SID, 
which remains valid until the object is deleted. If 
yes, how do you go about obtaining them? 

2. Does the eDirectory user somehow map to a 
Windows NT user so that a call to 
ImpersonateLoggedOnUser() can be made? This 
is really crucial, as we don’t want the servicing 
thread to run under the LocalSystem account, for 
obvious reasons.

3. Is it possible to programmatically enumerate 
objects (users and groups) in the NDS tree and get 
their SIDs (or equivalent)? Is there any sample 
source code? I have downloaded the most recent 
C-based eDirectory Novell Developer Kit (NDK), 
but have not found any samples covering this 
specific problem.

A. To answer your questions, read the following:

1. Historically, any NDS object has always been 
uniquely identified by its full path. Later NDS 
versions (NetWare 5.x and up) provide an object 
GUID, which is a kind of unique identifier. Our 
GUID is simply an object’s NDS attribute, 
carrying unique number, which has been 
generated during the object’s creation. (I am not 
sure if the GUID cannot be changed under some 
very specific circumstances.) Our GUID does not 
say anything about access rights to NDS. Each 
object in NDS has its own Access Control List 
(ACL) attribute, which stores access rights 
information. In this way, the ACL full object 
name is used for trustee object description (instead 
of any SID equivalent).

2. The NetWare client handles all NetWare 
connections based on Windows NT security 
context. It means when you login to a NetWare 
server while being NTuserA, create connection(s), 
and then impersonate to NTuserB, you cannot 
access any NetWare connections created from 
NTuserA security context.

3. You can enumerate/list all user/group objects, and 
get their GUID. Novell usually has some sample 
code attached directly to our NDK bundles (see 
http://www.developer.novell.com). You can also 
find sample code at Novell Developer Support’s 
sample code forum: 
http://developer.novell.com/support/sample.htm

In your situation, you probably will have to switch to 
desired Windows NT security context first, and then 
login and create a connection to the NetWare 
server/NDS tree.

Q. I have been doing Object-Oriented 
Programming (OOP) for quite a while. I have 
discovered that I repeatedly end up coding the same 
sort of classes for a variety of projects. Do you know of 
any books that provide design roadmaps for use with 
OOP?

A. I recomment two books. The first book is call 
Design Patterns Explained by Alan Shalloway and 
James Trott (ISBN: 0201715945). This book gives a 
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good overview of OOP programming, introduction to 
these roadmaps, referred to as Design Patterns in the 
industry, and descriptions of how to use them. 

If you are proficient in OOP, which it sounds like you 
are, then maybe the book Design Patterns, Elements of 
Reusable Object-Oriented Software by Erich Gamma, 
Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson and John Vlissides 
(ISBN 0201633612) may be for you. This book covers 
design patterns in depth.

Q. Where on the Web can I find a listing of all 
Novell Directory Services (NDS) attributes of a user 
(for example: Surname, Telephone Number) with the 
correct JNDI string? The sample programs at 
http://developer.novell.com only show you how to 
create a user with the surname. 

A. If you load ConsoleOne and go to the Schema 
Manager, you can list all the attributes currently 
defined for a User object. I don’t think there can be a 
definitive list of attributes as different programs extend 
the schema to add their own attributes. 

As a challenge, you can always write a program to read 
the schema and work out the current list of attributes at 
run time.

Q. I am writing an application that will work with 
GroupWise. I’ve developed a C3PO using Borland 
Delphi that uses two custom messages subclassed from 
GW.MESSAGE.MAIL. Is it possible to disable the 
context menu from displaying when a user right-clicks 
on one of my custom messages?

A. It is certainly possible to catch your custom 
message and grab the handle to the context menu that 
is about to be displayed. But I can’t think of a way to 
disable the context menu from displaying. However, 
you could always delete the items on the context menu 
that would appear. 

Q. Is it possible to create a standalone application 
to log the Novell DirXML documents to a file? 

A. No. DirXML documents are created and 
consumed in the context of a DirXML driver running 
inside the DirXML engine. Novell has a driver that 
will log the documents to a file. It is also possible to 

write a stylesheet that logs documents to a file and 
install that stylesheet as a rule in a driver that is 
performing synchronization with another application.

Q. I’m trying to create a pipe in NetWare (building 
an NLM). I use fdopen to create my file handles and do 
some simple read and write operations. The code 
below does not work, as fread() simply returns 0 bytes 
read. I’ve also tried other standard C operations on 
the FILE pointers, but none seem to work. Then, I used 
read() and write() directly on the piped descriptors 
themselves and it did work, but this is not what I need. 

Does anyone know how to get the following to work 
(opening FILE pointers to piped descriptors, then 
calling standard C functions such as fwrite/fread or 
fputs/fgets)? My sample code is below:

int main()
{
FILE *in, *out;
int p[2];
char buff[32];
char c;
char* data = "Hello, World!";

pipe(p);
out = fdopen(p[1], "w");
fwrite(data, strlen(data), 1, out);

  /* the following actually works! */

//write(p[1], "j", 1);
fclose(out);

/* read and write work, but fread() and 
fwrite() do not */

//read(p[0], buff, 6);
in = fdopen(p[0], "r");
c = fread(buff, strlen(data), 1, in);
printf("bytes read: %d\n", c);
printf(buff);
fclose(in);

}

A. There are several things you need to do to make 
this work. First, set the flags for the pipe to 
O_NONBLOCK using fcntl(). You only need to do 
this for one side of the pipe because both ends map to 
the same FIFO. Second, open your streams with “wb” 
and “rb” instead of “w” and “r.” Third, after writing 
data to the pipe, call fflush() to write the data through 
to the pipe. Finally, don’t close the write stream with 
fclose() before reading from the pipe. 

Where on the Web can I
find a listing of all Nov-
ell Directory Services
(NDS) attributes of a
user (for example: Sur-
name, Telephone Num-
ber) with the correct
JNDI string? The sam-
ple programs at
http://developer.nov-
ell.com only show you
how to create a user
with the surname.
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What Will the Year 2002 
Bring?

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief
Novell AppNotes

When I was looking for a topic to write about this 
month, some of the AppNotes editorial staff suggested 
that I present my predictions for the high tech industry 
in the year 2002. Since I always try to do whatever I 
can to keep the staff happy, I’ll peer into my crystal 
ball and tell you what I think is in store for the near 
future.

More Mergers. My first prediction is that we’ll see 
more consolidation in the high tech industry, both in 
the way of mergers and acquisitions, and in the combi- 
nation of business units within companies. This will be 
mostly (but not totally) driven by economics. When 
times are tough, consolidation is a natural move for 
large organizations. For many, the choice will be to 
change or become extinct. Unfortunately, not all 
change is good; some mergers will be successful, while 
others may not be.

Home-Use Broadband. Broadband services will 
finally become widespread in home usage this year, 
mostly due to lower costs and the average home user’s 
desire for faster Net access. However, the cumulative 
effect of more users spending more time accessing the 
Net will be that the Net will become even slower.

How is that possible? Servers will still be a bottleneck, 
as they won’t be able to keep pace with the rapid rise in 
home users. As witnessed during recent events of 
global importance, many news sites couldn’t properly 
handle the sudden surge in requests. This situation will 
probably get worse before it gets better.

Yes, solutions to the access time problem are available 
today. But with site owners still trying to figure out 
how to pay for these technologies via direct revenue 
streams, most haven’t yet invested in this kind of 
technology. People need to seriously consider using 
directory services and Web accelerators to overcome 
these bottlenecks. Not doing so will cause financially 
strapped Web sites to lose potential customers, making 
their situations even worse!

The Year of Wireless. I know this sounds like the 
cry from the 1990s when every year was “the year of 
the LAN or WAN” but it never seemed to materialize. 
However, with the rapid increase in sales of laptops, 
PDAs, and cellular phones, wireless is due to grow 
spectacularly. Our world today depends on instant, 
global communication. Look for more businesses to be 
set up to provide wireless services of all kinds, as well 
as neighborhoods starting to share wireless networks.

Web-based Information. I predict that more and 
more technical information and training will be Web- 
based, rather than paper-based. I have been a firm 
believer for years that paper-based information will 
never go away completely, and I still believe that. 
However, the cost of producing information in paper- 
based formats is growing prohibitive, and that is 
propelling us further along in the transition from paper 
documents to free electronic content. Another factor in 
the increasing popularity of Web-based information is 
the safety factor in light of the recent Anthrax scare: 
no physical contact is necessary when materials are 
delivered electronically. For these reasons and others, 
the Web is rapidly becoming the information delivery 
method of choice. For those who still want paper, 
many online resources make a printable version 
available, allowing consumers to decide what they 
want in print and having them bear the expense 
directly. I believe this trend will continue at least 
through this year.

Net Security. Net security is already a big issue, but I 
predict it will become even bigger in 2002. More 
businesses will need to become familiar with security 
concerns and find solutions to secure their businesses. 
Solutions will be available—I’m not talking products, 
but honest-to-goodness solutions that control the whole 
customer experience as well as the business processes 
involved in eBusiness. People need to realize that 
there’s no room for error when it comes to security. In 
order to survive in the coming years, organizations 
must be working on a solid business model and have 
the right fundamentals in place.

Growth Within Novell. Finally, I predict growth 
within Novell as more people realize Novell is in the 
game to stay and become interested in our products and 
services. Along with that you will see changes in the 
AppNotes as we adapt in our role of supporting you by 
providing the information you need on formulating, 
purchasing, and implementing solutions to help you 
succeed and stay in business.

Well, I hope these predictions for the year 2002 got 
you thinking. Please feel free to disagree with me. 
Until next time, I’ll just keep rambling. . . .

I’ll peer into my crys-
tal ball and tell you
what I think is in
store for the near
future. 
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Songs to Write Code By

If you’ve been feeling down and out because your code 
just doesn’t seem to want to run, here are some tunes 
that might lift your spirits. These parodies of hit songs 
were gathered from various sources on the Internet. 
Our apologies to Paul Simon and to the Beatles.

Fifty Ways to Hose Your Code
(Tune:Paul Simon,“Fifty Ways to Leave Your Lover”)

The problem is all inside your code, she said to me;
Recursion is easy if you take it logically.
I’m here to help you if you’re struggling to learn C,
There must be fifty ways to hose your code. 

She said it’s really not my habit to #include,
And I hope my headers won’t be lost or misconstrued;
But I’ll recompile at the risk of getting screwed,
There must be fifty ways to hose your code . . .
Fifty ways to hose your code.

Just blow up the stack, Jack,
Make a bad call, Paul,
You don’t need to deploy, Roy,
Just listen to me.
Mess up the bus, Gus,
You do’'t need to recurse much,
Traverse the wrong tree, Lee,
And set your code free.

She said, it grieves me so to see you compile again,
I wish there were some hardware that wasn’t such a pain.
I said, I appreciate that, and could you please explain
About the fifty ways. 

She said why don’t we both just work on it tonight,
And I’m sure in the morning it’ll be working just right.
Then she hosed me and I realized she probably was right,
There must be fifty ways to hose your code . . . 
Fifty ways to hose your code.

Just lose the address, Les,
Clear the wrong Int, Clint,
You don’t need to debug, Doug,
Just set your list free. 
Mess up the bus, Gus,
You don't need to recurse much,
Just hit the wrong key, Lee,
And program in C.

Write In C
(Tune: The Beatles,“Let It Be”)

When I find my code in tons of trouble, 
Friends and colleagues come to me, 
Speaking words of wisdom: 
“Write in C.”

As the deadline fast approaches, 
And bugs are all that I can see, 
Somewhere, someone whispers:
“Write in C.”

Write in C, write in C, 
Write in C, write in C. 
LISP is dead and buried, 
Write in C.

I used to write a lot of FORTRAN, 
For science it worked flawlessly. 
Try using it for graphics! 
Write in C.

If you’ve just spent nearly 30 hours 
Debugging some assembly, 
Soon you will be glad to 
Write in C.

Write in C, write in C, 
Write in C, yeah, write in C. 
Only wimps use BASIC. 
Write in C.

And when the screen is fuzzy, 
And the editor is bugging me, 
I’m sick of ones and zeroes. . .
Write in C.

A thousand people swear that T.P. 
Seven is the one for me. 
I hate the word PROCEDURE, 
Write in C.

Write in C, write in C, 
Write in C, yeah, write in C. 
PL1 is 80s, 
Write in C.

Write in C, write in C, 
Write in C, yeah, write in C. 
The government love ADA, 
Write in C.

Disclaimer: Lightweight Access brings you humorous 
observations and refreshing diversions to give you a 
break from the daily grind. Opinions expressed here do 
not reflect Novell’s official position on anything.
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Jan 02 464-000063-001 Cluster-Enabling a Zenworks for Servers 2 Development
Understanding Novell BorderManager’s HTTP Proxy Logs
How to Implement Complex Business Rules Using DirXML Stylesheets and Java
How to Write a ConsoleOne NDS Management Snap-In Using the eCommerce 
Bean for LDAP
How to Manage Internet Directories Using Beans for Novell Services

Dec 01 464-000062-012 Ensuring High Performance and Availability from NetWare 4.x and 5.x Servers
Building eDirectory-Enabled Applications Using Delphi: ActiveX
How to Use the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment and Standard 
Run-Time Library: NetWare 6 Update
How to Access Remote ActiveX Controls from NetWare
How to Define a Corporate Naming Policy Using DirXML Stylesheets
How to Certify an NLM Application on NetWare 6

Nov 01 464-000062-011 Should I Use a Directory, a Database, or Both?
Preparing a Disaster Recovery Plan for NetWare and eDirectory
Building eDirectory-Enabled Applications using Delphi: Overview
How to Use the eCommerce Beans for LDAP in Servlets, Java Server Pages, and 
Enterprise JavaBeans
How to Install and Configure NetWare Enterprise Web Server or Apache Web 
Server with Tomcat

Oct 01 464-000062-010 What’s New in NetWare 6? A Features Overview
Upgrading or Migrating to NetWare 6
iFolder: Data Accessibility, Where and When You Need It
Novell iPrint: A Best-of-Breed Print Solution for Business
High Availability Networking with NetWare 6: NSS 3.0 and Cluster Services 1.6
Multiprocessing Support in NetWare 6

Sep 01 464-000062-009 Troubleshooting the Novell BorderManager 3.6 VPN Client
Moving Novell’s Legacy Print Services Between Volumes and Servers 
Implementing SecuGen’s Fingerprint Recognition Technology with NMAS 2.0
Ten Guidelines for Designing Effective Schema Extensions
How to Install ZENworks for Desktops 3
How to Use eDirectory-Based Home Directories with the Apache Web Server
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 6 (online article)

Aug 01 464-000062-008 Getting to Know LDAP and Directories: What to Consider
Enhancing ZENworks for Desktops 3 Imaging with ENGL Zim
How to Showcase Your Web Content Using Novell Portal Services
How to Use Novell Directory Control (NWDir), Part 3
How to Use Perl, Python, and PHP to Access NDS eDirectory 8.5 via LDAP
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 5 (online article)

Jul 01 464-000062-007 An Overview of Biometrics Support in NetWare Through NMAS
Quick Guide to Installing and Configuring Novell iChain 1.5 Community Ser-
vices
Printing from a Macintosh on an IP-Only NetWare Network with NDPS
How to Integrate NDS eDirectory with Your Web Application Using the eCom-
merce Bean for LDAP
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 4 (online article)
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Jun 01 464-000062-006 Configuring a Fault-Tolerant Messaging System Using GroupWise 5.5 and Novell 
Cluster Services
Quick Guide to Installing and Configuring Novell iChain 1.5 Authorization Ser-
vices
How to Use the ODBC Driver with XML
How to Clear a User’s Connection Using a Perl Script
Centralis Contex: The ConsoleOne Extensions for Thin Client Server Solutions 
(online article)

May 01 464-000062-005 Performing an Unattended Installation of ZENworks for Desktops 3 on Remote 
Servers
Centralis AXE: The Power Utility for ZENworks for Desktops
Health Check Procedures for NDS eDirectory on Supported Platforms
Quick Guide to Installing and Configuring Novell ICS and iChain 1.5
How to Use Novell Directory Control (NWDir), Part 2
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 3
How to Integrate NDS eDirectory, JDBC, and EJB (online article)

Apr 01 464-000062-004 How to Maintain Caching in eDirectory 8 and eDirectory 8.5
Creating the “Digital Airlines” Novell Technology Demo
Custom Development with Novell iChain 1.5
Process Foundations for Successful Solution Deployment
How to Use the ODBC Driver with NDS, Part 3: Understanding XML
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 2

Mar 01 464-000062-003 How to Monitor NetWare Servers Using a Wireless Device
Policy-Based Management of Mobile Phones
How to Use Novell Directory Controls (NWDir), Part 1
How to Write a Simple DirXML Stylesheet
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 1 (online article)
How to Analyze NDS.DTD to Construct XDS Documents for DirXML
How to Build an NDS-Enabled Application Using Visual Basic and the Novell 
Controls for ActiveX, Part 2

Feb 01 464-000062-002 Understanding Novell’s iChain: A Technical Overview
How to Use NDS eDirectory to Secure Apache Web Server for NetWare
How to Program to NDS eDirectory on NetWare Using Perl
How to Analyze NDS.DTD to Construct XDS Documents for DirXML
How to Build an NDS-Enabled Application Using Visual Basic and the Novell 
Controls for ActiveX, Part 2

Jan 01 464-000062-001 Novell OnDemand Services: Architecture and Customization
How to Optimize Novell Licensing Services
How to Use a Perl Script to Reboot a NetWare Server Using a UPS
How to Write a Simple NLM Using Novell Script for NetWare

Dec 00 464-000060-012 How to Manage Active Directory with Novell’s eDirectory
How to Use MVC Beans for eBusiness to Administer eDirectory Using Your 
Browser
How to Use the ODBC Driver with NDS, Part 2
How to Use the GroupWise Filter and Query
How to Use GroupWise Tokens
New Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for Net-
Ware 6 Programming
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Nov 00 464-000060-011 NDS eDirectory 8.5: A Detailed Overview
Personalizing and Customizing Web Content Using NDS eDirectory at CNN
How to Configure WebSphere, Oracle, NetWare Enterprise Web Server, and 
eGuilde on a NetWare Server
How to Use the ODBC Driver with NDS: Part 1
Overview of the Universal Component System (UCS)

Oct 00 464-000060-010 Using NDS Corporate Edition to Manage Windows NT and Windows 2000
Using the Novell Import Convert Export Utility
NDS Tree Walking Issues and Recommendations
How to Update Applications, ZENworks Application Objects, and snAppShots 
Residing on Multiple Servers
KLib: A Kernel Runtime Library
GroupWise Object API in Visual Basic and C++
Accessing Novell Services from Perl on NetWare

Sep 00 464-000060-009 Using Novell Net Publisher to Publish, Share, and Store Files on the Web
Protecting Your Network from Hackers with Advanced BorderManger Packet 
Filtering
Migrating from NT to NetWare with the NetWare Migrating Wizard
How to Configure and Optimize eDirectory LDAP Servers
Time Functionality in the Standard C Library
How to Add C3PO Custom Buttons with GroupWise Object APIs in Visual Basic

Aug 00 464-000060-008 Multimedia Streaming with NetWare 5.1
Implementing Strong Passwords in an NDS Environment
Troubleshooting BorderManager Licensing Issues
Choosing a Scripting Language on NetWare
How to Develop Web Applications for WebSphere Using MVC Beans
NetWare Installation Guide for Non-NetWare Users
Novell Controls for ActiveX and Microsoft Excel

Jul 00 464-000060-007 An Introduction to Novell’s DirXML
What It Really Means to be Integrated with NDS eDirectory
System Requirements for NDS eDirectory
Novell eGuide: One-Click Connection to Directory-Based Information
How to Supercharge LDAP Searches with NDS eDirectory Indexes
How to Use Metrowerks CodeWarrior
Building an NDS-Enabled Application Using Visual Basic and Novell Controls for 
Active X, Part 1

June 00 464-000060-006 Implementing an Enterprise-Wide White Pages/Yellow Pages Lookup Service 
with NDS eDirectory
Troubleshooting TCP/IP Communication Issues in the NetWare 5 Environment
NetWare Security: Closing the Doors to Hackers

May 00 464-000060-005 Standardizing Network Server Configurations with Server Policies in ZENworks 
for Servers
NDS eDirectory Design, Implementation, and Maintenance Guidelines
Enabling Roaming Lotus Notes Users with ZENworks for Desktops
Configuring BorderManager Authentication Services for Use with ActivCard 
Tokens
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Apr 00 464-000060-004 An Introduction to NDS Corporate Edition
Understanding and Configuring SLP Directory Agents (DAs) and Scopes
Troubleshooting and Diagnosing NetWare 5.1 Server Problems Through the 
NetWare Portal Utility
Implementing Software Metering with ZENworks

Mar 00 464-000060-003 Providing Web Services on the Internet: Why I Chose NetWare 5 Over Windows 
NT and Linux
An Introduction to ZENworks for Servers
Novell Internet Messaging Service (NIMS) Configuration Tips
What’s New in ManageWise 2.7
Protecting NDS from Malicious Internal Attacks with NetVision’s DirectoryAlert

Feb 00 464-000060-002 Novell’s Support for Windows NT, Windows 2000, and Active Directory
Understanding Novell’s Single Sign-On
How to Set Up and Use Remote Control with ZENworks 1.1 and 2.0
A Strategy for Migrating to Novell Distributed Print Services in a Pure IP Envi-
ronment

Jan 00 464-000060-001 What’s New in NetWare 5.1: The Complete Solution for Web-Based Networking
Rolling Out NetWare 5.1 with the NetWare Deployment Manager
Upgrading Novell Client Software Across the Network Using ACU.EXE
An Overview of NetWare 5.1’s Management Portal Utility
Taking Advantage of NetWare’s Public Key Infrastructure with Novell Certifi-
cate Server 2.0
An Introduction to WebSphere: The Next-Generation Web Application Server

Dec 99 464-000057-012 The Novell Controls for ActiveX and Visual Basic: Writing NDS Field Values
Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for NLMs: 
Part Four
WebSphere Components
Introduction to NetWare 5 Memory Enhancements
Novell, Java, and Voyager
Novell to Ship NetWare 5.1 Beta
Novell Year 2000 Testing

Nov 99 464-000057-011 Configuring Your Client Application for LDAP Secure Binds
ASN.1, OIDs, and NDS—The Common Fit
Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for NLMs: 
Part Three
Novell SSL for Java
SecretStore Single Sign-on
Programming on NetWare Made Easy with Perl Scripting
Developer Tools: Contest Winners Use NDS and NetWare to Create Prize-
Winning Apps

Oct 99 464-000057-010 The Novell Controls for ActiveX and Visual Basic: Searching NDS Field Values
Using JNDI and Novell’s NJCL to Access NDS
Using the NetWare Deployment Kit to Upgrade to NetWare 5 
Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for NLMs: 
Part Two
Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for NLMs: 
Part Two
Overview of New Features in BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5
Novell Developer Workshop Tour ‘99
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Sep 99 464-000057-009 The Novell Controls for ActiveX and Visual Basic: Reading Field Values
NDS Glossary
The Future of Application Development on NetWare with NLMs
SCHMAP: NDS Schema Extension and LDAP-to-NDS Mapping Utility
Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for NLMs: 
Part One
SCHMIG: Schema Migration Utility
Developer Tools: Credentia ViaNet/NDS

Aug 99 464-000057-008 White Pages Application NDS Programming Tutorial: Directory Concepts
White Pages Application NDS Programming Tutorial: The Demo Application
Building Web Database Applications Using Novell Script for NetWare
The Business Case for Directory-Enabling Your Application with NDS
Benefits of NDS 

July 99 464-000057-007 Designing NDS Schema Extensions 
The Novell Controls for ActiveX and Visual Basic: Logging In 
Extending the NDS Schema with DSAPIs
NDS 8 Update 
Novell Delivers High-Availability Solution for NetWare 5 

June 99 464-000057-006 Programming with the Novell Controls for Active X and Visual Basic: Getting 
Started
Configuring JavaBeans for Novell Services
Schema Enhancements for NDS 8
Runtime Programming in Java; A Technology Primer
Using BulletProof’s JDesignerPro 3.0 to Build Java Applications on NetWare 5

May 99 464-000057-005 Introduction to NDS for Developers 
Applications for NetWare 5, Part 4 
Overview of NDS for NT 2.0 
BorderManager Authentication Services 3 
EPC C/C++ Enterprise Edition for Novell NetWare 
Novell SuperLab 
NDS for Solaris: An Overview 
Active Server Pages (ASP) on NetWare 

Apr 99 464-000057-004 Understanding and Using Novell’s Universal Component System
The Novell Developer Kit
NDS for NT Q & A
Applications for NetWare 5, Part 3
Using Novell’s Year 2000 Information Ferret to Determine Your Y2K Status
Developer News
Minimum Patch List

Mar 99 464-000057-003 Introduction to NDS v8
DeveloperNet University’s NDS 102 Using C and LDAP
Stick a Fork in it: 1998 Novell Developer Workshop Tour Series Well Done
Applications for NetWare 5, Part 2
The Winners’ Circle
Novell Java Q & A 

Feb 99 464-000057-002 The Winners’ Circle
NDS102: Authenticating to NDS Using C (NDAP) APIs
Why Develop to NetWare 5? Part 2
Whats New in NetWare 4.2?
NetWare 5 Tested and Approved Applications
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